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so highly flammable as to be dangerous when worn by indi-
viduals.

2. Manufacturing for sale , selling, or offering for sale any
article of wearing apparel made of fabric , which fabric has
been shipped or received in commerce , and which under Sec-
tion 4 of the Act , as amended , is so highly flammable as to
be dangerous when worn by individuals.

It is further orde1'ed That the respondents herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

ROD ALE PRESS , INC. , ET AL.

ORDER, OPINIONS, ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION

OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 8619. Complaint , Ap?' il 1.96h-Decision, June 20" 1967"

Order requiring an Emmaus, Pa. , book publisher to
claims in its advertising that readers of two of
publications would gain various therapeutic benefits.

discontinue making
its health and diet

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Ad , the
Federal Trade Commission having reason to bcljeve that Rodaie
Press , Inc. , a corporation , and Rodale Books , Inc. , a corporation
and Jerome 1. Rodale and Robert Rodale , individually and as off-
cers of said corporations , hereinaftcr l'efelTed to as respondents,

have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding' by it in l' espect therecf would be
in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint , stating its
charges in that respect as fol1O\vs:
PARAGHAPH 1. Respondents Rada!e Press , Inc., and Rodale

Books , Inc., are corporations ol'ganize(l , existing and doing busi-
ness under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsyl-
vania with their offces and principal places of business located
at 33 East lVfinor Street , Ernrnaus , Pennsylvania.

Orner of Dec. !9GR , dismissed the WJmplajnt in this mattcr after H. jcmr,r, ri Gated Oct
1968 407 F. 2d 1252 (196e), from the Court of Appcals,
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Jerome 1. Rodale and Robert Rodale are oflcers of said cor-
porations. They formulate , direct and control the acts and prac-
tices of the corporate respondents. Their address is the same as
that of the corporate respondents.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and have been for some time
last past, engaged in the publication , advertising, sale and dis-
tribution of various books , pamphlets and n1agazines pertaining
to diet , diseases and the health of mankind. Among, but not all
inclusive of the books published by respondent Roc1ale Press , Inc.
is "The Health Finder." Respondent Rodale Press , Inc. , also pub-
lishes various pamphlets and paperback books. Rodak Books
Inc. , participates in the publishing, advertising and distribution
of the books published by Rodale Press , Inc. , and has also pub-
lished various pamphlets and paperback books , including but not
limited to

, "

How To Eat for a Healthy Heart" and "This Pace is
Not KiJing Us.

Respondents cause and have caused said books and pamphlets

when sold , to be transported from their place of business in the
State of Pennsylvania to purchasers thereof located in various
other States of the L'nited States, and in the District of Colum-
bia. Respondents at all times mentioned herein have 111aintained
a course of trade in said books , pamphlets and magazines in com-
merce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Respondents' volume of business in the sale of said books
and pamphlets in commerce is and has been substantial.

PAR. 3. In the conduct of their business at al1 times mentioned
herein respondents have been in substanbal competition , in com-
merce, with other corporations , firrns and individuals in the sale
and distribution of books ,end pamphlets.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business and for the

purpose of inducing the purchase in commerce of said books and
pamphJets respondents have nwde certain statements and repre-
sentations with respect thereto in advertisements and Irl'Omotion-
al material including letters , circulars and brochures , sent through
the 'Lnited States mails into various States of the United States
and into the District of Columbia.

PAR. 5. Among and typical , but not
n1ents and representations made and
tisements are the follmving:

all inclusive, of the state-

appearing in said adver-

Better Health can mean C1 lot to you personaJly. Have you ever stopped to
think that all the good things in life de1)elld upon good health? '" * " Wouldn
you like to enjoy one ai' more of these rewards of good health? "' Good
health and abundant energy that goes \vith it * * Are you "just too tired"
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to take a full part in the life of your community? * * " Do you enjoy your
leisure moments as you shouJd? Or are you so tired you spend most of your
leisure time in resting and sleeping? ,

: ,, .

Are you bored and discontented
because you don t fe-e1 well? " :.. Turn page for important message * * *

Hetdth Finder, an cncycloperlia of Health Information from the preventive
pnint of view. ANSWERS HEALTH PH.OBLEMS.

Which of the health ideas in this amazing hook will * "' i' (1) Add years
to yow' life? (2) Give you marc energy? (3) Cut down on your doctor and
dentist bills? (4) Make you feel better thlL1 yon ever felt before? (5) Help
yom' family to achicve health and happiness? 'i' " , , Recommendations for a
winter free from common colds (pages 260-1) ,. * , What is the most success-
ful preventative and cure for constipation (pages 278-0) 

"," 

Cancer and
nutrition (pages 165 , 6 , 7) '" * *' Diet for children during polio season (pages
623, 5) .

, ", ,

, Prevention of ulcers (page 854) '" .; *' Heart Disease and the
use of Vitamin E (pages 415 , 6- 9) * *' ., Use of garlic in the treatment
of hypertension (high blood pressure) (page 388) * ., . . LaL')ratory experi-
ments indicating' that brewel's yeast and dried liver prevent cancer (page
141)" * Experiments showing the effectiver:€ss of the B comp1ex vitamins
in preventing the g'1owth of cancer (pagcs 176- 7) '

" * 

The garlic treatment
for tuberculosis (page 386) * " * Goitel'-what it is, where it occurs , what
should be oane to prevent it (pages 392 , 393- 8) ,

. ,

, ;, Reasons for
a salt-free diet if you suffer from high blood pressure (pages 424-5) * * *
Exciting discovcry concerning the use of desiccated liver as t. means of
preventing fatigue (pages 450- 2) , " ;, Experiments which indicate that
liver in the diet helps prevent cancer (page 452) ,

, * 

Infantile pal'alysis
and vitamin cleficie:rcy (pages 625- 9) " *' Food and polio (pages
596-7-- 9) Polio its cause and prevention by Dr. Virgil A. David , Kew Yo:rk
City (pages 599-603).

Certain of the advertisements referred to in Paragraph Four
included testimonials frOTn alleged readers of said publication un-

der lleadings CANCER, HEAHT DISEASE! MENTAL HEALTH , POLIO,

ULCERS, and ARTHRITIS.

PAR. 6. Through the use of said statements and others not spe-
cifically set out herein , rcsponclents have represented, and are

now representing, directly 01' by implication , in their advertising:
(1) That readers of the book

, "

The Health Finder" who fol-
low the ideas and suggestions set forth therein- will:

(a) Add years to their lives.
(b) Gain more energ'

(c) Effectuate savings on medical and dental expenditures.

(c1) Feel better than ever before.

(e) Gain and maintain health.
(2) That readers of the book

, "

The Health Finder" wil find
therein the answer to any hea1ih problem including but not lim-
ited to:

(a) How
(b) How

to free oneself of common colds.
to prevent and cure all types of constivation.
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(c) How to prevent ulcers.
(d) How to prevent fatigue.
(e) HO'v to prevent goiter.
(f) How to prevent high blood pressure.
(3) That the ideas and suggestions contained in "The Health

Finder" are effective in the prevention , relief and treatment of
cancel' , tuberculosis , infantile paralysis, heart disease, arthritis
and mental ilness.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact:
1. The ideas and suggestions contained in "The Health Finder

will not assure readers:

(a) An increased life span.
(b) More energy.

(c) Savings on medical and dental expenditures.
(d) That they wil feel better than ever before.
(e) That they will gain and maintain health.

2. "The Health Finder" does not contain the answer to all
health problems and will not enable the reader to:

(a) Free himself of common colds.
(b) Prevent or cure all types of constipation.
(c) Prevent ulcers.
(d) Prevent fatigue.
(e) Prevent goiter.
(f) Prevent high blood pressure.
3. The ideas and suggestions ontained in "The Health Find-
" are not effective in the prevention , relief or tl'eatrnent of can-

cel' , tuberculosis , infantile paralysis , heart disease, arthritis , or
n1ental illness. l'lol'€ovcl' , reliance 011 the advertising statements
and representations l'€sultin?; in purchase of the aforesaid book
and the attendant delay in receiving- adequate treatment prompt-
ly, may result in relentless progression of these serious diseases,

irreparable injury to health , crippling, and loss of life
Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth and

referred to in Paragraphs Five and Six \vere and are false , mis-
leading and deceptive.

PAR. 8. Included in the advertising of "The Health Finder" as
set forth and referrcd to in Paragraph Four , respondents have
advertised , as a gift to purchasers of said book , their publications
How to Eat For a Healthy Heart" and 'i This Pace is Vot Killing

" combined in a single volume.
PAR. 9. Among and typical of the statements and representa-

tions made and appearing in said advertisements concerning the
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publications "How to Eat For a Healthy Heart" and "This Pace
is Not Killing Us " but not limited thereto , are the following;

Did you know that in the United States alone 773 980 people dicd of heart

disease last year? HO\V TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART attacks this
terrifying problem from a new angle. THIS PAGE IS NOT KILLING US
is also concerned with the heart disease problem. It contains an equally vital
health message for you.

Here s why you should read both of these lJOoks at once: American men
are dying from heart disease five times fastn than Italian men-ten times
faster than Japanese men! Why is this so? Is there any hope for Americans?

Yes :Mr. Rodale says , there is all the hope in the world , jf the enigma of
heart disease is approached as a problem in nutrition ,

, .. ;'

. 111'. Roclale

brings to light many facts about heart disease-facts you must consirler if
you ,vant to live a long, useful , ,'itallifc
If you have heart symJ1toms you won t ,vant to miss this amazing

book" " *

PAR. 10. Through the use of said statements and others not
specifically set out therein respondents have represented and are
now representing, directly or by implication , in their advertising,
that the books "How to Eat For a Healthy Heart" and " This Pace
is Not Killing L.s" contain information which will be of benefit
in the prevention , treatment and cure of heart disease. Contrary
to said representations said books do not contain information
which \\'il1 be of benefit in the prevention , treatment or cure of
heart disea-se. NIoreover, reliance on the advertising staten1ents

and representations resulting in purchase of the aforesaid books

and the attendant delay in adequately treating- heart disease

promptly, ll1ay result in irreparable injury to health and loss of

Jife.
Therefore the statements and representations as set forth and

referred to in Paragraphs Nine and Ten 'were , and are , false , mis-
leading and deceptive.

PAR. 11. The use by the respondents of theJoregoing, false
misleading and deceptive statements in advertising has had and
now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive mem-
bers of the purchasing public into the erroneOllS an(1 mistaken
belief that such statements were , and are , true and into the pur-
cnase of substantial quantities of respondents ' boo).;s , magazines
and pamphlets by reason thereof.

PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents

as herein alleged , \vere and arc , all to the prejudice and injury of
the pub1ic and oJ respondents ' competitors and constituted , and
now constitu,te, unfair and deceptive acts and prHctices and UTI-
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fair methods of competition , in commerce , within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Tradc Commission Act.

M1' . Garland S. Ferguson and M,' . Richard W. Whitlock sup-
porting the complaint.

Arnold, Fortas POTte1' by M1'. Thnnnan Arnold and Mr. Stu-
wt J. Land of Washington , D. , and M,.. Morton J. Simon
Philadelphia , Pa. , for respondents.

INITIAL DECISIO:\ BY JOHI' LEWIS , HEARING EXAMINER

APRIL 1 (-j , 1 9 6 S

STATEME:-T OF PROCEEDINGS

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against the
above-named respondents on April 3, 1964 , charging them with
engaging in unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfail
methods of competition , in commerce , in violation of the Federal
Trade Comn1ission Act, by the use of false, mislcading and de-
ceptive staten1ents in advertising certain books and pamphlets
published and distributed by them. Aftcr being served with said
complaint respondents appeared by counsel and thereafter filed
their answer denying, in substance , having engaged in the illegal
practices charged.

Purs 1ant to notice duly given , prchearing conferences \vere con-
vened in Washington, D. , before the undersigned hearing ex-

aminer , theretofore duly designated to act as hearing examiner
in this proceeding, on July 22 , 1964 , and October 0 , 196,1. Pre-

hearing orders embodying the stipulations , admissions dlld '1gree-
ments made at said conferences were thereafter issued by the
undersigned. In accordance with the understandings reached at

the prehearing conferences respondents moved the exan1iner 

dis111iss the complaint herein or , in the alternative , to certify the
questions presented in said motion to the Commission. ,Said mo-
tion was denied by order of the undersigned issued November 19
1964. ResjJondents ' request for permission to file an interlocutory
appeal from said order was denied by Commission order is-
sued December :0 , 1961 , and a motion for reconsideration of said
ruling was denied by the Commission on January 5 , 1965.

Hearings on the charges were held in 'vVashington , D. , from
November 30 , 1961 , to December 11 1964 , and , jJursuant to order
of the Commission granting leave to hold noncontinuous hearings
said hearings were recessed until January 19, 1965 , and con-
cluded on said date. At said hearings , testimony and other evi-
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dence were received in support of and in opposition to the
allegations of the complaint, said evidence being duly recorded
and filed in the offce of the Commission. All parties were repre-
sented by counsel , participated in the hearings and were afforded
full opportunity to be heard and to examine and cross-examine
witnesses. At the close of all the evidence , and pursuant to leave

granted by the undersigned , proposed fmdings of fact, conclu-
sions of law and order , together with supporting briefs, were
fied by the parties on .March 5 , 1965, and a reply to complaint

counsel' s proposed findings was filed by respondents on March
, 1965 , the former electing not to file any reply to respondents

proposed findings.
After having carefully reviewed the evidence in this proceed-

ing, and the proposed findings and conclusions submitted, the

undersigned finds that this proceedmg is in the interest of the
public and , based on the entire record and from his observation of
the witnesses , makes the following: 1

FINDIN GS OF FACT

Identity of Respondents
1. Respondents Rodale Press , Inc. , ami Radale Books , Inc. , are

corporations organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with their of-
fice and principal place of business located at 33 East Minor
Street , Emmaus , Pennsylvania. Jerome 1. Rodale and Robert Ro-
dale are offcers of said corporations. They fOl'l1ndate , direct and
control the acts and practices of the corporate respondents. Their
business address is the same as that of the corporate l'espondents.

Business of Respondents
2. Respondents are now , and have been for some time last past

engaged in ihe publication , advertising, sale 3119 distribution of

various books , pamphlets and magazines pertaining to diet, dis-
I Proposed findings not herein adopted , either in the form proposed or in sulJstance, are

rejected as not supported by the evidence or a involving- irnruaterial matters. References to
the proposed findings are hereinrdter made with the abbreviations: "CP"!'' (for the findings
of complaint ( ounscl), "RPF" (for the findings of respondents) and "HR.' (for re pondents
reply). Rdl'elll'es to the trRnscript are mRde with the aobreviatC'd symbol "Tr. " Heferences
to exhibits are made with the abbreviated symbols: "CX" (for exhibits of complaint coun el)
and " RX" (for exhibits of respondent ). All such citfltions of the record are intended to refer
to the principal portions relied upon by the ur:de1' !;ig-ned. in connection with pRrticular findings
but do not purport to be an exhaustive cornpcIHlium of the portions of the record reviewed
and relied upon by him.

The above findings are based on the admitted allegations of the complaint. Although sGid
allegations were partially denied in respondents' answer , said deI1ial was withdrawn during
the prehearing conferences (Prehearing Order :;oo 2 , par. 3).
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eases and the health of mankind. Among, but not all inclusive of
the books published by respondent Rodale Press , Inc. , is "The
Health Finder. " Respondent Rodale Press , Inc. , also publishes

various pamphlets and paperback books. Respondcnt Rodale
Books , Inc. , participates in the publishing, advertising and distri-
bution of the books published by respondent Rodale Press , Inc.

and has also published various pamphlets and paperback books
including, but not limited to

, "

How to Eat For a Healthy Heart"
and " This Pace Is Not Killing Us.

Sales in Commc--ce

3. Respondents cause and have caused said books and pam-
phlets , when sold, to be transported from their place of business
in the State of Pennsylvania to pm'chasers thereof located in vari-
ous other States of the 1.nited States , and in the District of
Columbia. Respondents at all times mentioned herein have main-
tained a course of trade in said books, pamphlets and magazines

in commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act. Respondents ' volume of business in the sale of said
books and pamphlets in commerce is and has been substantia1.

Compei1 tion 1:11 CO?nrnerce

4. In thc conduct of their business at all times mentioned here-
in respondents have been in substantial competition , in commerce
with other corporations , firms and individuals in the sale and dis-
tribution of books and pamphlets.

el'Using in Corl'L1nerce

5. In the course and conduct of their business, and for the

purpose of inducing the purchase in commerce of said books and
pamphlets , respondents have made certain statements and repre-
sentations ,vith respect thereto in advertisements and promotional
material , including letters , circulars and brochures sent through
the United States mails into various States of the 1.nited States
and into the District of Columbia.

The Challen,ged ildve1.tising

6. The allegations of the complaint that respondents have used
false , misleading and deceptive advertising in connection with the

S Srcme as n. Z supra.
'Sarne RS n. 2 slIpra.
;; Same as n. 2 , S!I)Jra.
6 Same as n. 2. SU;r,,"
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sale of certain of their books and pamphlets are based principal-
ly on mailer advertisements sent to potential purchascrs of their
book

, "

The Health Finder. " The advertisements cited in the com-
plaint as "typical" of those used b:y respondents were circu!ated
from 1956 to April 5 , 1960 , and consist of a 1-page yellow-colored
brochure and a 4-page compendium of testimonial extracts (CX
8 A- , CX 9 A-D; Tr. 22 , 25 , 130 , 571 , 573; Prehearing Order
No. , par. A 5). The statements appearing in the yellow-colored
brochure which are quoted in the complaini may, for convenience
be classified under four headings:

A. General statement regarding the importance of good health.
D. General description of the book

, "

The Health Finder.
C. Statement concerning the value of the ideas contained in

the book.

D. Statement concerning specific diseases or subj ects discussed
in the book , with reference to pages in the book where such sub-
jects are discussed.

These statements, arranged in accordance with the foregoing
subject headings , are as follows:

Better Health can mean a lot to you personally. Have you ever stopped to
think that all the good things in life depend upon good health? .., Wouldn
you like to enjoy one or more of these rewards of good health? " Good
hea1th and the abundant energy that goes with it * 

. :

' Arc you " just too
tired" to take a full part in the life of your community? '" '" 'I' Do yO:J enjoy
your leisuno moments as you should? Or arc you so tired you spend most of
your leisure time in resting and sleeping? "," Are you bored and discon-
tented because you don t feel well? :. *' Turn page for important mes-
sage ". "

Health Finder, an encyclopedia of IIealt'h Information from the preventive
lJoint of view, A:\TS\VERS HEALTH PROBLEMS.

\Vhich of the health ideas in this amazing book will (1) Add years
to your life? (2) Give you more enel'gy? (3) Cut clown -on your doctor and
dentist bills? (4) Make you feel better 01an you ever fe1t before? (5) Help
your famiJy to achieve hea1th and happiness?

Recommendations for a winter free from common colds (pages 260-

* '

What is the most successful prevelltaUve and C11'e for constipation
(pages 278-9) .. Cancer and nutrition (pages 165 , 6, 'I) Diet faT
children during' polio season (pages 623 , 4 , iJ) . - Preventiun of 111cers
(page 854) , Beart Disease and the use of Vitamin E (pag-es .115

, (j--

9) . '0 Use of garlic in the treatJm nt of hypertension (high blood pres-

sure) (page 388) "" Laboratory experiments indicating that brewers
yeast and dried Jiver prevent cancer (page 141) '" " " Experiments showing
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the effectiveness of the B complex vitamins in l)l'Cvcnting the growth of
cancer (pages 176-7) ...- The garlie treatment for tuberculosis (page 386)

:. * "

i. Goiter-what it is , where it occurs , what should 1)12 done to prevent it
(pages 392 , 393- 8) * Reasons for a salt-free diet jf you suffer
from high blood pressure (pages 424-5) Exciting discovery concerning
the use of desiccatecllivCl as a means of preventing fatigue (pages 450-
. 0

' "

' Experiments which indicate that liver in the diet helps prevent cancer
(page 452) " " " Infantile paralysis and vitamin deficiency (pages 625-9) .. Food and polio (pages 59G- 9) Polio its cause and preven-
tion by Dr. Virgil A. David , New York City (pages 599-6(3).

7. The extracts from testimonials purporting to have been
received from readers are arranged according to certain specific
diseases or subjects discussed in HThe Health Finder." The first
and second pages of the series of testimonial extracts are headed
respectively: "The Health Finder article that helped me most
was-" and I' n1 glad I bought the Hea1th Finder because-
The eomplaint alleges that the testimonial extracts contain vari-
ous misrepresentations \vith respect to the following diseases or
subjects discussed in the book: Cancer, heart disease, mental
health , polio , ulcers and arthritis (CX 9 A-D). The contents of
the challenged portions of the testimonials will be hereafter n10re

fully described.

8. Shortly prior to their discontinuance of the circulation of
the above-mentioned yel1O\v-colorcd brochure and the testimonial
extracts on April 5 , 1960 , respondents, in February 1960 , began
to distribute a green-colored n1aile1' advertisement for I' The
Health Finder " and a modified compendium of testin10nial ex-
tracts. Respondents continued to distribute such mailer advertise-
ment and testimonial extracts until at least August 1963 (CX 10

, CX 22 A- , CX 24 A- , CX 2:-' B; Tr. 072 , 586).' The
revised brochure omits all of the material quoted under the head-
ings "A" and "c" above. It also contains some modiflcations in
the statelnents dealing with specific diseases and subjects , as set
forth in I' D" above. The nature of such chnnges will be herein-

after more fully discussed. Complaint counsel contend that de-
spite the changes , the green-colored brochure contains many of
the misleading- statements found in its yellow-colored predeces-

sor (Brief, p. 32). Respondents, while not conceding that the
yellmv-colorecl brochure and accompanying testimonial extracts
contained any misleading materiaL contend that any D1nterial

7 A,,,,ordin.\ to nsponucTlt Robert R.odale, yesponde:1ts ('eased distri811ting the green- co:ored
\u' ochure in April 1963 (TJ", (72). However, in August 1963 , foIlowing the r ceipt by re-
spondents of R proposed complaint in this j1rocee(ling, respondents SU'1:11itted to the Commis-
sion a copy of the grecn-colored byochure S reftC'ctir, g t eir " current" al:v!?). ti.'r:r_ cnt fay
The Health Finder" (CX 22 E).
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which could possibly be objectionable was eliminated in the later
grecn-colored brochure and accompanying testimonial extracts
(CX22D-E).

9. Respondents arc not currently engaged in advertising "The
Health Finder " although the title of the publication does appear
in their catalog of current publications. As of the time of the
hearings herein , thcre were approximately 240 copies of the pub-
lication in stock , out of a total of approximately 137 000 copies
which had been sold between 1955 and 1964 (Tr. 572-573 , 588).
Respondents are currently publishing and distributing another
book entitled "The Complete Bool, of Food and Nutrition " some
portions of which are identical to those appearing in "The Heahh
Finder" (CX 29; Tr. 598, 613-615). Respondents are now uti-
lizing a red-colored brochure as a mailer ad which they send to
prospective purchasers of this publication (Tr. 608; CX 30 A-D).
To the extent ihe statements in the current 111ai1e1' ad arc ma-
terial , they will be hereinafter referred to in greater detail. Re-
spondents also publish other books and pamphlets dealing with
food , nutrition and health (CX 4 A- , CX 27 , CX 28). However
except for one which will be hereinafter discussed, the record
contains no evidence of the advertisinR used in the sale of these
publications,

The Allc ()ed l1Ii8'lcpresentation
10. The charge of false advertising- with respect to the pub-

lication 'i The Health Finder is based on the allegation that by
the use of certain of the statements above quoted or referred to
respondents have represented, directly 01' by in1plication , that

readers of "The Health :Finder" who fol1ow the ideas and sug-
gestiorlS set forth in the book will obtain certain health benefits
rl1ei'eaS in truth and in fact the ideas aDd suggestions in the

book will be of no value in the respects indicated (Complaint , par.
7). It is the position of respondents that the cOJlJplaint is based

on an erroneous interpretation of their advertising and that the
advertising, as propel'y interpreted , is truthful jn every respect
(Ans'\ver , par, 6-7), In addition , respondents rely on several af-
firmative defenses, the principal ones being, (a) that the complaint
contravenes the First Amendment of the Federal Constitution
since , in essence , it challenges the opinions and ideas set forth in
the book , and (b) that there is no jJublic intel'est jn this jJroceeding
since the advertising chalJenged by the complaint v, as discontin-
ued foul' years prior io the issuance of the complaint (AnS\Vel'

PI'. 8-9) . The merits of these affrmative defenses will be reserved
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for consideration, following the disposition of the factual issues

raised with respect to the alleged misleading character of re-
spondents ' advertising.

11. In support of their position concerning the nature of the

representations made by respondents in their advertising, com-
plaint counsel rely solely on the advertisen1ents themselves , por-
tions of which have been set forth above (Prehearing Order No.

par. A 6). No so-called " public" or consmner witnesses \vere
called to testify as to the impression received by them from the
advertisements. To establish the fact that the ideas and sugges-

tions in the book wil not afford the health benefits suggested by
respondents ' advertising, complaint counsel called a number of
physicians to testify as to the alleged lack of effcacy of the ideas

and suggestions in the book for the prevention , cure or treat-
ment of the various medical conditions covered by the complaint.
Respondents likewise called no public or consumer witnesses to
support their interpretation of the advertising. Like complaint
counsel they called a number of medical \vitnesses, \vho testified
as to the alleged value of the ideas and suggestions contained in
the book with respect to various indicated conditions, in accord-

ance with respondents ' theory as to the proper interpretation
of the advertisements.

12. In order to resolve the issue of whether respondents ' adver-
tising \vith respect to "The Health Finder " is false , Inisleading
and deceptive , it is necessary to first determine what it is that
respondents have represented in their advertising concerning; the
effcacy of the ideas and suggestions contained in the book. Since

no opinion testimony was offered as to the impression \vhich the
advertisen1ents would ll1ake on the pub11c , a determination as to
the n1caning of respondents ' advcrtising Inust rest entirely on the
advertisements themselves. The advertising principally relied
upon by complaint counsel, ns being deceptive, is quoted in
paragraph G supra. As there indicated , the stntements-made in
the yellow-colored brochvre used between 1956 and April 1960
fall into four broad categories. No contention is specificaJly made
that the statements in category "A" are deceptive , such state-
n1ents being apparently set forth in the complaint as background
for the other statelnents which complaint counsel contend are
deceptive. The statements set forth under headings HC" and "

Whiie opinion :f'stim(J!Y of" cor.SUmE'5 is 5om til!e5 offered in CO 11mission proceeding'
it is now wei; established :h?,t the Commission m.'y m?k;c i- d t",nn n"tion ')f the "natural
and p"o Qabl " impression whirh advel'tbin.Q eXj)!'

~~~

iol.s wil hi'.\'e U)JO'l members of tr. e public.
,\'i:nou': e.'lIi"g public 01' !"(JnsUrlle' witnesses. V,rl!" \' l F . 2d 735, 7-1 (2 Cir.
18,'16), I:ert. den. 352 U. S. 9W: Ze?1ith Radio COl' )). v. C., 1-3 F . 2d 2H , 31 (7 Cir. 1'14.1).
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are both claimed to be deceptive , the statements under "C" al-
legedly containing misrepresentations with respect to the bene-

fits to be afforded by the book g-enerally, and those under "
allegedly containing misrepresentations with respect to specific
subjects and portions of the book.

Alleged Misrepresentations As To BenrMs Genentlly
13. It is contended by complaint counsel that by the statements

appearing uncler C" respondents have represented and are no"\v

representing, directly and by implication, that readers of the

book

, "

The Health Finder " who follow the ideas and sugges-
tions set forth in the book wil, (a) "add years to their lives
(b) "gain more energy, (c) effectuate savings on 111eclical and

dental expenditures " (d) "feel better than ever before " and

(e) j'gain and maintain health" (Co111plaint, par. 6 , CPF, pp. 6

, 13, 17). Complaint counsel contend that these rcpresentations
are false , misleading and deceptive 8111ee , in truth and in fact
the ideas a11d suggestions in the book \\'i11 not (iS8U? readers (a)
an increased life span P (b) Hmore energy," (c) "savings on

medical and dental expenditures " (c1) " that they will feel better
than ever before " and (e) Hthat they will gain and maintain

health" (Complaint, par. 7 , CPF, p. 17). The, expert witnesses

called by C01111Jlaint counsel testified, in substance, that persons
following the ideas anc1 suggestions in the book would not be

assured" o:f (a) an increased life , (b) marc energy, (c)

savings all medical and dental expenditures , (d) feeling better

than ever before , or (e) gaining or maintaining health (Tr. 226-
227, 841- 13, 409-410 , 470).

14. Respondents Inake no contention that the ideas and sug-

gestions contained in HThe Hea1th Finder" ,vill /' assure" one of
an increased hfe span and the other broad benefits referred to
above, In fact , they concede that no one , not even a dado I' , could

assure" anyone , in the sense of giving him a H arantee " that by
following cel'tnin meclical advice he will be able to live longel'
etc. (Tr. 475, 479). However , it is their position that the adver-
tisen1ents for lhe book do not purport to /' aSSlll'e " readers of

these be11efits, Respondents c:alled H number of Inec1ical wit-
nesses who testified that the book docs contain valuablc ideas
and suggestions which , ii' followed , could result in better 11ca;th

and the avoidance of some types of c1jsease , thereby helping to
prolong- life (Tl' 542 , 612 , 730 , 806). It is clear , thereJore , that
\\That is involved III this issue is not a question of the truth or

falsity of the alleged representations in respondents ' advcl'tis-
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ing, but whether respondents do , in fact, represent that readers
who follow the ideas in the book will be "assured" of an in-
creased life span , more energy, etc. , in the sense that they are
guaranteed to receive these benefits.

15. Although the complaint is somewhat ambiguous in this re-
gard , it is apparently the position of complaint counsel that the
statements in respondents ' advertising quoted under " C" of para-
graph 6 above amount to a representation that readers following
the ideas and suggestions in the book will be assured guar-
anteed, an increased life span and the other indicated health
benefits." It is the opinion and finding of the examiner that re-
spondents . advertising does not purport to give the readers any
assurance , in the sense of a guarantee , that they "will live longer
maintain their health , etc., by foJlowing the ideas in the book.

The reference to these benefits in the advertising is not in terms
of any assurance or guarantee of what ,vill inevitably be achieved
by readers , but is expressed in the context of the question 1)iz'

Which of the health ideas in this amazing book wil '" .. '" (1) add
years to your life''' , etc. Immediately below the question appears
an explanation , which includes statements such as the Iollowing"

Thi,- kno\vleclge can help the average person remain compaHdively f'l' ee of
many ten-ible diseuses. ':.." Mr. Rodaje be1ieves that by olJserving certain
health rules, we can develop bodies , minds , nerves , muscles and tissues that
are more resistant to disease than they otherwise would be.

It is the opinion and finding of the examiner that the most that
can be claimed to have been represented by the challenged state-
ments , in the eon text of their use , is that the l'eac er \vill find

ideas in the book which , if followed , will be of value to the average
person in maintaining his health and avoiding disease , and in this
way help him to live longe:! , feel better , etc.

J 6. Since the evidence fails to establish that respondents have
represented in their advertising for the /' The Health Finder" that
the ideas and suggestions in the book wi11 " assure" readers of
an increased hfe span , more energy, savings on medical and den
tal expenditures , 01' that they wil1 gain and maintain health , it
follows that the medical testimony relied upon by complaint

counsel , to the eftect that the ideas and suggestions in the book

lilt may IJe noted that p,, fl,'Yaph Six of th complain:, which ('s forth lhe nature of the

p;'

5entRtion , dm'.'O )Jot use the word " ure. " but merel:; all thRt the tatements made
ir. the Rdvrr isi"g constit\1te a ;'epresent"tion that readers who follo\v the ideas in the 1100k

wili" add years to their ii\ , etr:. IIGwe\e , I'amgnljJh Seven , in which the chaJ'

misre)Jre entation is made. a:legEs tbat the H'))'E!E'ltfltior.s a;' e false since the ideas anli

Suggestions contained in t!Je book "wi:1 net fl Sl1le ,'eadeJ' " of an increased life pan , etc.
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will not "assure" these benefits , does not establish a case of mis-
representation in this respect. However , since it may be urged
that the portions of respondents' advertising here under discus-
sion are false , even on the basis of an interpretation thereof that
respondents have represented merely that the book contains ideas
and suggestions which would be helpful for (but not neeessarily
insure) a longer life , more energy, etc. , it should be noted that
the evidence likewise fails to establish any misrepresentation in
t.his regard. A number of the medical witnesses called in sup-
port of the complaint who had test.ified that the ideas in the
book would not "assure " these benefits, conceded that the book
contained information which , if 'followed

,..

would probably result
in the reader s living longer, feeling better or achieving certain

health benefis (Tr 270-271 346-348, 417-418 , 421 , 452). The
testimony of the medical witnesses called by respondents likewise

est.ablishes that the book contains information which would be
helpful in gaining better health and avoiding various diseases.
(Tr. 542 , 558, 644-661 , 730 , 806).10 The record fails to establish
that the ideas and suggestions in the book are wholly without

value in this regard.

17. Assuming, arguendo , that respondents ' advertising for " The
Health Finder" can be interpreted as representing that the book
will "assure " readers a longer life , more energy, etc. , it should
be noted that the statements t.o this effect cited in the complaint
appeared only in the yellow-colored brochure , which respondents
ceased to use after April 1960 , over three years prior to the is-
suance of the complaint herein. In the green-colored brochure
which was in use from 1960 to about the time the complaint is-
sued herein , there is no reference to any of the ideas in the book
assuring or being of value for longer life , 11101'e energy or sin1ilar
beneflts (CX 10 A-D).

Misl'e)Jre8entoJion a.s to Pnn' ention of Certcdn DI:seaBes

18. Based on the statements made in the yellow-colored bro-
chure set forth under the heading- "D" of paragraph 6 above, it
is charged that respondents have falsely represented that read-
ers of "The Health Finder" will find therein information which

10 One of the witnesses called by respondents , an Associate Professor of Medicine aIld
Pharmaco ogy at the Johns Hopkins Uni\' rsit.\ Medical School , had testified 8.S a witness for
the Commission in athel" JJloceedings ,fnd had been consulted by the Commission in other
matteI' S (Tr. 540). He testified that the baal, made a 11umber of admirable rf'comm(,ndations
in the field of diet and nutrition find in sugg"stiIlg the avoidance of eXl' ssive reliance on
drugs , although he was elf the opinion that some IJortiul)s of the book did con ain an
exaggerated emphasis on the benefits of dietary manipulation (Tr. 542 , 557).
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wil enable them to prevent certain specific diseases. It is also
charged , in this connection, that respondents have falsely repre-
sented that readers of the book wil find therein the answer "
all health problems" (Complaint par. 6-7). Respondents deny
having represented that the book contains the answer to "all"
health problems (Answer , p. 6). Their position as to the charge
of misrepresentation with respect to specifIc diseases is not en-
tirely clear. While claiming that the complaint is based on too
broad an interpretation of their advertising (Answer , p. 5), they
apparently concede that the book contains some erroneous ideas

and suggestions but claim these are harmless (Tr. 475 , 482).
19. The examiner turns first to a consideration of the issue of

whether respondents have represented that their publication "The
Health Finder" contains the answers to "all" health problems.
It is not entirely clear from the proposed findings what portion
of the advertising complaint counsel )'ely upon in support of this
contention. The only portion of the advertisement cited in the
complaint which may possibly be susceptible of such an interpre-
tation is the statement appearing' under the heading "E" in para-
graph 6 hereof, that the book is an "Encyclopedia of Health
Information from the Preventive point of view" and that it:

AKSWERS HEALTH PROBLEMS. " It is the opinion and finding of the
examiner that this portion of respondents ' advertising cannot be
fairly interpreted as representing that the reader wil find in the
book the answer to "all" his health problems. The advertisement
in another portion , referred to in paragraph 15 above , states that
the book contains information which "can help the average per-
son remain comparatively free of many terrible diseases" and
refers to a number of specific diseases which are discussed in the
book. However , there is nothing in the advertisement to suggest
that the readers wil find the answer to all health problems in
the book. Since the only evidence relied upon by complaint coun-
sel to establish the falsity of this representation is the testimony
of several doctors that the book does not contain the answer to
all" health problems (Tr. 227, 470), and since it has been found

that respondents have made no such representation , it is con-

cluded that complaint counsel have failed to establish that re-
spondents ' advertising is false , misleading and deceptive in this
respect.

20. As stated above , the alleged misrepresentation with respect
to certain specific diseases v'iz the common cold , ulcers , fabgue
goiter and high blood pressure , is based on the portion of the
yellow-colored brochure cited under heading "D" of paragraph
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6 hereof. The quoted portions appear in the advertisement under
the dual headings: " Check The Topic You Would Like to Know
More About" and "Check The Health Problems You And Your
Family May Have." Below these headings appear a list of topics
purporting to be discussed in the book , with an indication of the
page 01' pages where each of the topics is discussed. The topics
listed are , for the most part, either diseases or foods , vitamins
and drugs purporting to have a useful or deleterious effect on
health . The charge of misrepresentation is made with rcspect to
only some of the diseases or topics referred to in the brochure.
Certain of these diseases or topics are also referred to in the

testimonial extracts (CX 9 A-D). The examiner now turns to a
consideration of each of the specific diseases or topics with respect
to whieh misrepresentation is charged to determine, (a) whether
a representation of prevention or cure has been made and (b), if

, ,vhether the representation is true or false.

The Cornrnon Cold

21. The yellow-colored brochure contains the following state-
ments concerning the common cold: "Recommendations for a
winter free from common colds (pages 260-1) ," and "What we
can do to prevent the common cold (pages 255- 7)" (CX 8 B
D). The compendium of extracts from testimonial letters , accom-
panying the brochure , also contains a number of references to the
value of the book's recommendations in preventing colds, such
as: "Since practicing the non-use of soap and the use of vitamin
supplements as recommended in your HEALTH FINDEI . I have not
had a cold since" (CX 9 A , D). It is the opinion and finding of
the examiner that there would be members of the public who
would interpret the statements made in respondents' advertise-

ments concerning the common cold as meaning that by follow-
ing the recommendations in the book

, "

The Health Finder " they

wil be able to avoid getting a cold.
22. It is the thesis of the author of the book, in the portions

referred to in respondents ' advertising, that by supplementing
one s diet with foods containing certain vitamins, particularly

vitamin A , one will be able to avoid getting a eolc1. This thesis is
based on certain experiments purporting to show that individuals
with respiratory infections were deficient in vitamin A. Accord-
ingly, it is suggested in the book that by adding foods with vita-
min A to one s diet the common cold can be avoided. This result
is said to be achieved

, "

not directly by killing the disease germs
but " indirectly by providing for the health of the mucous mem-
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branes" in the nose and throat (CX J A, p. 260). According' to

the greater weight of the credible medical evidence in the rec-
ord, persons following the recon1mend ltjons in the book will not
be able to avoid getting a cold. The common cold is caused by
various vi1'a1 agents and there is no kno\vn way of preventing

, by dietary measures or otherwise. \'\/hi1e it 111ay be that a
deficiency of vitamin may predispose one to infection , it does not
foJIO\v that the taking of vitamin A will prevent colds. In fact
the normal diet of the average individual contains suffcient vita-
min A for the body s needs , and the supplementation of the diet
with additional amounts of vitamin A may be harmful (Tr . 209-
210 , 366 372 , 439 411).

23. In the green-colored brochure which respondents circulated
from February 1960 to sometime in 1963 , the statement in the
yello\v-colored brochure reading, " Reco1l11nellc1ations for a \vin-
tel' free from common colds " was eliminated. The other state-
ment on caJds reading, " \Vhat \ve can do to prevent the common
cold " ,vas changed to read, "vVhat we can do for the con1mon
cold" (CX 10 C). It is the opinion and finding of the examiner

that, despite this modification , there would be members of the
public who \vould interpret respondents ' advertising to mean that
the book will tell them how to avoid or deal with the common
cold.

Constipation

24. The yellow-colored brochure contains the following state-
ment concerning constipation: "\Vhat is the most successful pre-
ventative and cure for constipation? (pages 278-9)" (CX 8 B).

The accompanying' brochure of testimonial extracts contains a
reference to constipation as follows: " I thought 1 was branded

with this ailment for my entire life. 1 can hardly believe 1 am not
constipated any more. " ,

, .

. I be1ieve brewer s yeast pl yed the
major role " (CX 9 A). It is the opinion and finding of the ex-

aminer that there would be members of the public who would in-
terpret the statements in respondents ' advertisen1ents concerning

H The auove findings Dre based pj"incipal y OP. the te imony of th1"pe phy iciiins ca;;eu in
uIJJl,.t of the comp1aiI' t. who w"re highly 'ual;fi"d Rpecialists in int""nnl medi"ine. Of th"
three witnesses called by respondents to testify OTi this subject, only one, CI" usttopntr,
phy ician , e:aimed that diet would prevent colds (T,'. 70 ). Respondents ' witne most qualified
in the field of internal medicine would Hl ' mereiy thnt there was a " pos.o;i1J,:ity " dietary

deficiency would affect the inc:dence of co:ds , uut mnrie no claim that adding vitamin /!. to
the dlet wou:lr\ prevent raids (Tl . 3,';4). The th:nl witness, an nile: " srer:alisl , testified

merely that a nonwheat diet might er,abk on1: to aV\Jid th1: ?lIngir-type cold reactioYl caused
by eating cereal gl'Clins (1'" 652),
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constipation as 111eaning that they can prevent and cure constipa-
tion by following the advice on this subject given in the book

, "

The
Health Finder.

25. It is the thesis of The author of the book, in the portions

referred to in respondents' advertising, that a "correct diet
including fresh fruits and vegetables and certain vitamins and
minerals, and the avoidance of certain undesirable foods, is " the
most successful preventivE and cure for constipation" (eX 1 A

, p.

278). According to the greater weight of the credible evidence in
the record , there are a Dumber of types of constipation which
will not be prevented or cured by dietary manipulation. Reliance
on dietary measures in these instances may result in serious dan-
ger to one s life. Even in those cases where dietary measures may
be helpful , they are not the principaJ factor in p1'€venting or
curing constipation, and some of the foods and vitamins recom-

mended have no value in the prevention or cure of the condition
(Tr. 210-211 , 373-376 , 443-445).
26. In the green-colored brochure, which resjJondents circu-

lated from 1960 to 1963 , they modified somewhat the statement
concerning constipation which appeared in the yeJIow-colored bro-
chure. Instead of referring to " the" n10st successful preventive
and cure for constipation , they used the expression , d

a successful

preventative " and dropped the reference to "curc. " The staten1ent
as modified, rcads: n 'iVhat is a successful preventative for constipa-
tion? (pages 278-9)" (CX 10 B). No reference to constipation
appears in the revised compendium of testimonial extracts (eX
25 A-B). It is the opinion and finding of the examiner that the
statement in the green-colored brochure would still be interpreted
by members of the jJublic as meaning- that by following' the advice
in the book they wil be able to prevent constipation. As found
above , there are a significant number of cases and types of
constipation which \viJI not be aided by dietary measures, and
where delay in obtaining necessary medical advice and treatment
could be dangerous.

'" The above findings are based principally on the trstirnoTly of the three physicians l" Rl1ed

in upport of the complaint who are referred to in n. 11, SlIj!la, The physiciHn best qmdified
to testify On the subject mong respondents ' witnesses m,"rely ap:reed with the book' s " Rttack
on the uve,,- e of p\J1gHtiv,, " but. lexpre sed no opinion as to tne boo\'' s re(,ommendation OJ!
how tu prevent or cUrle COTlstiVation (Tr, 5.'55). Respondent.s ' osteupat.bi" witl1ess made nO
Iaim that dietary rreasur(Os \vauld prevent or cure constipation , 1mt merel:,.. I.hRt P. person

eRting R proper diet would be " less apt" to gd eonstipl\tion (Tr. i30). Their allergy specialist
expressed agreement witb the book , but gave no specific testimony that following its recom-

mendations would p"event or cur" 1\1: types e,f COYlstipHtioTl ('11" . G,,:1), This pb' sician . while

qur.lified in the field of allergy di eases. admittedly had limited expericnee in the flleld of in.
ternal medidne generally (Tr, (41).
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UleeTS

27. With respect to ulcers , the yellow-colored brochure contains
the foJlowing statement: "Prevention of ulcers (page 854)" (CX
8 B). The compendium of testimonial extracts also refers to ul-
cers , as follows: "Got rid of a peptic ulcer" (CX 9 B). It is the
opinion and finding of the examiner that there would be members
of the public who would interpret these advertisements to mean
that the book wiJl enable them to prevent ulcers. The thesis of the
author of the book is , essentially, that the way to prevent ulcers is
to avoid certain "forbidden foods" and to eat a diet consisting of
certain desirable foods (CX 1 A , p. 854). The author reasons that
since " dietary adjustment" is used in the tl'eatm, ent of u1cers , the
same method can be used to prevent ulcers from occurring. The
author rules out emotional factors as a cause of ulcers. According
to the greater weight of the credible medical evidence in the record
while diet may be of value in the treatment of some types of (but
not aJl) ulcers, it will not preveEt ulcers from occurring and
while the cause of ulcers is not entirely understood , emotional

factors are considerer1 to playa significant role. Furthermore , in
certain types of ulcers rrliance on dietary measures and the failure
to secure appropriate medical 01' surgical treatment may be dan-
gerous to life (Tr. 212-214 , 377-380) .

28. The above-quoted statement appearing in the yellow-colored
brochure was modified in the green-colored brochure , which re-
spondents began to circulate in 1960. In lieu of the statement
Prevention of ulcers " which appears in the yellow-colored bro-

chure, the 1960 brochure states merely: "ulcers (page 854)"
(CX 10 B). All reference to the subject of ulcers was omitted fOl
the eompendium of testimonials which accompanied the green-
colored brochure (CX 25 A-B). It is the opinion nd finding of
the examiner that the modified statement cannot be construed as

a representation that the book contains a prescription "v'hieh will

enable the reader to prevent ulcers. The most that can be inferred
from the statement is that the book contains helpful ideas on the
subject of ulcers. While the medical evidence in the record estab-
lishes that dietary measures , SUcJl as those referred to in the book

13 The above fmdings fire uflsed principal y on the testimony of two of the internists referred
to in n. ltpra, The one ini.ernl t cal1ed by l"f' pomlent made no refereJlce to the subjel'
of ulcers. The flilergy specialist made no Iflim fiR to the correctnr s of the boo;''s recommenda-

tions on ulcers, stating that the "cause of peptic ll:cer is still obscure find concepts of treat-
ment are large;y uaRed un pecu!ative inte!"lJretatlons " (1'1', I)il) , The osteopathic physician

tified to having used dif:tRI'Y measures in the treatme?Jt or uken , but made no c1aim that

they would jJreuent ulcers (1'1', i l).
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wil not prevent ulcers , it does not establish that they are wholly
without value in the treatment of some types of ulcers.

Fatigue
29. With respect to fatigue, the yellow-colored brochure con-

tains the following staten1ent: ilExdting discovery concerning the
use of desiccated liver as a means of preventing fatigue (pages
450- 2)" (CX 8 B). It is the opinion anrl finding of the examiner
that there would be members of the public who would interpret
this statement in respondents ' advertising to mean that the use of
desiccated liver , as described in the book , will help thell1 to prevent
fatigue. In the book the author suggests that dietary management
particularly the addition of desiccated liver to the diet , will pre-
vent or significantly reduce fatigue (CX 1 A , Pl'. 450- 452). Ac-
cording to the greater \veight of the credible 111edical evidence 
the record , fatigue is a complex phenomenon \vhich is the result
of many causes, physkal and psycho1ogical , and dietary manage-
ment will not prevent fatigue , except in that limited class of cases
where dietary deficiency is responsible for the fatigue (Tr. 215-
216 , 380-381 , 148) .

30. The above-quoted statement made in the yellow-colored
brochure concerning the use of desiccated liver in the prevention
of fatigue was continued by l'espondents in the green-colored bro-
chure which they circulated between 1960 and 1963 (CX 10 C).
Respondents ' cl1renl publication

, "

Complete Book of Food and
Nutrition " contains a chapter enUt1ed: "Desiccated Liver the
Wonder Food" (CX 29 , p. 973). The contents of this chapter are
substantially the same as the section in "The Health Finder
dealing with this subject. Respondents refer to this subject in their
current advertising for the book "Complete Book of Food and
Nutrition " as follows: "Dessicated Liver the ,Vander Food. " :
Experiments on Liver and Fatigue" (CX 30 A).

Goiter
31. With respect to goiter , the yellow-colored brochl1e adver-

tising "The Health Finder" contains the following statement:
Goiter-what it is

, '

where it OCCllrs

, '

what should be done to pre-
vent it (pages :092- 8)" (CX 8 B). It is the opinion and

11 Th" aoove findings are uased fHineipa:ly on the testimony or the three sJJcciali5\8 :n Jnte'.
nal medicir.e called ; 1\ S\JJIJO;' t or thc complaint. The ev:dence offered by )'t' pondent involve
principally rases of fat:l':ut' due to hYDog-lycernia , " condition in whicb tbE'I' e ; an e;xct'ss of
sugar in thl' blood and in whirh red\1Ction of the intake or sug-al" i recommended ('Ir. 520),
Even with, t'-"ipect to this conditio" , one or the dodon (' Rll"d b)' 1. lJOndt'nts indicated that
this is out one of t.he causc of fatiKue , and that " "more extensivt' presentation of fatigue
could have been madl' lin he bookJ on the basis of evideme available at the time" ('II', 655),
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finding of the examiner that there would be members of the public
who would interpret this statement to mean that they will be able
to prevent goiter by following the recommendations in the book.
The essential recommendation in the book as to how to prevent
goiter is by the supplementation of the diet with foods containing
iodine and by the avoidance of drinking' water polluted by cyanide
(CX 1 A , p. 397). According to the greater weight of the credible
medical evidence in the record , iodine deficiency is only one eause
of goiters and occurs only in limited areas of the country where the
soil is low in iodine. Thel'e are various types of goiter for which
the recommendations in the book will be of no value in the pre-
vention thereof (Tr. 381-383).

32. The above-quoted statement made in the yellow-colored bro-
chure concerning the prevention of goiter was continued by re-
spondents in the green-colored brochure which they circulated
between 1960 and 1963 (CX 10 B). Respondents ' current publica-
tion

, "

Complete Book of Fooel and Nutrition " contains some
limited discussion on the subject of goiters , but not in terms of it
being due to iodine deficiency (CX 29 , pp. 150 479). No reference
to the prevention of goiters is made in respondents ' current adver-
tising brochure for this publication.

High Blood Press",'

:J3. The yellow-colored brochure contains the following state-
ments \vith respect to high blood pressure: "U8€ of garlic in the
treatment of hypertension (high blood pressure) (page 388).

':' * '" Reason for a salt- free diet if yon suffer from high blood
pressure (pages 424-5)" (CX 8 B). The compendium of testi-
monials accompanying the brochure fl1so contains reference to
high blood pressure , including the following: "1 was glad to dis-
cover the gar1ic treatment for high blood pressure. 1 am feeling

much better and my blood pressure is down to norn1aLlhanks to
the HEALTH FINDER. *,. . , We found garlic most helpful jn relieving
flatulence and hypertension" (CX 9 A-B). It is the opinion and
finding of the examiner that there would be members of the public
who \vould interpret the statements in respondents ' advertising
regal'dinR high blood pressure as meaning that the use of garlic

15 The above findings are based on the les ;mony of a spec:alist :n jntenal medicine called
in support of the omjJlp.int. Tne only cour. tl' vail:r. g- evidence of1r,'cd by reSj101ldeIlts \\i\S tne
testimony of its osteopathic rr. ea:cr, : witness tbat he had tI' Eateu cases of gait"' l' b ' dietaro
mar:iIJulatior" the nature o r such dirt. !lot being sj1e,,:ficd. However , in a number of cases
treated by him , it was necessary to remove tr. e goi1.;'" sun;o:icHIl)" o (':C\ilwas malic that all
types of goiters are Pl' event.abl" by :oa:ne dietary upplementatj()n (Tr. 722:'
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and the elimination of salt from the diet wil aid in the relief or
treatment of high blood preSSU2'

34. It is the thesis of the author of the book

, "

The Health
Finder " with respect to garlic that it is "Most Valuable in Treat-
ment of High Blood Pressure" since it " reduces high blood pres-
sure" (CX 1 A , p. 388). Concerning the use of salt , the author
states that "high blood pressure can be brought on by increased

salt intake and that in many cases it can be cured by it salt-free
diet" (id. at 424). According to the uncontradicted medical evi-

dence in the record , garlic has no ef!ect whatever in the treatment
of high blood pressure (Tr 452). With respect to salt , the medi-
cal evidence in the record establishes that the elimination of salt
from the diet is recommended in many cases of high blood pres-
sure , particuJarJy in the type denominated "essential hypertension
(Tr. 156, 295 , 363 , 452-453 , 557 , 666, 846). Complaint counsel
contend that the statements made by respondents regarding salt
and high blood pressure are deceptive because the medical evi-
dence establishes that, (a) there are types of high blood pressure
in which a salt-free diet is not a part of the treatment , and (b)
even in those cases where the elimination of sall is recommended
it is only part of an overall regimen of treatment prescribed by a
physician (Tr. 154 , 2' , 30:1 , 452-453). While the greater weight
of the medical evidence is in accordance with counsel's position
this does not establish the falsity of respondents ' advertising re-
garding salt and high blood pressure , since the examiner does jiot
construe the statements made in their book and advertising to
mean that the elimination of salt wil cure all cases of high blood
pressure and that no other measures are required in the treatment
thereof.

35. The "bove-quoted statements made in the yellow-colored
brochure concerning garlic and a salt-free diet in the treatment of
high blood pressure were continued , in haec verba in the green-
colored brochure which respondents circulated trctween 1960 and
1963 (CX 10 B-C). Respondents ' current publication

, "

Complete
Book of Food and utritjon " contains a discussion of garlic and

a salt-free diet in the treatment of high blood pressure , in terms
substantially similar to the discussion in "The Health Yinder.
(CX 29 , PI'. 495 , 281 , 287. ) The advertising brochure for the
book makes reference to the discussion on garlic as foJIows: "Con-
troversy over garlic and blood pressure. Dr. Piotrowski's garlic

'0 The only one of respondents ' wjtne se8 who testified regarding the use of garlic stated:
1 have not had clinical experience with garlic therapy and cannot comment on the point

raised" (1"" 0 656)"
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treatment for hypertension" (CX 30 B). The examiner does not
interpret this staten1ent in respondents ' advertising as constituting
an affrmative representation that garlic is of value in the treatment
of high blood pressure. The brochure also contains the following
statement concerning salt and high blood pressure: " :lIEDICAL FACTS

OK SALT-EATING AND HIGH BLOOV PRESSURE. High blood pressure
and salt. Low-salt diet for reducing blood pressure" (CX 30 B).

The exa.miner does not interpret this statement as constituting an

affrmative representation that a salt-free diet wil prevent or cure
a1l types of high blood pressure.

Cancer
36. The charge of misreljresentation with respect to the specifIc

diseases hereinbefore diseussed involves principally diseases re-
ferred to in the yellow-colored brochure , although several of the
conditions are also referred to jn the compendium of testimonial
extracts which accompanied it (CX 9 A-D). The charge of mis-
representation with respect to caneer and the other diseases here-

inafter discussed involves diseases which , with one exception , are
referred to in both the testimonial extracts and the brochme.
Complaint counsel contend that the impact of both of these adver-
tisements, which were sent out together in the mails , must be
considered in determining the nature of the representations made
by respondents (CPF , p. 16).

37. \Vith respect to cancer , references appear in both the yellmv-
colored brochure and the compendium of testimonial extracts. The
brochure contains the follO\ving references to cancer: "Can-
cer and Nutrjtjon (pages 165 7). * '" ':: Laboratory experjments
indicating that brewers' yeast and dried liver prevent cancer

(page 141). " * * Experiments showing the effectiveness of the B
complex of vitamins in preventing the growth of cancer (pages

176-7). * ". " Experiments which indicate that liver in the diet
helps prevent cancer (page 452)" (CX 8 B). The testimonial ex-
tracts purport to quote from several letters received from readers,

under the heading " Cancer " one of which states that if a relative
of the reader had seen the article in the book on cancer jjand
followed its recommendations, she probably would not now be
dying of cancer of the bones and nerves" (CX 9 A). It is the
opinion and finding of the examiner that, despite the use of such
v'lords as "experiments" and u laboratol'Y experiments " there

would be members of the public who would infer from the ad-
vertisements , as a whole , that the book contajns information which
wjJ enable them to avoid getting cancer. The testimonial extracts
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suggest that readers of the book had interpreted it as giving them
definitive advice on how to prevent cancer. There is no reason to
believe that there would not be other members of the public who,
upon reading the statements in the brochure and the testimonial
statements , would infer that they are being offered definitive
methods for preventing cancer, albeit methods which were de-
veloped in certain experiments.

38. The theme of the portions of the book referred to in the
advertisements above quoted is that the prevention of cancer is

essentially, a matter of diet the eating of certain foods and

vitamins. Although the experiments discussed in the book in-
volved animals (rats) and limited types of cancer (cancer of the
liver), the author makes broad claims for the application of these
experiments to human beings and to the prevention of cancer gen-
€l'alIy. Thus , with respect to the experiments involving brewers
yeast , the author makes the positive statement that "a diet forti-
fied by ample amounts of brewers ' yeast is for the present the only
prQ1;en preventive of cancer" (emphasis supplied) (CX 1 A

, p.

142). In discussing experiments involving brewers ' yeast anclliver
the author states: " It seems certain, therefore , that both yeast and
dried beef liver contain substances which , '.vhen included in the
diet in suffcient quantity, pret' ent cnncer (emphasis supplied)
(id. at 141 and ,152). The overwhelming weight of the credible
medical evidence in the record establishes, (a) that there is no
known method of preventing cancer by dietary means, (b) the
fact that a person is nutritionally healthy and eats certain foods

and vitamins , including those recommended by respondents in the
book , will not prevent cancer, and (c) experiments carried on
with animals do not have any necessary application to human
beings and to all types of cancer (Tr. 218 , 392-895, 455-457) Y

17 The above finding-s aI"' based principally on the testimony of the three specialists in
internal medicine called in support of the complaint. Two of thcs. were doing entl.ated
work in the field of ' research at the National Cancer Institute of the National Insti-
tutes of Health , and the third was chief of medicine at a large medical s hool and hospital
in Washington , D . C, (Tr. 201 . 3.'i8 . 432; ex u . CX 15 A-C, CX 18 A- , CX 20 A- , ex 21

D). Of the two doctol'S called by n,spondcnts who commented on the book' s discussion of
canccr. one (an allcrgy specialist) stated that " inasmuch as thc etiology of cancer is stil:
oUdcure. any discussion as to how the sui.;ect may be preventcd must be speculative " (Tr.

650). The other witness (an osteopHthic physician) made no claim that the reeommendations

in the book would jJrevent cancer , but mercly that whel'e a person and Ids mothe)' had caten

correctly he would be Jess apt ..0 get certain diseases, including cancer (Tr. 72\1-730). Thc
best qualified of resIJondents ' witne to testify on the subject of cancer , an As iate Pro-

fessor of Medicine at ,Johns Hopkins )'led:cal School , rderrerl only to the discu sion in the

book on tobacco and lung- cancel' (Tr. 5. 3). However , concerning the book's emphasis on d:et
as a prevelltive generally, the witness tated (T,. . 542):

I should point out Ihat there are parts of the book that I think repredellt what eem to
me to be exaggerated emphasis on the benefits of diet and vitamins and organi materials

"' ,
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39. In the gj'een-colored brochure which respondents began to
circulate in February 1960 , they made some modifications in the
statements above quoted from the yellow-colored brochure. Thus,
the staten1ent

, "

Laboratory experiments indicating that brewers
yeast and dried liver prevent cancer " \vas changcd to read; "Lab-
oratory experiments concerning bre\vers ' yeast and drieclliv€l' and
the prevention of cancer (page 141)" (CX 10 B). The statement,
Experiments showing the effectiveness of the B complex of vita-
mins in preventing growth of cancer " was changed to read:
Experiments concerning the B complex of vitan1ins and cancer.

The statement

, "

Experiments which indicate that liver in the
diet helps prevent cancel' " was eliminated in the green-colored
brochure , although reference to the subject of liver appears in the
portion of the green-colored brochure quoted above. No chang-es
were made in the book itself with respect to brewers ' yeast and
liver as preventives of cancer. It is the opinion and finding of the
examiner that, despite the changes in respondents' advertising
above discussed , the advertising still creates the impression that
there is a relationship between certain foods and vitamins , and
the prevention of cancer. Reference to the subject of brewers

yeast and liver , as preventives of cancer, also appears in respond-

ents ' current publication , liThe Complete Book of Food and Nutri-
tion " under the heading: "Cancel' Prevented by Brevver s Yeast
and Dried Liver" (CX 29 , p. 980). The current advertisement for
that book contains the statement: "Brewer s yeast and dessicated

liver prevent cancer in experimental rats. \\That is the protective
factor in brewer s yeast?" (CX 30-A).

Tuberculosis
40. The yellow-colored brochme contains the following state-

ment concerning tuberculosis: " The garlic treatment for tubercu-
losis (page 386). " It is the opinion and finding- of the examiner
that while the above-quoted statement cannot be constrted as a

representation that garlic will enable one to prevent tuberculosis,

as alleged in the complaint , there would be members of the public
who would infer therefrom that garlic is of some value in the
treatment or cure of the disease. The thesis of the author , based
on various experiments discussed by him , is that garlic is effective
in the treatment of tuberculosis and is believed to be "a specific
for the tubercle baccilus" (CX 1 A , p. 387). Most of the testimony
on which comj:laint counsel rely to establish the falsity of the
representation made with reference to tubercu10sis relates to the
book' s recommendation of certain vitamins in dealing with this
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condition (Tr. 219 , 397 , 459). However, there is no reference to
the effcacy of such vitamins in respondents ' advertising. The only
reference to tuberculosis in the advertising is in connection with
the gal' lic treatment. While one of the doctors called in support
of the complaint did testify that he knew of no medical opinion
that garlic was of value in the treatment of tuberculosis (Tr.
220), the examiner does not regard such testimony as suffcient
to establish that garlic has no value in the treatment of this
condition. It should be noted that the green-colored brochure , which
respondents began to circulate in February 1960 in lieu of the
yellow-colored brochure, contains no reference to the subject of

tuberculosis.

Infantile Paralysis (Polio)

41. The yellow-colored brochure makes the following references
to infantile paraiysis or polio: " Diet for children during polio

season (pages 623- 5). .. '. * Polio, and the diet Dr. Sandler

recommended during a Korth Carolina epidemic .. "' * (pages
574- 80). " * . Food and polio (pages 596- 8). ' .

. *

Infantile paralysis and vitamin B deficiency (pages 625- 9).

* * 

':. Polio, its cause and prevention, by Dr. Virgil A. Davis , New
York City (pages 599-603)" (CX 8 B-C). The subject is also
referred to in the testimonial extracts under the heading: "Polio
(CX 9 B). One of the testimonials states that

, "

Every mother

should buy the HEALTH FINDER and follow the excellent sensible
advice on polio. " Another states that the reader was !i afraid of
germs and diseases" before reading the book and

, "

now , my fears
are gone. I just don t worry about them anymore." It is the opinion
and finding of the examiner that there would be members of the
public ,vho would interpret the statements made in respondents
advertising regarding polio as meaning that the ideas and sug-
gestions in the book concerning infantile paralysis or polio will
enable them to prevent , or at least minimize the chances of getting,
this condition.

42. The thesis of the author of the book is that poliomyelitis
or po1io as it is commonly called , is primariJy caused by improper
diet a deficiency of certain desirable foods and vitamins and
the ingestion of certain undesirable foods and vitamins. Although
purporting to discuss various studies and experiments made by
others in the field , the author takes a positive position that polio
is a dietary disease and recommends the eating of certain foods
and the avoidance of certain others (CX 1 A , PI'. 624- 625 , 629
578-580, 599). While referring at one point to the possibility that
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polio may be of viral origin , the author states that "germs (bac-
teria) or virus are probably always a secondary (never a primary)
cause of disease " and 111akes the further statement that: "If no

one ate too much or used a diet deficient in any of the essential
food elements aT drank insuffcient fluids, there probably never
would be an infectious disease (id. at p. 599). According to the
greater weight of the credible medical evidence in the record , (a)

polio is a viral disease and cannot be prevented or minimized by
dietary manipulation and (b) the book's emphasis on polio as a
dietary disease would tend to cause people to avoid polio vaccina-

tion and to rely on dietary measures , thereby increasing the danger
that they will get the disease (Tr. 221-223 , 237 , :,98-401). 18 The

examiner is mindful of the fact that when the book was originally
written polio vaccination , as a preventive measure , had not been
fully perfected. However .. respondents continued to advertise
dietary measures as a preventive long after polio vaccination had
come into active use.

43. In the green-colored brochure , which respondents circulated
from February 1960 to some time in 1963 , respondents continued
to make the same statements concerning polio , including the ref-
erence to dietary measures, as those appearing in the yellmv-

colored brochure (CX 10 B). In respondents ' current publication
The Complete Book of Food and i\utrition " there is continued

emphasis on dietary manipulation as the way to prevent polio (CX
, pp. 504-505 , 397). Respondents have continued to refer to

dietary measures as a preventive for polio in the brochure which
they are currently using to promote the sale of this publication.
The brochure contains the statement: "Prevent polio a1l year
round" (CX 30 B).

Heart Disease

44. The yellow-colored brochure contains
ment with regard to heart disease (CX 8

the followin!( state-

B): "Heart disease

18 Of the two phy ician calicd by respondents who t('stified on the subject one , a physician

and dentist specializing in diseastOs of the mouth , referred to one. of the studie cuss€d in
the book as " exciting, " but expressed doubt that it contained " the entire story, " He noted
particularly the absence of any discus ioJl of polio vaccination (1'1' , 533-534). The other wit-
ness , Rn osteopathic ,Jhysician, in line with his general nonmedicinal approach to disease.
agreed with the emphasis on diet as a preventive and clnimed that vaccinRtion "does not
answer ih(' fjut'stion of disease entirely " (Tr. 724- 725). The associate professor of medicine.

the witness whom the eXHmin(', regards flS the mest hig-hiy qualified to testify on the subject
among- the witnesses called by respondents , mm1e no specific reference in h:s testimony to
the book' s discussion of polio although , as previousl)' noted, he did indicate thfLt the!"e were
parts of the book that " seem to me to be exaggerated emphasis on the benefits of diet and
vitamins and organic materials" (Tr. 542),
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and the use of vitamin E (pages 415- 9). '" ", * Heart disease
and low salt diet (page 415)." In addition , the brochure contains
several references to high blood pressure which have been previ-
ously discussed. The subject of "heart disease" is also alluded to
in several of the testimonial extracts. One of the testimo!1ialletters
contains the statement (CX 9 A): " I am sure heart disease will
never strike me suddenly, as it has three of my friends " " "' , after
having read your article on Heart Disease." Another Jetter con-
tains the following statement (CX 9 B): "As one who has suffered
from coronary trouble , this article Lon heart diseaseJ appeals to
1118 , and much more so when I can do things which the doctor
s"id would be dis"strous to unde1't"ke in my st"te of he"lth" (em-
phasis supplied). It is the opinion and finding- of the examiner that
there would be members of the public who would interpret these
statements in respondents ' advertising to mean that the book
contains ideas and suggestions , particularly with reference to the
use of vitamin A and a low salt diet , which will be helpful in the
prevention , trealJnent 01' cure of heart disease.

45. It is the thesis of the author that a diet low in salt and one
containing vitamin E are desirable in the treatment of heart
disease. 1n the case of salt , the emphasis is on a low salt diet in
the treatment of heart disease. With respect to vitamin E , it is the
position of the author that the use of vitamin E is of value "
treat and prevent heart disease of a1l types , whether coronary or
rheumatic" (CX 1 A , p. 417). The author suggests that vitamin E
bids fair to be the most in1portant discovery made in medicine

in the last 100 years: Not excepting penici1lin (id., at p. 416).

According to the greater weight of the credible medica! evidence

in the record there are a significant nnmber of types and cases
of heart disease in which dietary ll1easul'€S are of no value in the
prevention , cure or treatment of the condition , and even in those
cases where dietary measures are of value they play only a minor
role in an overall regimen of treatment (Tr. -142-15() , 175 , 294-
297 , 301 , 303). By suggesting that dietary measures are the prin-
cipal method for the prevention or cure of heart disease general1y,

the book tends to cause individuals with actual or potential heart
disease to engage in self-diagnosis and avoid necessary 111edical

advice (Tr. 151 , 169-171 , 175, 187-188 , 300 , 309). Even if the
recommendations in the book could be understood as being limited
to those types of heart disease ,vhere dietary measures are of

value , their use by a layman could be dangerous since there are
similarities in the symptoms of various heart diseases which make
it diffcult even for a physician , let alone a layman , to make a
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proper diagnosis and prescribe the proper treatment (Tr. 315-

316) Y'
46. The above-quoted statements made in the yel1ow-colored

brochure concerning heart disease were continued , in haec verba
in the green-colored brochure which respondents circulated be-
tween 1960 and 1963 (CX 10 B). Respondents ' current publication

Complete Book of Food ancll\utrition" contains reference to sa1t
and vitamin E in the prevention or treatment of heart disease (CX

, pp. 281 , 370 , 942). The advertising brochure for the book also
makes reference to these topics (CX 30).

A,.th,.itis

47. The yellow-colored brochure contains the following refer-
ences to arthritis: "How one l\fassachusetts doctor treats arthritis
successfully (pages 58-9). * . What part does emotional stress
play in arthritis'! (page 58)" (CX 8 B , D). The compendium of
testimonial extracts contains the following statement concerning
arthritis: "This artide is worth many times the price paid for the
book. I always thought food caused it all , but now 1 realize what
the real cause was" (CX 9 A). It is the opinion and finding of
the examiner that there would be members of the public who would
infer from the above statements in respondents ' advertising that
the book contains ideas and suggestions which wil1 be helpful
in the prevention 01' cure of arthritis.

48. It is the thesis of the author , in the portion of the book re-
ferred to in the advertisement hat one type of arthritis
rheumatoid arthritis , is "part1y traceable" to emotional factors.

The author recommends rest , exercise , avoidance of en1otional dis-
turbance and of exposure to dampness , as well as a proper diet , in
the treatment of this condition. Complaint counsel contend that
the representation made by respondents is misleading because
according to some of the medical testimony, the causes of arthritis
are not fully known and , following the suggestions ilLthe book

10 The bove findings are based on the test:mony of two highly qualified r.eal't specialist
who testified in support of the complaint. The he rt specialist called by respondents did not
substantially contr dict the testimony of these witnesses with regard to the v n,ous types of
heart conditions th t wou\1 not be helped iJY dietary measures and the limit d role played Gy

diet in the t' tl1ent of other heart conditions. His principal thesis \Vas that dietary measure

Vlus exeJ'Cise and the elimination of smoking, would 'lJe of ,' alue iI: )JH' 1:entiny 01' delayir. g the
et of some types of heart disease (1'1' 8061 However. even he ;1f'reed that diet y meas\,,'e;;,

such as vitamin E , were no " cure- " and acknowledged that the use of such measures. even

by a phys:cian . was dangerous sinre they might actual y raise the !,:ood pressure (1'1'. 8221.
\Vhile this physician eX)Jl"sscd the opinion tha the book wouid not rrake readers " rdrain
from consuhing doctOl S when sick" ('11' . 807) , respondents ' own advertising literature iiius-
trates graphica ly that l'cr,dcrs will nOt mereiv avoid getting necessa"y mediral advice when
sick, but will "do things which the doctor said would be disastrous to undertake in my state
of health" (CX 9 B).
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will not assure the prevention or cure of rheumatoid arthritis in
all cases (Tr. 223 , 402). The examiner does not , however , interpret
either the statement in respondents ' advertising or the reCGmmen-
dations in the book as containing any assurance of a prevention or
cure h1 all caSE:s. vVhile it is true that the causes of this condition
are not fuIiy understood, the medical te2timony of complaint
counsel's own witnesses establishes that emotional factors do play

a role in precipHating the condition in persons predisposed toward
, and that the avoidance of exposure to cold and other physical

phenomena are recommended in the treatment of the condition
as well as a properly balanced diet (Tl' 461 , 463 , 251 , 103) . 20 It is
concluded and found that complaint coun.el have failed to estab-
lish that the statements made by respondents in their advertising
literature concerning arthritis are false , misleading and decep-
tive.

Mental Health

49. The yellow-colored brochure contains the folJowing state-
ment on the subject of mental health: j' utrition and mental
health (pages 471-5)" (CX 8 B). The compendium of testimonial
extracts circulated with the brochure also contain several refer-
ences to "Mental Health. " One letter states that the article on
mental health "would aet as a preventative for Inany so-called
neuroses, " Another , purporting to be \vritten by a teacher , states
that " I know some of my pupils would benefit greatly with the
addition of Vitamin B Complex to their diet" (CX 9 B). It is the
opinion and finding of the examiner that there would be members
of the public who would interpret the foregoing statements in
respondents ! advertising literaiure to mean that the book contains
ideas and suggestions which would be valuable in the prevention or
treatment of mental illness.

50. It is the thesis of the author, in the portion of the book
referred to in the yellow-colored brochure , that improper nutrition
is a factor in the onset of mental illness, The author cites , par-
ticularly, a shortage of vitamin B1 in the diet as having caused
111ental abnormalities in some instances, The recommendation is
made to eat a propel' diet , with necessary vjtamins and minerals

"Complaint ('ounsel rely, in part , on the testimony of one of their medical witnesses to the
effect that vitamin E has nu value in tbe treatment of arthritis (T;' . 1,64 465). However , tbis
testimony is based on a portiol! of the book which WHS not referred tu in rtspondents
advertising,

21 To the eAtent it may hI' material , it may oe noted that in the green-colo,ed brochUJ'e
which respondents eircuiated between 1960 and 63, they eontinued to use one of the abovp-
quoted statem('n(s appearing- in the yellow-colored brochure, viz, \i' hat part do!!s emotional
stl' ess play in artiuitis? (page 58)" (CX!J C).
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including vitamin E. It is thE: position of complaint counsel that
this is misleading since , according to the testimony of one of their
medical witnesses, one cannot be " sure" of preventing mental i11-

ness by following this advice (Tr. 465). The examiner does not
however , interpret the advertising or the book as containing any
positive assurance that mental illness \\'ill be avoided in this way.
The medical evidence relied upon by complaint counsel establishes
that there is a relationship between certain types of mental illness
and dietary deficiency, albeit one cannot be assured of preventing
mental illness by a proper diet (Tr. 466, 467). It is concluded and
found that complaint counsel have failed to establish that respond-
ents ' advertising is false , misleading and cleceptive in this resped.

Alleged Deception in Other Publicotions

51. Included in the advertising for "The Health Finder " as
found in Paragraph 5 hereof , responnents have advertised , as a
gift to purchasers of said book, their publications "How to Eat
For a Healthy Heart" and " This Pace is Not Killing Us, " com-
bined in a single volume. Among and typic"d of the statements
and representations made and appe ning in said advertisements

concerning the latter two publications are the following:

Did you know that in the United States alone 773 980 lJeople died of heart

disease last year? HO"YV TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART attacks this
terrifying problem from a new ang"le. TI-IS PACE IS XOT KILLING US
is also ccncerncd with the heart disease problem. It contai 1S an equally vital

health message for you. .
Here s 'why you. should cad bot.h of these books at once: American men

al' e dying from heart disease fiv!' times faster than Italian men-ten times
faste?' than Japanese l1. en! Vlhy is this so? Is there any horJe for Americans?

Yes, .:11', Roor.le says , thcl'e is all the hO Je in the "world if the enigl1w of

Jwn1' t disew'; is appnJached (/S (L jJnJhlwin in nnh'iLion 

" ,, ""

. Mr, Rodale brings
to light many facts about heart disease-facts you must considel' if !JOU want
to lh' e a long, useful

, '

liif-allife 

,. , , "

M?' , Rorlnle 71(1,8 had a heaTt condiUon f01' (J yenn; l Mr. 'Rodale has
enjoyed buoyant health for 16 years by following- the same advice he ne'w
gives you in HO\V TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART. If you have heart
symptoms , you \\'on t want to miss this amazing- book. But please remember
that the emphasis in Mr. RodaJe s teachings is always on the jJ?l'vent1on of

di.'eas!!- so even if you h3.ve a healthy heart now tlli8 book /JWY help yon
keep it that way.' 

52. It is the. opinion and finding of the examiner that there
would be men1bel's of the public who would interpret the above
st:.\tement.s , made in cor.nection with the .sale of respondents ' pub-

The above firHJings are bnsed on the admitted a:legations of the complaint. See ex 11 A-
for full text of advertisement.
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lication "The Health Finder " to mean that the two publications
How to Eat for a Healthy Heart" and " This Pace is Not Killing

" contain information which will be of benefit in the prevention
treatment and cure of heart disease. It is the thesis of the author
in the publication "How to Eat for a Healthy Heart " that heart
disease is basically nutritional in origin and that by avoiding
certain foods and eating other foods containing certain chemical

substances , minerals and vitamins , one may prevent or cure heart
disease. :!;) His basic thesis in the publication " This Pace is Not
Killing lis" is that " not only are we not living at a faster tempo
but that we are actually suffering from a fatal inaction caused

by this all-too-common reduction in our physical movement." (CX
, p. 3; see also p. 83. ) An increase in exercise and physical ac-

tivity is recommended to help improve the "chemistry of the
blood" (CX 2 , p. 13).

53. As heretofore found in connection with the discussion of
the subject "Heart Disease " in respondents ' publication "The
Health Finder " there are a significant number of types and cases
of heart disease in which dietary measures are of no value in the
prevention , treatment or cure. Likewise , there are types and cases
of heart disease in which exercise may be harmful and , possibly,
fatal. Even in those cases where dietary measures or exercise are
part of a regimen of treatment , they play only a limited role. By
suggesting that dietary measures , supp1emented by physical exer-
cise , may he1p in the prevention , treatn1ent or cure of heart disease
generally, the books tend to cause individuals \vith actual or po-
tential heart disease to engage in self-diagnosis and to avoid neces-
sary medical or surgica1 treatment.

54. While respondents have substantial1y ceased to distribute
copies of the t\VO above-mentionerl pamphlets in connection with
the sale of their book "The Health Finder " they are stil distrib-

2: In the inrroduction to the pamphlet the author states: " If you read tnI' rest of my little
book. I am sure you will be convinced that the approach to t.he heRrt disease enigma is
through nutrition -'" (CX 2 , P. 4).

"' The above findings are uRsed principally on the te3timony of the two heart specialists
called in support of the complaint, who arc rcferred to in n. 1(1 . S1lp/'. The heart specif11ist
ea!letl by respondents conceded thc, t he did n(1t " necessflr:ly ee with :1:1 the conclusions" in
the bookkt . lnn expresser! the opinion th2-t the recommendations mignt help prevent " some
tYIJeS of disease" (Tr . H06-!)07). He took iosue wilh the testimony (1f the witnesses calied in
support of the complaint that the ilO(1k might CRuse rHld rs to refrain frum obtaining neces-
sary medical advice. .I may iw noted, in this connedion, thnt in the advertisement for the

TJ2. vhlets the amnor makes rl?im to treating h:s own heart c(1nrlition " by following the same
advice he no\v g-iv"'i',on " (CX 11 H). \Yhile it is true thRt hp mnkes passing l'dU'cnce in the
Qppendi.J; to one of the pRmphlets to the fact that the "Vhysician must 1)e the judge
whether the recommendations reg-anJ:ng cxel'dse houjd be fo:lo,..ed (eX 2 , p. lJO), the overall
impression c1'eated is that all hea t disease io in a single category Rmi is ne tabl or pre-
vcnt2.ble by the methods outlined in the VRmphlets.
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uting such pamphlets , either for salc directly, or in connection with
the distribution of other books and pamphlets sold by them (CX
, 7). Thus , in their advertising for a magazine currently pub-

lished and sold by them , entitled "Prevention " they have offered

to furnish 'IFree" to subscribers of such magazine , a copy of the
publication "How to Eat for a Healthy Heart" and , in connection
therewith , have made statcments regarding such pamphlet which
are substantially identical with those set forth above (CX 7 A-B).

Concluding Finding

55. As heretofore found , respondents have made statements
and representations in the advertising for their pub1ications "The
Health Finder

" "

How to Eat for a Healthy Heart, " and "This
Pace is Not Killing 1,s, " which are false , misleading and deceptive
in a number of material respects. It is conducted and found that
the use by respondents of such false , misleading and deceptive

staten1ents in advertising has had and no\v has the tendency and
capacity to mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements were
and are, true and into the purchase of substantial quanbties of
respondents ' books , magazines and pamphlets by reason thereof.

CLUSIO"S

1. The record establishes that respondents have represented , di-
rectly 01' by implication , in their advertising that by following the
ideas , suggestions and recommendations in their publications, " The
Health Finder

" "

Hm\' to Eat for a Healthy Heart" and "This
Pace is Vot Killing Us, " readers will be able to avoid, prevent

treat , cure or obtain relief for a number of diseases or ailments.
The record also establishes that a number of such representations
are false , misleading and deceptive in \vhole 01' in part since rcad-
ers will not , by following the ideas , suggestions or 1'€C0J11111enda-
tions in respondents ' publications , be able to prevent , treat, cure
or obtain relief for a number of such diseases or ailments , in-

cluding the comn10n cold , constipation , ulccrs , fatigue , goiter , high
blood pressure , cancer , infantile paralysis and heart disease. Thc
record also establishes that reliance on the ideas and suggestions
in the books may, in R. number of instances, cause readers to dcJay"
in obtaining necessary medical treatment and may result in ir-
reparable injury to health or even loss of life.

2. Respondents , while conceding that thcre arc some inaccura-
cies in their publications, contend, (a) that the books are sounc1
for the most part and wil not cause readers to avoid neccssary
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medical t.reat.ment, (b) that the complaint represents an improper
intrusion by the Commission into the contents of the books , in

violation of the First Amendment. , and (c) that t.here is no sub-
stantial public interest in this proceeding because of the discon-
tinuance of the questioned advertisements and the publication of
the books involved. Each of these contentions is hereinafter dis-
cussed.

3. Contrary t.o respondents ' position , the record does not estab-
lish that " the two books involved were among the best health
books published" (Resp. Br. , p. 3). Nor does the recorrl establish
that the books are "a carefully compiled review of medical lit.era-
ture from respected wurces, and that the readers who follow

(their) advice will receive substantial medical benefits (id.
p. 10). The record does establish that the books contain a number
of errors ofco1l1mission and omission, and that the author , who
has had no 111edical training (T1' 850), frcquently seizes upon
experimental and tentative th€ories il1 the medical literature to
make positive recommendations in ac(;ol'c1ance with his own pre-
conceived theories. However , all of this is immaterial to the 1'€8.1

issue in this case , which is not whether the books contain many
valuable ideas , but whether respondents have made false and mis-
leading statements concerning the books in their advertising. If,
as has bp€11 found, respondents have created the impression in

their advertising that purchasers of the books win find therein the

answer to certain specific health problems and if the books do not
perform as represented in these areas , then the law is violated. :!3

The fact that a product is generally good or that it will perform
as represented in certain other l'espects, does not exculpate the
perpetrator of material misrepresentations.

4. \Vith respect to the constitutional question , respondents ap-
parently recognize that the protection afforded by the Fi,'

25 Hesj)onrJents rite the t stimony of a psychiatrist called 0", them that then" would be no
danger of misund!'r.qflr. ding as to the book' s recommendfltions. l'r of Hvoidance of medicHI
treatment by readers. except for " ome peopic at the extreme fringes" (RH , PP. 7-8). How,
ever , the testimony of a number 0f the Commis ion s witn"'3 es. based on their personal
experience w:th patients , estHblishes that there are 8 not insignijieant number of pC0jl:e who
are misled by such ooo;'s and rely upon them :r- stc8rj of seeking medic d treR ment . The li"eli-
hood of readers relying On the 1100ks and not 3eeking neces"ary medira advi"e ;s ;r. "ru\seG
he!'e by the fart that, in some instances. the books OJ" the advr,rtlsing CT;Co\l1aVl' reRdus not
to seek 0' to di reg-fin! medical advice (See pal" . \ and n SUJ)raj In any event,

it ma:ters not that per80ns of "ave,' age intel:igrn('e " would not ue mis;ec! by the statements
made in resIJondents ' advcrtising roncernlng: th;;!r Look (Pi' lnIG. P"OdIlCls , inc v. C..
20() F. 2d HI , 40 . 20 Cir . 195'!). sinc," tne Feden-d Trade Commission Act was Enncted not
merely to Pl' otect tne IJeJ' on of "av!;rage inteiligence, " 'out " to protect the pu'o;ic- that vast

multitudc which includes the jgnorant, the ur.thinking and the credulous (f'o. itJl!C f',' odllcls
Cu. C.. 132 F. 2d 163 , 167, 7 C:r . HI42). If there ?ore SOnlP mrmber;; of the J1ublir who
wculd be rnislecl 1JY :he advertising, the law is viol;itetl (PI' il/la ProdactF. inc. 

;Ipra; Rhodes rharmacal Co. 4() F. e. 263 , 283 afJ' 208 F. 2d 382, 7 Cir. 1(3).
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Amendment is not absolute. It is now well settled that the right of
freedom of speech and of the press does not confer any immunity
on speech or writing which constitutes " libel , slander , misrepre-
sentation , obscenity, perjury, false advertising," or the use of the
mails to promote circulation by fraud or deception of the public.
Koni,qsberg v. State Bar 366 U.S. 36 , 49 n. 10 (1961) ; Donaldson
v. Nered 333 U. S. 178 , 190 (1948) ; American Medicinal PToducts,
Inc. v. 136 F. 2d 426 (9 Cir. 1943) ; Drew Co. v. 

253 F. 2d 7:5 (2d Cir. 1956), cert. denied 352 U. S. 969. In Wit-
k01cer Press, Inc. 57 F. C. 145 , 218 , the Commission specifical1y
held that its authority to prohibit deceptive advertising extends

to "false promises of therapeutic bellefits in the advertising for a
book when such advertising statements derive from or reflect like
views or information contained in the publication itself," Re-
spondents seek to analogize the holding in the Witk01ueT case to
that in the obscenity cases , and argue that the decision is limited
in its application to a situation where the book

, "

as a \vhole, " is
characterized by " intentional fraud or deception." " Respondents

also rely on the holdings in the cases of Koch v. F.T. 206 F.
2d 311 (6 Cir. 1953) and Scientific Mrenufach,rin,q Co. Inc. 

124 F. 2d 640 (3 Cir. 1 J41), for the proposition that the

Comlnission cannot attack the 11181'e expression of opinion in a

book or pamphlet.
5. In the opinion of the excnniner , respondents ' effort to dis-

tinguish the Wltkowei' case is whojJ)' without merit. The attack in
the obscenity cases is directed against the publication itself , which
would ordinarily be protected by the First Amendment. In order
to place the pubJication beyond the pale of such protection by
reason of its obscenity, it is necessary in such cases to establish
that the publication as a whole is not a literary work , but appeals
primarily to prurient interests. However , unlike the obscenity or
other cases directed at a publication , the attack here is against the
advertising for the publication. As the Commission poiITed out
in the Witko'Wcr case , the order sought " does not purport to forbid
printing or sale of the book but looks instead to prohibiting false

th( rapeutic claims used in advertising. " Respondents arc free to
advance any theory they ,vish in their publication , no matter how
ill-conceived and misguided. However , if they wish to advance the
sRle of their publication , as a commercial product, and to induce
the public to purchase it , then they have no right to falsely ad-
vertise the thel'apeutic benefits ,vhieh purchasers of their product

See Brief for Hespondents , pp. 6- , and IIIotions to Dis:niss or Certify, p. 12.
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will receive , merely because that product is a book. Contrary to
the position urged by respondents in their brief (PI'. 1- 2), what
is being attacked here is not " the author s opinion about the book
but afIrn1ative representations , in commercial advertising, as to
the therapeutic benefits which purchasers of the book will achieve.

6. Neither the Koch nor the Scientific j H,, "'facturiny Co. cases
cited by respondents are in anywise contrary to the holding in

lVitlcmcer. The exclusion from the order in the Koch case involved
not 111isl'epl'€scntation in commercial advertising, but a book which
the court found was "not an advertisement" within the meaning
of the statute (206 F. 2d at 317). Similarly, the Scientific Manu-
facturiny Co. case involved , not advertising, but a publication of
respondents

' "

opinions and no more " rcgarding aluminum cook-
ing utensils in the sale of which respondents were "not engaged
or financially interested. " It should be noted , however , that the
court specifical1y excluded from its ruling, with respect to the
privileged character of the publication , the circulation of an opin-
ion wanbng in proof 01' basis in fact, it (the opinion) is
utiized in the trade to mislead or deceive the public or to harm a
competitor" (124 F. 2d at 644-615). It is , accordingly, concluded
that the statements in respondents' commercial advertising con-

cerning the therapeutic benefits \vhich purchasers of their publica-
tions will receive are not within the protection of the First
Amendment.

7. Final1:v, respondents urge that there is no longer any 1Jub1ic
interest in this proceeding and that no o1'(ler should issue because
of the discontinuance of the questioned advertising anel of the

publication of the principal book involved (Brief , p. 21). How-
ever, the 111e1'e discontinuance of practices found to be illegal does
not automatical1y render a controversy moot. Cannon J1 ills, Inc.
55 F. C. 1448. In cases of asserted abandonment of a practice
it must appear that the practice has been "surely stopped" and that
it is not likely to be renewed. Amo/d Consteible 58 F. C. 49,

64. In resolving this issue , it is customary to " look to the timing
and circumstances surrounding the alJeged discontinuctlce. Art
National M(lnufnctw' Pls Distl' ibnti1lY Co

., 

lI1C. , 58 F. C. 719 , 724.
In the instant case it appears that the alleged discontinuance of

the first of the challenged advertisements took place only after a
Commission investigator had advised respondents that their ad-
vertising was questionable (Tr. 575). \Vhile this advertisen1ent

was replaced by one which was less flamboyant in its claims of
therapeutic benefits , it contained a number of the same ll1isrep-
resentations. Respondents continued to circulate the second ad-
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vertisement until at or about the time they were served with a
copy of the proposed complaint herein. While it may be that re-

spondents are no longer publishing or advertising a book with the
title "The Health Findcr " they are still publishing and advertising
other health books, portions of which are identical with or sub-

stantially similar in content to that book , and are stil making
claims in advertising similar to or suggestive of some of those

challengcd in the complaint. Considering the nature of respondents
publications in the health field , strong incentive exists to make
advertising claims of therapeutic benefits in order to encourage

the purchase of these books. The exan1iner canTIot say, in the

light of what has already occurred , that the challenged practices

have been " surely stopped" and that they wil not be fully resumed
011ce the pressure of a possible C0111mission order has been re-
moved. It may also be noted that there is no claim of discontinuance
with respect to the other two publications involved in the com-

plaint.
8. It is concluded that the acts and practices of respondents

consisting of the use of false , ll1isleading and deceptive statements
in advertising, as hereinabove found , were and arc, all to the

prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors
and consUtuted , and now constitute , unfair and deceptive acts and
practices ancl unfair methods of competition , in commerce

, \'

ithin
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered. That Roclale Press, Inc., a corporation , and its
offcers, and Roclale Books, Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers
and J e1'me 1. Rodalc and Robert Rodale , individually and as of-
ficers of said corporations, and respondents ' representatives,
agents , and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device , in connection vi'ith the offering for sale , sale or distribution
of the books entitled "The Health Finder

" "

How to Eai For a
Healthy Heart

" "

This Pace is Not Killing Us " or any other book

or books of the same or approximately the same content , material
and principles , whether solel uncler the San1€ na1118 01' nan1€S or
any other name or names , in commerce , as "commerce " is defined

in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from representing in advertising, directly or by implication
that:

1. Readers of the book "The Health Finder" who follow
the ideas , suggestions or recommendations therein will be able
to:
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(a) Avoid getting the common cold.
(b) Prevent or cure all types of constipation.
(c) Prevent ulcers.
(d) Prevcnt fatigue.
(e) Prevent all types of goiter.
(f) Relieve or cure all types of high blood pressure.

(g) Prevent cancer.

(h) 'Prevent , or minimize the possibility of getting, in-
fantile paralysis (polio).

(i) Prevent, treat or cure all types of heart disease.

2. The books "How to Eat For a Healthy Heart" and "This
Pace is Not Kil1ing Us" contain inf1)Imation which will be
of benefit in the prevention , treatment or cure of all types of
heart disease.

It is further ordered That those portions of Paragraphs Six and
Seven of the complaint Wh1Ch allege that respondents have ll1ade

illegal statements in advertising, other than those herein found
to be false , misleading anc1 r1eceptive , be , and the same hereby are,
dismissec1.

OPIJ\lO " OF THE COM:YIISSIO;;

Jl:NE 20 , 1967

By .JONES, Commissl:onC)'

This matter is before the Commission on cross appeals of coun-
sel supporting the complaint and counsel i'm' respondents. Com-
plaint herein , issued on April :3 , 1964 , charges respondents with
violation of Section 5 of the Fedel'rtl Trade Comlllission Act (1G

U . C" Sec, 45 (a) ), by having made certain false and misleading
representations , in their a(lvcrtising of a book entit1ed TJw Heulth

Fi.nda (sometimes herem called book) and a pamphlet entilled
HOIIi To Eat For" Healthy Hea,.t and This 1'lIce Is Not Killinr; Us
(sometimes hercin called pamphlet) , 1 In genet' , the cumplaint

charges that l' eSl)Ondents falsely advertised that persons who pur-
chased the publications and followed the regimens discu sed in
the book and pamphlet would be able to prevent, cure or treat
successfully various diseases and (1isordeJ's and would receive
other enumerated therapeutic benefits.

Res;Jondents in their answers admitted responsibility for the
cited advertising but othenvise denied the allegations of the COlll-

plaint and contended that the c01T1plaint was in violation of the

- -

This PHmjJUet is "rt\Jall.v two srj)Rr:1t pu\)lic:1::ons Hon' To Eat FOI" llealth" Ileal'
and This Face Is :'/01 Killing l)H combined into a single volume
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First Amendment of the Constitution and otherwise not in the
public interest.
The examiner , in his initial decision issued April 16 , 1965, re-

jected respondents ' constitutional and public interest arguments,
sustained some of the charges in the complaint , dismissed others
on a failure of proof and issued a proposed order to cease and

desist.
Respondents on this appeal ask that the examiner s decision be

set aside and the complaint dismissed. " Complaint counsel ask that
the initial decision be sustained in part , set aside in part and the
proposed order modified.

The sale issues before us 011 this appeal are whether respond-
ents ' advertising of their book and pamphlet contained promises
that purchasers of these publications would receive therapeutic

benefits , whether such representations , if made , were true; whether
the Federal Trade Commission s challenge of respondents ' adver-
tisements contravenes the First Amendment or is otherwise not in
the public interest since purportedly the publications in question

are out of print and the ehallengecl advertising discontinued , and
finally what the proper scope of the order should be in the light
of the findings and conclmdons.

The Commission has considered the appeals and the entire
record and has determined for the reasons set forth herein that
the appeal of respondents should be denied , the appeal by com-
plaint counsel should be granted in part and denied in part and
that the initial decision of the hearing examiner should be vacated
and set aside. The Commission has made its OW11 findings as to
fads , conclusions drawn therefrom and order , which accompany
this opinion.

RESPONDENTS AXD THEIR ADVERTISING

A. THE RESPO DEKTS

The corporate respondents, Rodale Press, Inc., and Rodale
Books , Inc., were established in 1931 and 1954 , respectively, by
J crome 1. Rodale for the purpose of publishing and selling hard-
back and softback books. Each of the individual respondents
Jerome 1. Hodalc and his son , Robel't C. Rodale , is chairman of

3 The American Civil Liberties Union reCl'Jcsted and WH granted I "ve to fiLe an amicu.
G1lriae brief ami to present orai argument on th appe:11 to the Commission lim:ted to the
:First Amendment i sue.

Opinion citations "F" are to our Findiilg of Fact. Opinion citations " T)".' ar8 to the
transcript of the hearing befo"e the examiner.
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the board and president , respectively, of both corporate respond-
ents. The respondents are engaged in the advertising, publication
and offering for sale of a variety of publications. Their combined
gross annual sales at the time of the hearing were approximately
two and one-half million dollars. Their primary method of adver-
tising and distributing their books and publications is via mail to

the general public. Only limited sales are made through retail
stores.

B. DESCRIPTIOI\ OF RESPONDENTS ' ADVERTISING CHALLENGED IN THE
COMPLAINT

Respondents ' advertising under challenge in this complaint and
considered at the proceeding before the examiner consists of an
eight- page advertising brochure used to promote the sale of The
Health Finde?' from 1956 through 1960 ' a slightly revised and

somewhat condensed edition of this brochure used from 1960 until
1963 G and various other pieces of mail advertising D1aterial used

to promote respondents ' pamphlet'
Respondents ' original advertising brochure for The II ealth

Finde?' highlights on its first page a series of provocative questions
about the desire for and the importance of good health as follows;

What do you 'want from life?
BetteT Health can mean a lot to you , personally. Have you ever stopped to

think thai all of the good things in hfe depend upon goud henlth? 

* " "'

Wouldn t you like to enjoy one or more of these re"mrds of g'ood health?
Good Health and the abundant energy that goes with it "''' Are you "just

too tired" to take a full part in the life of your community? "'" Do you
enjoy your leisure moments as much as you should? Or are you so tired you
spend most of your leisure time in resting and sleeping? 

" ". ,

, Are you bOl'

and discontented because you "don t feel well"

? * '" * 

TU'i' n page f01' imprJ?-
tant message.

On the two inside pages of respondents
face type:

WHICH OF THE HEALTH IDEAS IN THIS AMAZING BOOK WILL

, , , 

(1) ADD YEARS TO YOUR LIFE? (2) GIVE YOG MORE
ENERGY' (3) CUT DOWN ON YOUR DOCTOR AXD DENTIST BILLS?
(4) MAKE YOV FEEL BETTER THAK YOG EVER FELT BEFORE?
(5) HELP YOUR FAMILY TO ACHIEVE HEALT!! AI\D HAPPINESS?

brochure appears in bold

. FF 1--
(; This advel't; iT,g bl"ochuye (rrpl"oduceu in its entirety 25 Appenuix A to the Findings of

Fact) was in two part . Thr fi st part is a general d(srription of the book . The second sec-
tion eontains what 11Ul"))Ort5 10 be testimonia! from '- UH1el"S of the uook and pamphlet. (F. i.

6 Th revised brochure consisting of foul' JJages instead of eight , contain most of the same
presentations as the original brochure, It was introduced at the hearing and constitutes part

of complaint counsel' s proof of the rejJl'esentations. (Y. 
7F. I0.
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In the text below these bold-faced questions appear the follow-
Ing:

Here at last is a new kind of health book! During his years of research

111', Rodalc has discovered a great store of medical knowledge , mostly hidden
away in medical journals and medical archives. This knowledge can help
the average person remain compaTatively f? ee of 1nany teTTible diseuses.
Isn t such a book worth a trial?

Tells You How To Stay Healthy
Mr. Rodale was not a healthy man when he first asked himself why it

"\vasn t possible to learn how to be healthy- so healthy that we would rarely
need to visit a doctor or take medicine-so healthy that we .would feel won-
derfully ,1livp. and happy instead of dl'aggy and half-dead,
His (Mr. Rodale sJ own life gives abundant proof of the success of his

quest for health. Furthermore , the radiant health and wonderful energy of
thousands of men and women who follow his teachings proves that he knows
how to pass his knmvledge alony to othe1"

The Health Finder is an entirely new kind of health book because its
subject is the prevention of disease, It can give you (1, wondc1' ful new con-
ception of health.

Worth Hundnds of Dolla1'
\Ve sincerely believe that the Health Finda can be worth hundreds of

dollars to you! We believe it wil show you how to go through life confident
and happy in the knowledge that you can do a great deal to keep yourself
and your family radiantly healthy and full of energy. And the alth Finder
can be valuable to you in another \vay. It can give you lJwce of mind- rare
feeling these days , when headlines tell us every day of the heavy toll being
taken in all walks of life by all kinds of dreadful diseases, The He(tlth Finder
gives you peace of mind by showing you how 7Jerfectly wtur(1l 'i is 101' you
to enjoy that most pi'ecious of nil possessions-GOOD HEALTH/

Unconditional .lloney-Buck Glwnmtee
You don t have to take our word for the value of the Health Finder. It 

sold unde?' an absolute money- back ,Q1wnmtee, , when you receive the book
you are not convinced that ii will be VJorth many ti1nesit.s cost to you just
rdurn it , within fifteen days after you receive it f01' a .fu.ll TCfu.nd. For the
sake of your own health , and the health of your family, we urge you to get

your copy of the HEALTH FINDER today. You have nothing to lose-and
you may have a wonde1'ful new world of health nnd lwppine.ss to gain!
(Emphasis throughout as in original.)

This advertising brochure then sets forth a "check 1ist" of
health problems and topics which are discussed in The H e(llth
Finder encompassing a 1isting- of approximately 100 different top-
ics with page references , some described in the form of afTrmative
statements , others in thc style of a question. Typical of the captions
in this check jist are the following:

Recommendations for a winter free from common colds (pages 260 1),
What is the most successful preventive and cure for constipation? (pages

278-9).
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Cancel' and nutrition (p2. ges 165- 7).
Diet for children during polio season (pages 623-4-5).
Prevention of ulcers (page 854).
Heart disease and the use of vitamin E (pages 4J5- 9).
How one Massachusttts doctor tl'eats arthritis successfully (pages 58-9),
Laboratory experiments indicating that orewers ' yeast and dried liver

prcvent cancel' (page 141).

Goiter-what it is, where it occurs , what should be done to IJrevent it
(pages 392- 8).

Polio , its cause and prevention, by Dr. Virgil A. David , Xcw York City
(pages 589-603).

The advertising broc:hul'e 2.1so lists excerpts of " Comments " pre-
sumably fl'mn readers of the book which alo e followed by four
pages of testimonial exce:rpts about the great value and improved
health , generally and with reference to specific: ailments

, '

which
the readers lttributed to their reading of respondents ' book. These
comments and testin1IJIlial exc.erpts include such comments as:

CANCER- read this chapter aloud to his ''life twice
This chapter I have read aloud to my wife twice because it contains so

much pel'inent infOlmation. If one of our relati \'t:s could have een thi
aJ'ticle ten years ago and followed its l'f'comrnendations, she probably
woule) not )10W be dying of ('aw er of the bones and nerves.

She feels like moving l'JlOuntains every clay
Through follmving your organic ideas of compositing to enrich the soil

and eating as nearly all organically g-rown food 3.3 possible I an1 able to
state that never in my life , even a a child or teenager, have I felt more
like moving mountains every day-and the days are never long enough
fa!' me. I am 43 years old and play tennis with r.1Y 22-year old daughter-
and never feel my 43 years for a minutc.

HEART DISEASE- al'ticle appeals to cO ronary sufferer
As one ,,;.ho has suffered from coronary tl'ub!e , this article very defi-

nitely ul1pea)s to me , and much more so when I can do hings 'which the
doctor said woule! be disastrous to undertake in my state of' health.

POLIO- her fears are g-one , doesn t worry any more
Before your ideas began to come my ,\ ay, I was afraid of germs and

diseases. Kow my fears art! gone. I just don t 'worry about them anymore.

ULCERS
Got rid of a peptic ulcer.

VIT AiviIN E- info mation worth many times cost
..Iy husband has heart trouble and I believe that vitamin E and brewer

yeast has helped J1im morE than a 1ything he has eve ' u ed. His heart used
to pound o hard whi!8 sleeping, but it do€snt any more and he doesn
tire so easily. That alone is '\ o1'th many, many times the price of the book."

The 1960 revision of this brochure features on the first page
a reproduction of the outside cover of The Health Pinder 

,\"

ith the
statement

, "

An Encyclopedia of Health Information from the
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PREVE:-TIVE Point-of-View. " 8 The
pages of this brochure reacls:

OVER 150 000 FAMILIES HAVE BOUGHT THE HEALTH FL\' DER-
YOU AXD YOUR FAMILY MIGHT FIXD IT WORTHWHILE , TOO!

To find out , get out your pencil and ch€ck the topic you would like to know
more about ( J . * Check the health problems you and your family may
have ( J * 

top of the second and third

Below the above is the "check lisf' similar to that contained in
the original advertising brochure , with cer ain deletions. The re-
vised brochure also contains a discussion of the book itse1f wherein
it is stated:

Mr, Roda!e was not a healthy man when he first asked himself why it
wasn t possible to learn how to be nW1' healthy-healthy enough so that he
wouldn t need to visit a doctor or take medicine except. on Tare occasions-
healthy enough so he -would feel wonderfully a1ive instead of draggy and
half-dead * 

:,. *

, His owri life gives abundant IJroof of the success of his
p8l'sonal quest for health,

Mr, Rodale believes that by olJserving ce tain health rules , we can develop
bodies , minds , nerves , muscles and tiSSUf:S that are more resistant to disease
than they otherwise would be, In the Health Finder, Mr. Rodale shows why
we should be careful of the food we eat-why a healthy diet is important.

The testimonial extract used with the revised brochure was

also condensed to some extent and the testimonials quoted in the
revised version have generally been 1imited to comn1ents with

respect to the overall preventive benefit of The Health Finder
rather than to specifIc ailments.o

The principal piece of advertising for the pamphlet challenged
in trjs proceeding is a tv/o-page fi lettel' '' from the manager of
Rodale Books , Inc.HI This letter discusses the heart problem in
general and :1'1'. Roclalc s experience with the ailment, In part

this letter rea.ds:

Did you, know that in the enited States alone , 7' 980 people died of heart

disease last year? HOW TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART-attacks this
terrible problem from a new a'lgle, THIS PACE IS NOT KILLING US is
also concerncd with the heart disease probler", It contains an. equally vital

health messa.ge for you

' ". .

Here s \vhy you sho1Jld read both of these books at once: American men are
dying 1'1'011 heart disease fivc times faster than Italian men-ten times
fw.;tc?' thnn JaprLnu;e men,

.! 

\Vhy is this so? Is there any hope for Americans?
Yes , Mr, Roclale says , there is all the hope in the wo ld.
.111. Ro(lalc has had (L heart. condition fo)' )6 years 

"' ". ;. 

HeJ has enjoyed
buoyant health for 16 years by following the same advice he now gives you

'F. i.
"F, i,
10 F, l(.
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in HOW TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART. If you have heart symptoms
you won t want to miss this amazing book. But please remember that the
emphasis in Mr. Rodale s health teachings is always on the pnvention of
disease-so even if you have a healthy heart now this book may help you
keep it that way.'

Similar statements were also made in other advertising pieces.
So far as this record shows respondents did not disseminate

any advertisement for The H wlth Finde?' after 1963. However
the publication itself continued to be available for sale both by
direct maij from respondents and through certain book stores at
the time complaint issued. Further , the book was included in the
list of publications available from respondents and referred to in
the text of p.rcuention magazine.

Active promotion of the pamphlet was discontinued jn 1960
although it also continued to be included in the list of publications
available for purchase from respondents at the time of the hear-
ing.

C. DESCRIPTION OF RESPONDEKTS ' PUBLICATIONS WHICH ARE THE
SUBJECT OF THE CHALLE1\GED ADVERTISING

Respondents ' book The H e(Llth Finde?' which is the principal
subject of thc challenged advertising claims , is a 944-page com-
pendium of health information from "the preventive point of
view.

Respondents ' book is divided into approximately 260 major sub-
jects and 1700 subtopics. Each of the major subjects is a particular
medical problem , food type or substance , while the subtopics relate
to various aspects of the major subject.

The usual format of the book is to start each chapter or section
with an overall discussion of the subject. This is followed by
references either in the form of entire articles 01' excerpts from
articles relating to experiments , studies 01' oih r reports about

the sub.icct under discussion. Most of these materials had been
previously published in medical and professional journals , books
and newspapcrs and typically reflect some connection between the
medical problem and nutrition. Intermingled with these materIals
arc the personal health cxperiences of respondent J er0111e 1. Ro-
dale. For ccrtain of the major subjects the editor and/or his stan
dralv conclusions and make recommendations based on the previ-
ous discussion. The rccommcndations usually include the avoidance

11 F. 6,
12F. 10.
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of a particular food because of its harmful effect and the inclusion
of other foods because of their particular beneficial effects.

The format of respondents' pamphlet How To E t Fa?' A

Healthy Heart nd Th'is P ce Is Not Killing Us is essentially the
same as The Health Finder with the text divided into various sub-

jects and consisting of excerpts fl'Olll articles in medical journals
interspersed with the author s discussion of these articles and of
his own personal experience or opinions respecting the subject
matter under discussion.

JURISDICTION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOX OVER
ADVERTISING OF BOOKS

Before examining the specific charges in the complaint, it is
necessary to discuss first the argument urged by the respondents
and by the American Civil Liberties Union that the Commission
challenge of the accuracy of respondents ' advertising necessarily
constitutes a judgment on the accuracy and effcacy of the opinions
and ideas contained in the publications ' and that such action is
censorship prohibited by the First Amendment of the Constitution
and beyond the authority of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

A. THE GEXERAL REACH OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT

The First Amendment to the Constitution provides in part as
follows:

Congress sha1l make no law
the press.

abridging the freedom of speech , or of

The rights of free speech and of the press have been charac-

terized by the Supreme Court as " fundamental personal rights
and liberties " reflecting the convidion of the framcrs (J. the Con-

stitution that their exercise " lies at the foundation of free govern-
n1ent by free men, SCh1WidcF v. Ircington

.. 

308 U.S. 147 , 161

(1939). According to the Court , these rights are designed to "as-

sure unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about of

political and social changes desired by the people" and they are
cited again and again b:y the C01Jl't for their essentiality "to the
development and well-being of our free society" and as " indis-
pensabie to its continued growth. Roth v. United States 354 L'S.
476 484 488 (1957). IvIorsh v. Alahama, 326 L'S. 501 509 (1946).

Neither truth , nor orthodoxy, nor pub1ic value are essential in-
gredients of speech in order to qualify it for constitutional protec-
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tion. Roth v. United States , SUP"" 354 U. S. at p. 484; Winters 

New York 333 U. S. 507 , 510 (1948) ; see also Bond v. Floyd 385
S. 116 , 136 (1966). Nor is the constitutional protection of the

exercise of free speech limited to the bare freedom to utter words
in the silence of one s own 1:0am or to a small select group of
willing listeners. Rather, it embraces the broad spedl' um of ac-
tivities involved in the c()1nrl1nnication of ideas to the public

including the right to speak in public places. to picket , to solicit
to publish and disseminate and to be free of unreasonable deter-

rents, either financial or psychological , in such expressions or
communication. Lamont v. Postmaster Geneml 381 U. S. 301 , 307
(1965) ; Freedman v. MarylcLnd 380 U.

&..

, 57 (1966) ; Banlmn
Books , Inc. v. Sulliv(Ln 372 U.S. 58, 66-67 (1963) ; Sm.ith v. Cali-
fmni(L 361 U. S. 147 , 153 (1959); Muniock v. Pennsylvania 319

S. 105 , 117 (1943); Ma. tin v. Struthers 319 U.S, 141 , 143

(1943) ; Lovell v. Griffin 303 U.S. 444 , 452 (1938); Gros ie(Ln 

American PTCS8 Co. 297 U.S. 233 , 250 (1936).
While enjoying a "preferred position" in our constitutional

system , these rights have never been regarded as absolute. The
Supreme Court has consistently held that in a proper case these
fights may of necessity undergo some restriction where their
exercise comes into (',onflict with other essential public interests of
the community. Adderley v. Flon:da 385 CS. 39 , 47 (1966);
Shep)J(L1'd v. Mrtxwell 384 U. S. 3;0;0 , ;062- 63 (1966) ; United States
v. Ranis" 347 U.S. 612 , 625 (1954); /Jreord v. AleJ;rtnd,'iu.. 341

S. 622 , 644 (1961); Commnnicalions Ass". v. Dowis 339 U.

382 398- 99 (1950) ; Tertnstcrs Union v. Ranke ;339 r.S. 470. 480

(1950) ; Kovucs v. Coo)!e?' 3;36 (' S. 77 , 88-89 (1949); Prince 

\'.

Massuchnsetts 321 U. S. 158 , 170 (1944) 

,. 

Labor BO(l1d v. VirQ'inia
l'o1Ua Co. 314 U. S. 469. 477 (1941); Schenck v. UnUed Stntes,
249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919). In making these determinations , the
Supreme Court has been primarily concerned with the degree of
burden on the exercise of the protected right l:j whether the statute
giving rise to the restraint was reasonable and nondiscriminatory
in its objectives 1- and whether the standards for its application

'" 

Cox v. Louisiana. 378 C. S. 5:';D, 564 (lD6. ' (narrowly r1ntwn spel'ifie tatut(' IJ)"ohibitinR
picketing- in or near courthouse sust lined f15 (,RS(1' lHO:)' related to evil "oug-ht \0 1.e unailed
and hence as not imposing uncue lmrrlcn); A" o;'c:c,\ v , CO(JJJ(-'", 336 U.S. 77. 87 (1948) (onli-
nance prohibiting objeciioJlal:y ampJiiieu sounc. su;;ta ned); Cox 

. ,

VelV Ham)Jshire 312 U.

568 , 5i6 (1941) (rt'awpably and fairl,' administered )ftW requiring ft license tD pRrade
sustained); See also to cielTTe effecr. JV/iitlle;/ v, Ca!i:or1!i( 2H U.

, :

71 7'
10 Cox v. LUn1slana J U. , .-,3G, 54" (HI65) (discrim:nawry app j"atioll of lo al breach of

peare statute held unconstitutioml! ,nfringrnwnt of rights of civil rights dem()n;;tn\tor - This

e WllS based on the same jnc rlc)jt :md fa as Cu, \'. L01l;si(ll1U, 37:1 U. S. S;;() ' H1fiS)
where a on\,jc:tjo" \mder II different ta:\Ate was upheld becRl1s" the "tatute \Vns narrow nnd
reasonably related to t.he e','il it sought to curtail. See n. 1: slljJra): Erl1uu1'ds v. South
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were suffciently defined. J5 Thus the constitutionality of regulatory
statutes has been sustained against attack even where their inlpact
resulted in some restraint of the exercise of constitutional free-
doms.

The constitutionality of the Federal Trade Commission Act has
been expressly sustained on the ground that regulation of false
advertising does not as such constitute unconstitutional restraints
on the eX1Jr€ssion of opinions by sellers as to the market worth of
their products and that whatever slight impairment of speech may
be involved is far outweighed in importance by the need to protect
the jJublic from deception. Re(Jina C01'1. v. Federal Trade Com-

mission 322 F. 2d 765 , 770 (3rd Cir. 1963) ; E. F. Drew rend CO. V.

Federal T1'cde Commission 235 F. 2d 735, 740-41 (2nd Cir. 1956),
cert. denied, 352 U.S. 969 (1957).17 As the Second Circuit observed
in e'1o:

Ca,Toli' 372 U. S. 2 8. 226 (HJ63) (di criminatlJry application of local breach of peace statute
he1d unconstitutional infringement of rights of civil right demon t.rators): Gn)8jean v.

American Press, 297 U. S. 233 , 250 (1!J36): (tax only a licable to certain neW. lJhper found
discriminatory and unconstitutional) Cf. Adderley Flurida 385 V. S. 39 . 47 (1966) (even
handed enfo" ement of trespass st!'tutf' sustained)

JbJ(evishian v. B()lId oj' Regents, 385 U,S, 5S9 . 604 (1\H\7) (loya\ty oath statute he1d UIl-

constitulionr.1 bec \Use of vague alld indefinite standards.

); 

Bu,.sty1t v. Wilson :143 U. S. 495

504- ", (EJ.i2) (1\ Y. l:ttute banning "sacrilegious " movies held unconstitutional beca.use (If

vagnen.,ss of term); Nie1hot!.- 

'. 

Mar-'!Iund 340 U, S. 268, 273 (1DS1) (con'victioll under local
disorderly conduct onlina!1ee of .Jehovah's Witnesses for speaking in a pub1ic park without

a permit reverscd on gl"Guncl that local ordin!'ll(c c'ontRined no stand:trds under which permit
was to be i oued and 11cl1ce (-ecauoe of its vagueness an unconstitutional jnva. ion of
defendant' right of free 3;JCIOCh); See also Terminiello Y. Chicago 337 V. S. 1, S(1949);
Cantwett v. Conllectirut , 310 U. S. 2% , :-07 O 4()).

10 Associared P"es;; ted States. 326 U. S. 1 , 20 (1!J4 ) (app\icabllity of Sherm!ln Anti-

trust Art (29 Stat 209) to press association by laws cnnstitutin!' boycott held not to
contravene freedom of press vrotection of First Amendment), A8sociated Press v. Labor
Board, 301 U. S. 103 , 132-33 (lD37) (applicability of Nfltional Labor Relations Act to press
associ:ttion held not to contravene frelOdom of press protection of First Amendment). See also

ted States v. Times-Picayu.ne P1lblishing Ca., 345 l. . 594 (1953) (Sherman Anti. trust
Act proceeding alleging illegal tie- in based on neW5TH!jJer offer of 5jJcei,d rate for advertistO-
mtOnt plnced in lJoth morning and evening. newspRpers); Lorain JOj(rna Co. United State,
342 U. . 143, 155- 6 (1951) (Shel'man Anti-trust Act 129 Stat. 209) proceeding "hal1enging
press refusal to Rccent flovertising from customers who also utilizIid J'adio for pJ.nmotions);
Inrliana. Farmer q Guide Publishinq Co. rain e Fanner Publishing Co" 293 'C.S. 268, 27(;

(1934) (private treble damagc suit under SIietion 7 of the SheJ'rnl\l Anti"trnst Act (29 SUn.
210) alleging damages from a consTJir:ocy between competitors agreeing to a special combined
advertising rflte). In these cases the conn found that the r.ntitrust. statutes applied to new!\-
papel's withont discussing tr.tO constitutional issue.

See a1so Cho.m/;e,' of CO'!1n,erce Y. Federal "lraAe COIHml:Ssioll, 13 F. 2d 673 (8th Gir . 1926)

whoerein the court rejected the argument that the Commission s proceeding against the use of

ne'i.'spi'pers to restrain trade in the grain m .rket was in contravention of the freedom of
press protection of the First Amendment. The court observed'

The libert.y of the press is not an uTnestricted license and the abuse of that right is

subject to criminal proseeution and to civil liability, " A!so. pulJjications might be restrained
wher" they were instruments in carryiflg out a l1Oycott l)1 a clJflspiracy i1a F. 2d 686).

17 Similar arguments addressed to the constitutionality of Federal Trade Commi3sion Act
proceedings involving 'ldvertising have been consistently and snmmarily rejected by the Courts
in Murray Space Shoe CorjJ. v Federal Trade Com.mission 304 F. 2d 270, 272 (2nd Gir. 1962)

(involving aUeged false advlirtising of shoes) and in American Medicina! Products, Inc. 
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We think it suffcient to state that Congress can prohibit or control mis-
leading advertising under the postal fraud statutes "'"' or under its
commerce power .

. * 

without deprivation of First Amendment rights. There
is no constitutional j'ight to disseminate false or misleading advertisements
(235 F. 2d 740).

The Court in discussing the constitutionality of the statutory
provision that representing oleomargarine as a dairy product was
deceptive , further elaborates its rationale by observing:

Nor is the slight and incidental limitation of speech necessary to avoid the

danger of public deception an infringement of the First Amendment. Peti-
tioner remains free to advertise its product. It is prohibited only from
representing or suggesting that its product is a dairy product. "It is not

diffcult to choose statements , designs and devices which wi1 not deceive.
(Ibid.

It is against the background of these general principles respect-
ing the purpose and reach of the First Amendment that respond-
ents ' claims of unconstitutionality must be examined.

B. THE CONSTITLTTIOI';ALITY OF REGULATING THE ADVERTISING
OF PUBLICATIONS

We find nothing in the Imv which even remotely supports re-
spondents ' argument to us that the protection of the First Amend-
ment reaches automatically both to the speech itself and to the
advertisements of the speech. :\or have we been directed to any
reason of policy or of logic which compels the conclusion that any
challenge to the truth or falsity of the advertisement of a book
must inevitably constitute censorship of the book and therefore run
afoul of the First Amendment protection.

The courts have taken the position that an advertisement
whether it appears in the format of a book or pamphlet or as a
paid notice in a newspaper is subject to regulation for its tTuth-

Federal, 'Trade Commis.oion 136 F. 2d 426 , 427 (fJth Cir. HH3) (involving allegeJ false ad.
vertising of a reducing drug). The Supreme Court, by implication. has a:so aff,rmeci the
rig-ht of the Fede,.al Trade Commission to regulate d""eptive representations in connection
with the sale of books by upholding p1"oceedings involvinp; oUl.h deceptive practices in Federal
Trade Commission v. St(!ndard Ed11cation SrJciet'l. 302 U.S. 1J2 (J937) (involving alleged
f:1 l' adverti ing and representations u ,'d in 1he sRle of encycloIJedi,, ). In this case, the

Coun affrmld the Commission s actio)l without flJ1Y discussion or p()s ii,)e infringement on
freedom of press under lhe Fi" st Amendmer.

See also Donaldson 

y. 

Read Ma,(Jazilie inc. 333 L.S. J78 (Ig48) in which the Supreme
Court sustained the right of the Postmaster Geneml to regula1e "clvertising by restricting the
receipt and dissemination of fraudulent mail by R mRgR?ine f)ublisher noting that:

A contention cannot be seriously considered which assumES that freedom o the press

includes a right to raise money to promQte circulation by deception of the public " (333 U.
182).
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fulness. 18 It is significant that in none of these cases was the issue
respecting the constitutional protection of free speech even raised.

In determining what constitutes advertising the courts do not
apply any mechanistic formula but look to the substance of the
message to determine whether it is designed to promote a product
or to express ideas of the author. Even where the courts have
disagreed with the Commission in its treatment of statements

made in publications as advertising promotions and hence subject
to the Commission s jurisdiction , they have been careful to under-
score the right of the Commission to proceed against advertising,
whether of a book or of some other product.1

These cases are important insofar as they demonstrate the

Courts ' clear recognition that the constitutional protection afforded
free speech does not in the ordinary situation extend to advertising
as that term is customarily used and indeed , that if the advertising
is cast in the format of a book this will not serve to cloak it with
the constitutionai protection. The only issue, therefore, in de-

termining whether advertising is properly within the jurisdiction
of the Act is to determine whether the material challenged is or
is not advertising.

Respondent argues , however , that the protection of the First
Amendment must be regarded as embracing not only the publica-
tion containing the constitutionally protected speech but also all
advertisements of the publications , because any limitation of re-
spondents' right to advertise operates as a limitation of their
constitutionally protected right to disseminate their writings. We
do not agree.

We of course recognize the important role which advertising
plays in the distribution and sale of the product being advertised.
This is no less the case ''lith publications than it is with other

18 United Stotes v. Urbu,teit 335 U.S. 355 (1948) (Jibel action against a therapeutic device
and a dlO crjptive bOQklet "The Rond to Health" sustained under the Food -:nd Drug Act
without discus ion of First Amendment); United States Twenty-four Bottles of Vineqar.
33g F. 2d 157 . IfO (2nd Cir. 1964) (dismissal of proceeding- against Dr . D. C. Jarvis

' "

Folk
MedidIH' , A Vermont Doctor s Guide to Good Health" and " Arthritis and Folk Medicine

bec use of failure to show the connection between the books Rnd the vinegar and honey which
the books advoc"ted 8S 8 pan"cea o all health problems): United States Eiqht Cartons. etc.
103 F. Supp. G2G (W.

::.

Y. 1951) (a seizure of Gayelord Hauser s book "Look Younl'c
Live Longc) '" and certain cases of molasses otTcred for various therapeutic purposes upheld

\'/ithollL discussion of First Amenlimcntl; Cj. me ease , 97 F. Supp. 313 (W.D. ::. . 1951)

(action dismissed for fai:ure to how connection !,etween the seized boo" and the product
offered for sale).

'" In Korh Feder(L1 Trade Commission 200 F. 2d 311 , :n7 (6th Ci,' . 1(53) and Sdentific
Manllfadlu' inq Co v. Fede,al Tnl,.-e Comm1s.''OTI . 124 F. 2d 640 , 64 45 (3nl Cir . 1\)41), the
Courts found thflt certain materja;s (books and pamphlet ) challenged in the complai!1t were

not used by respondents r,s " advertising" Rnd v,:ere therefore not within the reach of the
Commission. The Courts made it clear that if these materials had been used by respondents
as "advertising" they would be within Commission jurisdiction.
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products. As Justices Black and
in Breard v. AlexcLndTiu supra

Douglas observed in their dissent

The constitutional sanctuary for the press must nec'2ssarily include libwrty
to pnblish (md CiH;ulute. In vie,v of our economic system , it must ajso include
fTeetlom. to solicit JJuying slIbsc'f' iber.s (341 U. S. 650 , empl1asis added).

There is little doubt that the ability to advertise 18 as important
to the exercise of the right of free speech as it is to the correlative
right of freedom of the press. But this does not compel the can.

clusion that no regulation of advertising of pub1ications can take

place without infringing the constitutional protection. It is obvious
that no abridgment of respondents' right of free speech coula

possibly follow from the mere fact of filing a complaint challenging
the advertisement of a publication or from the entry of an order
prohibiting deceptive l' ep1'€3entations. A requirement that th a(l-
vertisel' n1ake truthful clain1s about the book 01' pamphlet being
advertised has consistently been held not to impose :1 restraint 
the advertising itself and hence could hardly be said to restrain
the distribution or circulation of the publications. :2O As the Supreme
Court has stated , IjIt is not difIcult to choose statements , designs
and devices which will not deceive. United Stutes v. VinefJj-Vi1;e
Ba)')'els of Vineg((r 265 L. S. 4;)8 , 443 (1924). Thus we are in no
way concerned here 'with the possibility that regulating the
advel' tising could operate in any way as an impediment to the
circulation and distribution of the publications themselves. 

obligation to advertise truthfully bears no resemblance to a tax on
the exercise of free speech, 21 ::either does it operate to discourage
an author from writing a book or pamphlet in the first place 22 nor

force a retailer or publisher to handle the publications only at the
risk of some unknown prosecution or other pena1ty. 2:!

It is clear that nothing in the Constitution or in the decisions
interpreting its protection suggests that an advertisement of a
book or other publication is to be regarded pel' SP an extension of
the writing and hence as within the protection of the First Amend-
ment. On the contrary, the 1m\' is clear that the public policy
reflected in the Federal Trade Commission Act in favor of ensur-
ing the truthfulness of all advertisements is just as applicable

to books as to any other product which may be the subject of an
advertisement.

2i Re.Qi1U Corp, Federal Trade Commislli01l Sit)JJ" M!lITa'l Space Shoe CO!.

),.

Trade C(J",,,issio:l, supra; E. F. DI' elU and Co. Federai Trade Commission, Siij.m;
Medicinal PToductH , l v, Federai Trade Comillission , Iwpra.

Zl(;Tosjean v. American Press Co., Z9'1 U, S. 233, 250 (H136).

'\'

ear ;UinJlewta, 283 U. S. 697 , 711- , 717 (1931),
:1 Smith ClllifPTllia 361 U. S. 147 , 153 (1959).

Federai
A,n'ni"an
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We bow to no one in our concern and responsibility to protect
the public from any invasion of its Constitutional rights , partic-
ularly those associated with the rights of freedom of speech and
expression. In today s increasingly computerized society with the
ever-increasing involvement of Government in the lives of its
citizens , \ve would be derelict in our duties as public offcials and
citizens if Y\Te werE not especially zealous to protect the individual
from any encroachment by Government on his fundamental free-
doms. But we are also equally mindful of the importance of pro-
tecting the individual citizen from any misleading and deceptive
representations contah1ed in the barrage of advertising to which

he is daily subject in the promotion of the myriad of products of-
fered for sale in the market-plaee.

Wc conclude that the promotion of books as an item of com-
merce is no Jess subject to our statutory prohibitions on false and
misleading advertisement and the citizen is no less entitled to
protection against falsehood in this area of marketing than in any
other. Accordingly, we hold that the Federal Trade Commission
Act applics with full force to the advertising of publications and

that the prohibition of false and misleading statements in the ad-
vertising of publications in no way operates as an impairn1ent
of the constitutionally protected rights of freedom of speech and
of expression.

THE COMPLAINT AGAINST RESPONDENTS ' ADVERTISING

A. CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE COMPLAINT

The threshold questions which must be determined beforc the
specific issues of the cOlTIplaint are considered are (1) 'whether
respondents ' advertising clai1l1s challenged in this c01l1plaint are
in fact advertising or ,,,hether they should be regardec1--fs speech
and (2) whether the complaint is jn fact challcnging the truth or
falsity of ideas expressed in the publications rather than in the
advertising.
In our judgment respondents ' advertising is c1early' sales ma-

terial designed to sell respondents ' publications not the ideas or
views of their author. This advertising was not designed as a
vehicie for the expression by respondent Jerome 1. Roda.le of any
of his personal views or opinions on health or on any other subject.
It is not cast iD the form of disclosing any of respondents ' discov-
eries , theories or suggestions respecting hea1th problems for their
own sake. On the contrary, the entire format and advertising
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message is focllsed on urging the public to purchase respondents
book and pamphlet in order to find out for themselves the author
answers to the health problems which the advertising tells the
reader are discussed in these publications. 1 Thus in no sense are
we confronted here with the type of "editorial advertisement"
placed in a newspaper as a means of disseminating the substantive
views of the advertiser which was held to be speech and hence
constitutionally protected in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan , 376

S. 254 , 266 (1964). Accordingly, we conclude that respondents
advertising challenged in this complaint constitutes advertising
and not speech and is subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
Respondents claim that the instant proceeding is unconsti-

tutional because in reality the complaint is directed to a deter-

mination of the truth or falsity of the contents of respondents
publications The Health Finder and How To Eat Fa?' A Healthy
Heart and This Pace Is Not Killing Us. We do not agree. An
examination of the complaint makes it clear that it is not chaJleng-
ing the truth or falsity of any statements made in either of the
advertised publications. On the contrary, the deceptions charged
are exclusively based on specific representations contained in re-
spondents ' advertising. It is these representations which are chal-
lenged in the complaint and it is in this context that the
Commission s right to examine into their truth or falsity must be
determined. We conclude , therefore , that the Commission is con-
stitutionaJly entitled to determine the truth or falsity of the re-
spondents ' advertising of their publications The Health Finder
and How To Eat For A IIeCllthy Heart and Th'is Pace Is Not Kill-
in,q Us and that if found to be deceptive , these respondents can
properly be subjected to an order prohibiting them from making
such false representations in the future.

B. ACCURACY OF RESPO DENTS ' ADVERTISING

The complaint charges that respondents falsely advertised that
readers of The I1 ealth Finder would add years to their lives , gain
more energy, effectuate savings on medical and dental expendi-
tures, feel better than ever, gain and maintain health , find the
answers to all health problems , prevent the common cold , ulcers,
fatigne , goiter and high blood pressure , prevent and cure all types
of constipation , and prevent, treat, and relieve cancer, tubercu-

2\ FF 6-8, la , 12- , 25- , 30- 38- 45-

, .

, 58- , 64- , 71- , 85-
92- 99-102 106--109 113-114.
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losis , infantile paralysis , aJl types of heart disease, arthritis and

mental jlness and that readers of How To E(d For A Healthy
Heart and This Pace Is Not Killing Us would be able to prevent
treat and relieve all types of heart disease.

Respondents deny that their advertising in fact makes any
claims of therapeutic benefit as alleged in the complaint and that
such claims as are made are not ill fact absolute promises of bene-
fits as alleged but merely representations of possible benefits.
Finally, respondents argue that whatever claims are made in the
advertising simply reiterate what is contained in the publications

and are truthful in every respect (Resps. App. Br. , p. 9; Resps.

Answering Brief, PI'. 1-3).
In order to evaluate the charges that respondents ' advertising

is false and misleading, it is essential that the challenged claims
be looked at in the context of respondents' entire advertising

message.
It is well established that the test to be used in interpreting

advertising is the net impression that it is likely to make on the
general populace. National Bakers Se1'vices , Inc. v. Federal Trade

Commission 329 F. 2d 365 , 367 (7th Cir. 1964) ; S. Retail Credit
Assn. v. Federal Tmde Commission 300 F. 2d 212 , 219 (4th Cir.
1962) ; Ward. Laboratorl , Inc. v. FedeTal Tnlele Comrniss'i,!n , 276
F. 2d 952 , 954 (2nd Cir. 1960), ecrt. denied 364 V. S. 827 (1960).
It is immaterial that a given phrase considered technically may he
construed so as not to constitute a 111isrepresentation or that a
deception is accomplished by innuendo rather than by affrmative
misstatement. Country T7cepds, Inc. v. Federal Trade C01nrnission

326 F . 2d 144 , 147-48 (2nd Cir. 1961) Reginee Corp. v. Federal
Trade Cornm'ission 322 F. 2d 765 , 768 (3re1 Cir. 1963) ; Kal1Ua.itys
v. Fedeml Trade Cmnmissio" , 2:;? F. 2d 654 , 656 (7th Cir. 1956),
cert. denied 352 CS. 1025 (1957). Where an advertisement is
sub.iect to two interpretations , one of which is false , the- Commis-
sion is not bound to assume that the truthful interpretation is the
only one which will be left impressed on the mind of every reader.
Continental Wax Corp. v. Fedcml Tmde Commission 330 F. 2d

175 177 (2nd Cir. 1964) ; Rhodes Phon?",cal Co. v. Federal Trade

Commission 208 F. 2(1 382 , 387 (7th Cir. 1953), rev d in l"IO' , 318
S. 940 (195;)). In sum, the Commission s mandate from the

courts is to protect the " ignorant, the unthinking, and the cred-
ulous. ChaTZe" of the Ritz Dist. Co. v. Fedeml Tmde Commis-

5 \Ve will not ,C'pea in this opinioJl the individual naLY5is of each of the complaint allega-

tions which we have mr.de b our findingci. See FF 12 through 117 for our fincings and COJl-

cJusion on each of the paragraphs Five through Eleven of the complaint.
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s-ion 143 F. 2d 676, 679 (2nd Cir. 1944) ; EX1JOsition Puss, Inc. 

Federal Tmde Commission 295 F. 2d 869 , 872 (2nd Cir. 1961).
Looking at respondents ' advertising as a whole , we find that the

basic message being conveyed in respondents ' advertising is that
respondents' book is essentialiy a sort of "how- to-prevent- illness
book and that readers of the book will in fact be able to prevent
most of the diseases and disorders which affect the good health of
human beings. Thus , respondents ' advertising features their book
as a "new kind of health book " and the author , J. 1. Rodale, as

the repository of a great store of medical knowledge which "can
help the average person remain comparative1y free of many terri-
ble diseases. " 20 The book was featured in. espondents ' original
advertising as I' this amazing book" containing vital new "health
ideas." In bold face type across the top of the second and third
pages of the brochure was respondents ' question; " Which of the
Health ideas in this amazing book will 'add years to your life
give you more energy,

' '

reduce meclieal and dental bills

' '

make
you feel better and help your family achieve health.' " " The very
language of this advertising makes the representation of an af-
firmative promise of therapeutic benefis. It is directed to demon-
strate how Rodale s discoveries will be of w,zue to the nceder. The
advertising asks

, "

Wouldn you like to enjoy one or more of these
rewards of good health?" (CX 8A , emphasis adderl). In other
parts of the advertising, it is stated he knows how to pass his
(Rodale sJ knowledge along to others.

" "

The Henlth Finder gives
you peace of mind by shmving you how pcrfectly natural it is for
you to enjoy that most precious of all possessionS-GOOD HEALTH.

\Vhile it is true that in a few sentences l'eSpOllnents ' advertising
text uses such words as "may" or !imight" in describing some of
the benefits to be derived from the publication , we nevertheless are
of the view and so hold that the purport of the-"ntire message is
to make specific claims and promises that reading the book will
in fact enable the reader to prevent cancer , constipation , goiter
and the other diseases and disorders featured in the advertising.
Thus respondents ' advertising states that the book " teaches you to
stay healthy," that the radiant health of thousands of readers

demonstrates that the author "knows how to pass his knowledge
along to others," that the author discovered it ,vas possible "
learn how to be healthy" and , in the case of the pamphlet adver-
tisement that the author himself has had a heart condition for 16

----

:lFF 7-
Z1 FF 7-
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years and "has enjoyed buoyant health for 16 years by following
the same advice he gives you in How To Eat For (I He(llthll
Heart. 2H 

This interpretation of respondents ' advertising is fur-
ther supported by respondents

' "

absolute money-back guarantee
which is offered to readers who "are not convinced that (the bookJ
will be worth many times its cost.

Similarly, the emphasis in the advertising is clearly not de-
signed to portray the publications as compilations of experiments
articles and studies on various common illnesses. On the contrary,
respondents have through an artful combination of a so-called
check list of health problems together with liberal quotations of
extracts from readers ' testimonials , clearly and affrn1atively rep-
resented to the reader that both publications contain regimens
for the illnesses discussed. The emphasis , and we hold the clear
meaning of the advertising is to portray the book and pam-
phlet as containing a series of effcacious regimens which wil guar-
antee a variety of health benefits to the reader. '" Thus the reader
is led to believe that the information gathered by the author offers
the means to prevent the enumerated diseases :11 and in certain
instances also to obtain treatment or relief.

:\lo1'eove1' , we also conclude that , contrary to respondents ' con-
tentions , the benefits promised here are made in unqualified terms
so that readers of respondents ' advertising would believe that if
they suffer from any form of the "disorder in question " the
relief promised will apply to them."" As we pointed out in our re-
cent opinion in Ame-rican Home Products Corp. Dkt. 8641 , De-
cember 16 , 1966 (70 F. C. 1524, 1605J, where advertisers choose
to make their claims in unequivocal terms , particular1y claims re-
lating to hea1th remedies , we shall interpret them in their literal
form and will not assume that members of the public will read
any limiting qualifications into them. If a limited claim is in fact
intended then the claims must be exactly delineated by express
qualifying language. We wil not imply such qualifying lang'uage
in 0111' interpretation of such c1aims, nor indeed do we think
the ordinary casual reader would do so.

In sharp contrast to the flamboyant claims in respondents ' ad-
vertising of the therapeutic benefits \vhich readers will gain from

2OF. I0.
2\ FF 8 , 10.
ooFF 12-16, 25-26.
31 FF 30- , 45-46, 50- , 58- 60, 64- , 71- , 85- , 106- 109.
a: FF 38-40, 80- , 92-95, 99- 102 , 113-114.
83 FF 25, 39 , 52 , 94-95, 114.
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reading the book and pamphlet 34 the publications themselves

make no such claims. Respondents ' book and pamphlet are care-
fully written to disclose the limitations of the regimens discussed
as well as their asserted strengths and potentialities. In most
instances, thc regimens described in these publications are docu-
mented as to their source, the known experience, if any, with

respect to their effcacy and various other relevant factors which
are pertinent to the evaluation of the regimens by the readers.

The style of respondents ' book is g'enerally not to reach abso-
lute conclusions on either the cause or possible preventive, cure

or treatment of a medical ailment. ';o To the contrary, the language

of the book is couched in terms of describing the possible rela-
tionship between a particular disease and an item in the diet
as demonstrated by the reported experiment or study." The rec-
ommendation that a food should be avoided or consumed is with
the idea that there may be a relationship between that food and
the medical problem.38 In other instances , the book concludes that
a particular experiment has demonstrated a definite relationship
bet\veen one type or aspect of a disease or ailment and food , and
diet manipulation is recommended for possible value in that re-
stricted 8e118c.

In no way does The Health Finder purport to be an all inclu-
sive panacea or a replacement for professional medical attention.
The author-editor is very candid in discussing the various ail-
ments , observing in certain instances that the cause or Cllre is
unknown and in others that substantial additional research is
needed before any re1iable conclusion can be drawn. The recom-
mended diet manipulation or other effort is "with the view that
absent any other known preventive , treatment or cure , it is pref-
erable to total indifferenee.

Again in respondents ' pamphlet , the author makes it clear that
the inforn1ation which is provided is not all jnclusive or abso-
Jute. Instead the author sets forth general ideas and sug-gestions
which his personal experience and studies have indicated wil!
be beneficial if followed. The pamphlet is very clear in its dis-
cussion that certain types of heart ailments , with which it is

; FF 12- , 25- , 30- , 38- , 45- , 50- , 58- , 64-

99- 102 , 10G- I09, 113- 11-
35 FF 18, 27 , 35, 41 , 47 , 54 , fiI , 67 , 77, 82 , 88 , 96, 103, 110 , 115.
e F. 9 and generally, fIndings cit(d in n, 35 supra,

FF 47 103 110,

g" 

FF 41 , 47 , 61 , 95.
39 

g" 

FF 47, 54, 67, 77, R9.
iOE,

g., 

FF 18 , 27, 35 , 54, 77, 89,

71- , 80-81. 85- , 92-95,
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exclusively concerned , require professional care and that the sug-
gestions contained in the pamphlet should not be followed in al1

cases without prior approval of a l)hysician. -IJ

It states the obvious to observe that the fnnction of adver-

tising is to promote and persuade. A certain amount of puffery
and hyperbole is not unknmyn either to the 'iiTiter of the adver-
tisements or to their renders. Kcvcrtheless , the same degree of
hyperbole and puffery in the promotions of every day consumer
products 11D)' become deceptive and misJeading when used in
the advcrtisen1ent of alleged treatments and prcventive measures
for iIlness and disease. 1n this respect it is quite irrelevant whether
the treatment being advertised is in the form of a pil encased
in a box or in the forn1 of a particular regimen described in D

book or other writing. Literalness and exactitude-and perhaps
understatement-nlust be the eDrmf\rks of promotions connected
with health rcmcdies. Advertisers must be scrupulously careful
not only as respects the literal truthfulness of the message but
as respects all of the implications , inuendos and suggestions which
are conveyed in the ac!\'ertising message.

As we dctailed in our findings and conc:usions , the rccord in
this case demonstrates that neither of respondents ' publications
,vhieh are the sub.i ect of the chDl1enged advertisements , makes
any of the exaggerated claims contained in respondents' Ddver-

tising respecting the effcacy of the various regimens discussed

either as a cure, preventivc , or methocl of treatment of the dis-
eases and disorders covered. \Vhile we might reach a different con-
clusion as to the claims challenged here if each of them had stood
alone , it is unrealistic to assume that readers of respondents ' ad-
vertising would read them in such splendid isolation. Rather
each claim must be read as it appears , as part of the overall con-

text of respondents ' achertising message. As so read , we have
concluded that respondents falsely advertised that readers of

The II ealth FindcF would add years to their lives , gain n10rc en-

ergy, effectuate savings on medical and dental expenditures, feel
better than ever , gain and- maintain health , find the answers to
all health problems, prevent the common cold , ulcers , fatigue

goiter , high blood pressure , cancel' , infantile paralysis , and mental
illness , prevent and cure all types of constipation , and prevent
treat and relieve tuberculosis , heart disease , and arthritis , and that
readers of How To Eat Fa)' A lle(dthy HeeLTt and This PeLee Is Not

,n FF 11 , 11.
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K-illing Us would be able to prevent, treat and relieve all types
of he rt disease.

We have concJuded that the allegations in the complaint charg-
ing that respondents falsely advertised that readers of The Hmlth
Finder v.:ould be able io treat i:.ncll'elieve cancel'

, -

infantile paraly-
sis and mental illnEss have not been proven and these charges aredismissed. 

RESPONDENTS' C01\'TE TIO:\S AS TO PREJuDICE FLOWING FROM

IPLAINT AND ABSENCE OF PUBLIC I"TEREST

Respondents have urged several reasons , beyond their con-
stitutional arguments and defenses on the merits, as to why
this complaint should be dismissed. YVe shall consider these con-

tentions seriatim.
Respondents argue that the inc1usion of the charges in Para-

graphs Seven (3) and Ten of the complaint, that reliance on
respondents ' advertising may cause irreparable injury to the
lJublic by delaying their recourse to professional advice, was solely
for the purpose of damaging l'csponrlents ' l'eputation and that
it represents an attempt by the Anlerican TE'clic d Association to

use the Commission to discourage self-medication.

!::

'Vhile complaint counsel li.ndertook to oner proof in suppo
of this allegation;!: its exact function in the lomplni!lt is not clear
since the order attached to the complaint docs not contain any
provisions with respect to this allegation. nor has complaint coun-
sel sought such ))rovision on this appeal.

Vile do not undcrstand the materiality of this allegation in view
of the failure of the complaint to seck any relief against it in
the orcleL '\Ve do not believe that its presence n the complaint

has damaged respondents ' reputation nor (10 \\e give any counte-
nance, nor see any l'elevancy to respondents ' argument that it
\vas designed to discourage self-medication. \Ve note in passing
that despite its contention c that this allegation was preju-
dicial , respondents ' counsel did not 1110Ve to strike it as surplus-
age and indeed offered evidence to j,'elmt the evidenee offered in

,,' Subparagr,,ph (3) or P;J)' ('graph Sevrn ('!ml"gc
RcEance on the Hclve)",i ;ng 1atem JJts flnrl rep escn1'HioTJ ,rsulting in JJurrr. c or tr.e

aforesaid book and the attcr.dftnt delay in re eivir,g ade(iufl:e tn '-nnW"l JHOrn))!!". mfty resu;t
ill relentless progressi(1n of these snious diseases , ir''(IJil a')'" i'1nry to h?alth , n 1Jp!ing and
I o s 0 f i j' f. "

ParagJ' aph Ten included a similar allegation with regard to the pamphlet.
'3Tr, 143 , 170 , 2.10 , 218, 308- 10, 375 41,6.
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support by complaint counsel. H K evertheless , in view of complaint
counsel's failure to seek a pTovision in the order \vith respect
thereto , on our own motion we shall dis111iss this provision 
the complaint HS abandoned and surplusage. Accordingly, \ve do
not find it necessary to make any determination as to the validity
of the examiner s concJusion with reS1)ect thereto.

Respondents Rlso contend that this complaint should be r1is-

missed as lacking in public inte1'est beeR use the challenged ad-
vertising has been cliscontinuccl and the publications to \vhich 
re1ates are out of print and are no longer actively being promoted.
Respondents raised this point before the Commission in their Pre-
trial Motion To Dismiss the Complaint , filed Kovember 9 , 1964.

The motion was denied. Respondents urged the SaIne argument
in substance before hearing examiner who rejected it (H. Ex.
Conel. 7 , J.D. , p. 1220). Respondents are again raising subs tan-
tial1y the same issue on appeal (Resps. Brief on Appeal , p. 26).

The facts with regard to respondents ' advertising ;:,re not con-
troverted. The promotional activities under challenge he1'e COl1-
tinuec1frorn 1956 through 1963 (FF 6- , 10). Thus , what is
involved here is not a single advertisen1ent used a single Un1c

01' on limited occasions , but a seven-year course of action involv-
ing use of substantially identical advertising representations.

Respondents contend that active promotion of The Ii wlth Find-
e?' was discontinued in 1963 because the book was out of date ('11'.

, 572). However , the record establishes that suhsequent there-
to although active promotion had a1iegeclly ceased, respondents
continued to offer copies of the book for sale , 1isted the book
in their "List of Available Books, " and referred thereto in its
current issues of their Pre1,'ention magazine. 1\1ol'cover , the book
\vas available for sale at certain retail book stores at the time
of the hearing during 1964 (F. 6). The pamphlet advertising was
purportedly discontinued in 1960; however, the pampl11et itself
continued to be offered for sale and was also included in the 1ist of
publications offered for sale by respondents (F. 10).

It is inconceivable to us that respondents would consign to the
junk heap a 944- page purported cncyclopedia clealing 'iih health

problems. It is more likely that respondents intend to bring it

H TJ'. 605- 11/, 753- JO,

,:; The hem'ing- f' mincr ff)m d that tI'e al1egRUon was I)JOVEcn iH . Ex Cone!. 1. I
jJ. 12J7).

In certain instmH' rs l"pje:el1c(,to pec:flc diseases wprc deleted from the rl"visl't! advertising
lH, Ot;hure or the (Je8criptio!1:; cO!1d scd (FF - . 8-'1. Since tr. t' o,. eral, format of thl' ;idvertis-
i11g" was continued. we do not consider thEse minor chan!;es as significant on 1he que:;tion uf
whethcJ' rrspondent discontinucd their advertisi.-g" p R"tices.
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out in the future in some new edition. Thus the advertising of
these publications in our juc1g"ment could not in any sense be said
to be moot.

While respondents argue that no order should issue because
the challenged advertising has been discontinued , they neverthe-
less continue to insist on their position that their advertising does
not violate the law and indeed that they ha.ve a constitUtional
right to continue this precise advertising. Thus respondents are
not in the position of being repentant advertisers arguing that

an order is unnecessary because \vhatevcl' the facts are '\\ith re-
spect to the falsity of their advertising, it 1ws been abandoned
and will not be repeated in the future. To the contrar:. , respond-
ents throughout the proceeding and before the Commission in ad-
dition to the constitutional challenge have argued that their
advertising for the two publications is accurate and honest in
every respect (Resps. :YIotion to Dismiss lilcd November 10 , 1964
pp. 9-11).

Voluntary discontinuance of unfair trade practices is not neces-
sarily a bar to issuance of a cease and desist order. , Inc. 

Pedeml Trade Commission 338 F. 2c1 149 , 153 (lst Cir. If)64) 

cert. denied 380 U. S. 954 (1965); Co,.ter P'iod'/u;ts , Inc. v. Fedeml
Trade Commission 323 F. 2d 523, 531 (5th Cir. 1963) Clinton
Watch Co. v. Federul Tnlde Commission 291 F. 211 838, 841 (7th
Cir. 1961), cert. denied 368 U.S. 952 (l962). The test of whether
an order to cease and desist is necessary is whether there is an ade-
quate assurance to guarantee against resumption of the practices.
In the instant matter, rcsponrlents' assurftnce is limited to the
statement that they have no plans to pro1110te 01' advertise The
Health F1:nder or the pamphlet in the future (Tr. 572-74). How-
ever, respondents continue to insist that their advel'lising \Vas
not false and in any event is not subject to the iurisclicbon oJ the
Commission. In the face of these arguments , it is obviously im-
possihle to assume that mere abandonment because the advertised
product was out of date is a guarantee that if the publications
Vi' ere updated the precise advertising would not be resumed.
IVIoreover, the record discloses that responr1ents ' principal busi-
ness is the publication, advertising and offering for sale of a

variety of books including many quite similar to those in issue
in this proceeding. ),TO assurance has been rendered that these pub-

lications have been or will be mlvertised honestly and Rccurately.
Accordingly, it js our conclusion that it is neeessal'Y to issue

an order io cense flnd desist to insure that respondents ' pl'8.cticc
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of falsely advertising the contents of their publications which is

the practice found ilegal herein , is not resumed in the future.

SCOPE OF THE ORDER

The order proposed by the hearing examiner in this case was
stated in its preamble to apply to the advertising of respondents
The Health Finde?' , How To Eat FOT A Healthy Heart-This Pace
Is Not Killing Us as well as to "any other book or books of the
same or approximately the same content , materials and princi-
ples , \vhether sold under the same name OJ' names or any other
name or names." However , the examiner s order applied the pro-

hibitions on specific representations solely to the advertising of
the two named publications. Accordingly, notwithstanding the
broad language in the preamble , the order would not apparently
in fact restrict the advertising of "other Dooks,

On appeal , counsel supporting the complaint seeks to expand
the substantive pro:visions of the order and also to make them
expressly applicable both to the two named publications and also
to other books of the same content , materials and principles (Com-
plaint Counsel's Appeal Brief, p. 27).

Respondents , on the other hand , arc opposed to any order be-
ing entered here because , they contend , the order as proposed by
the hearing examiner is meaningless and , if expanded as urged
by complaint counsel , would be unworkable and probably uncon-
stitutional. Respondents argue that the order as proposed by the
hearing examiner , confined as it is to advertising of respondents
t\VO publications , involves what respondents characterize as "pica-
yune and nit-picking prohibitions

" .

which "would have little ef-
fect on respondents ' advertising. " Respondents argue that if the
order is expanded as proposed by complaint counsel , it would be
impossible to enforce because of the ambiguity of the standard

of application of the prohibition to other books of the same
content , material and principle." Moreover, it would also be

defective because it would prevent respondents from including
references in their advertising "to the valuable information con-

tained in respondents ' publications " and thus '\vill injure the pub-
lic "by hindering the dissemination of valuable information.
Thus respondents are apparently contending that an order limited
in its application to the two named publications which were the
subject of the challenged advertising would be fruitless and any
order applicable to respondents ' future advertising of any health
books would inevitably constitute a suppression of the dis-
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semination of valuable information. We do not believe that the
Commission is confronted with such an apparently insoluble
dilemma.

We have no doubts respecting the power and indeed the duty
of the Commission to fashion orders which in its judgment will
ensure against any future repetition by the respondents of vio-

lation of the law. " At the same time we are mindful of the special
problems which .must be considered in this case in view of the
first amendment protection to which the product which is the
subject of the advertising is entitled.

In the instant case , respondents have been found to have vio-
lated Section 5 because of false and misleading statements in their
advertising of their publications. We are convinced that an order
is necessary in this case but that it will suffciently protect the
public interest to confine the prohibitions of the order to the
advertising of these two specific publications and to any subse-
quent editions or revised editions of them which respondents may
distribute or offer for sale in the future.

Although we have no doubts as to our pOW8l and ability to
fashion a broader order in this case , we do not believe that it
is necessary to do so here. \Ve are confident that our decision in

the instant case has removed any possible doubts which respond-
ents may have entertained as to the applicability of the Federal
Trade Commission Act to their advertising of these two publica-
tions. We are equally confident that respondents are now fully
aware that their advertising of any publications must meet the
highest standards of literalness and accuracy both as to the con-
tents of the publications being advertised and as to the various
effcacy claims made in the advertising for the book. Accordingly,
we conclude that an order to cease and desist is necessary and
appropriate in this matter and that under the circumstances of
this case it will suffciently protect the public mterest if it is
confined to respondents' advertising in the future of these two
publications.

CONCLUSIOK

To the extent indicated herein, the appeal of complaint counsel

'7 FedercU Trade Commission v. National .l.ead Co" 352 U. S. 419 , 429 (1957): Federall' rade
Commission v. Ruberoid Co. 343 U. S. 470, 473 (1952): Co,' o Inc v. Fede7"al Trade Commisliion,
338 F. 2d l4\J, 153 (lst Gir. HJ64) cert. denied 380 U. S. 954 (1%5): Garter Products, Inc.
v. Federal Trade Commission 323 F. 2d 528. 533 (5th Gir. 1963); Nir681c Industries , Inc'
Federa! Trude Commission 278 F. 2d 337 , 343 (7th Cir. 1960). ce,.t. denied 364 U. S. 883
(1960); P. Lorilard Co. v. Federal Trade Commission 267 F. 2d 439 , 445 (3rd Gir. 1959)
cert. de7lied 361 U. S. 923 (1959).
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is granted and the appeal of respondents is denied. The initial
decision of the hearing examiner is vacated. Weare entering our
own Findings of Fact, Conclusions and Order which shall consti-
tute the Findings of Fact , Conclusions and Order of the Commis-
sion.

Commissioner Elman dissented and has filed a dissenting opin-
ion.

Commissioner MacIntyre concurred in the result only and has
filed a separate statement.

DISSEN1' ING OPINION

JUNE 20 , 1967
BY ELMAN Commissioner:

In its discussion of the First Amendment , the majority opinion
demolishes a straw man. No one has suggested that the First
Amendment confers a license to tell lies in advertisements for
books. The Commission unquestionably may proceed against an
advertisement which misrepresents a book's content or other-
wise makes a material misstatement of fact concerning the book
or the author. For example, if the advertisement for a health
book states that it deals with obesity, when in fact it does not; or
if the advertisement asserts that the author is an M. , when in
fact he is not; or if the advertisement represents that the book is
endorsed by the American Medical Association , when in fact it is
not; or if the advertisement asserts that the book has 944 pages
when in fact it has far less-alJ such misrepresentations of fact
about the book or the author would clearly come within the Com-
mission s jurisdiction ano raise no serious constitutional or public

policy questions.

Such quesbons do arise, hov,rever , when-as was done by the
Commission. s complaint in this case-an advertiseme-nt is at-
tacked on the ground, not that it misrepresents the content of

the book or the qualifications of the author , but rather that it
repeats "ideas and suggestions" contained in the book which are
false and misleading." To me it is axiomatic that (1) the

constitutional right to writc , publish , and disseminate a book in-
cludes the right to advertise it to the public; and (2) the right
to express ideas and opinions-whether they be orthodox or hereti-
cal

, "

true " or "false in a book also includes the right to reiterate

these views in the advertisements for the book.

This fundamental premise was rejected by the Commission

however , in 1960 in a case 'which did not receive judicial review.
Vlitkmue1' FTCSS , Inc. 57 F. C. 145. The Commission there held
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that "the freedom of expression protected by the (FirstJ Amend-
ment" does not extend to "false promises of therapeutic
benefits in the advertising for a book when such advertising state-
ments derive from Of reflect like views or information contained
in the publication itself. * . " The argument that the Federal
Trade Commission Act confers no valid power to regulate false
representations in advertising \vhen integral to theories or views

expressed in particular publications being advertised and sold
misconceives the objectives and essential nature of the Act." (Pp.
218 , 220.

The reasoning of the Commission in W,itkower may be sum-
marized as follows:

(1) The Federal Trade Commission Act prohibits deceptive ad-
vertising of all products , including books.

(2) Even though an advertisement is truthful in describing a
book' s content , and merely repeats " promises of therapeutic bene-
fits" contained in the book , such advertising is deceptive if these

promises" are "false.
(3) Since only the advertising and not the book is challenged

the proceeding does not involve "censorship" of the book.

It will be observed that, under WitkO'i'eT it is esscntial to the

logic of the Commission s position that the " false promises of
therapeutic benefits" in the book be repeated in the advertising.
This is the bridg-e that enables the Commission , while insisting
that it is attacking only the advertising and not the book , to prove
its case by dC1l1onstrabng the "falsity" of the "promises" con-
tained in the book. Thus, for purposes of drafting and substan-

tiating a complaint based on the TVit, kowc?' theory, it is necessary
to allege and prove that the advertisements reiterate , and "derive
from or reflect " the views or theories expressed in the book. The

linchpin of WitkoweT is the substantial identity of the claims con-

tained in the book and those made in the advertising for it.
It seems obvious to me that the Witk01eel' theory is merely a

play on words. To be sure , only the advertising is challenged , not
the book. But , under a WiUW1Ce1' type complaint , the advertising
is attacked only because the ideas and opinions in the book arc
alleged to be "false, " If an advertisement for a book is found
to be deceptive , not because it misleads the public as to the book'
content, but only because it repeats "ideas and suggestions" in
the book which the Commission has examined and found to be
false and misleading, " I do not see how the First Amendment

question is avoided. Although purporting to be din:ctecl only at
the advertising, the proceeding necessarily involves an inquiry
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into the truth or falsity of the book. In substance if not in form
such an inquest constitutes indirect "' censorship" of the ideas and
opinions expressed in the book. It abridges the freedom to

express views 01' theories , no matter how unorthodox , whether
they be communicated in a book , an advertisement , or any other
form of jJublic8tion. C/. New York Times Co. v. Sulli' uan, 376
l.S. 254 , 265 66 (l9G4); Scienti1ic Mfg. Co. v. Fcde"cel Trode
Commission 124 F. 2cl 640 , 642 44 (3d Cir. 19,11) ; Koch v. Fed-
eml Trade Commission 206 F. 2d 311 , ;j17 (6th Cir. 1953).

The American public is constantly besieged by advertisements
for books offering panaceas and "the truth" 011 every conceivable
subject. Do you want to make millions playing the stock market?
Lose weight? Stay ,young and beautiful forever'? Avoid probate?
For every hope , dream ('mel fear , a book has been '.vritten show-
ing the way to sah' ation. Undoubtedly, many are pure rubbish.
Rut one thing is dear, to me at least: It is not the function of
the Federal Trade Commission or any other agency of govern-
n1ent to sit as a boarel of review eXaI11ining into the va1idity or

\vorth of ideas , opinions , beliefs , and theories expressed in books
and other publications offered for sale to the public. " If there is
any fixed star in our cOl1stitut1onD.l constellation , it is that no of-
ficial , high or petty, can jJl'e3cribe what shall be orthodox in poli-
tics, nationalism , religion, or other l11attel'S of opinion 

* *'

lVest Virginia. Stale Booi'd of Educu, tion v. Barnette 319 U.
624 , 642 (1943).

It is the glory of a free society that a man can write a book
contending that the earth is Hat. or that the moon is made of
green cheese , or that Goel is dead , without having to " substantiate
or "prove" his claims to the satisfaction of some public ofikial or
agency. Such an inquisition , abridging" the f1' e expression of
ideas , is intolentble. It is no less so because the inquisition is
jusiifled as an attempt to forbid deceptive advertising.

\Vhatever an author s opinions and beliefs, and regardless or
their "truth" 01' "falsity," he has the right to expre s them not only
in his book but in the ac1verti ing for it. lndeed , it serves the in-
terest of truth- in-aclvcrtising if readers are informed , in advance
or buying the book , what they will be getting for their money. It
is better that they know ,vhat the book is about , and what " ideas
and suggestions" it contains, before ther buy the book rather
than after. So long lS an advertisement is truthful in de-
scribing a book's content, and nWl'el ' repeats " ide8s and sugges-

tions" contained in the book. its author 01' publisher should not
be compelled to run the gauntlet of an administrative pl'oceed-
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ing challenging the anvcl'tisernent on the ground that these
idcRS and suggestions" are "fnlse and mis1cading," Frcedom to

publjsh nnd ad'i?€l'tise a book for sale to the public is not l'csel'vecl
exclusively to those expressing uicleas and suggestions" which
801119 bUl'eanCl'Rt exami11es and .stamps as "correct,

As I sbltec1 at an earlier stage in this case

, "

Congress did not
create this Commission to act as a censor of unol"thodox ideas and
theories in books , wheth( r they denl with politics or health. 'Ve
should not forget that, in ooth fields , today s heres:,! D1RS' bceanic
tomol'l'l'ow S dogma. " \Vhen Congress enacted the Federal Trade
Commission Act of 1n4, it surely did not c:ontempbte that the

men1bel's of the Commission and its staff \\ou1d con1b through
books , searching for " false" doctrines and be1iefs. At the very
least , it would require an expn ss grant of legisJative authOJ'ity
to justify a federal agency in assuming so far out a jurisdiction.
This is an area which gov2rnment officials should seek to enter
only if they have the most explicit legislative mandate. This Com-
1ni85ion has not been given anything of the sort.

It is argued, however, that an exception should be made for
health books containing "false" and " dangerolls" ideas. First
Amen(1ment rights , it is said , should not be pushed to the point
where they endanger the public s health. \1./e should rcmember
11owe\,I;1'. that in regard to health , the " L-llse and dangcrous iclea
cf yesterday arc stanclnrc1 medical pl'flCUCe to(by, and vice versa.
Onc rcc,llIs the dcrision ",ith I.',hieh the experts and i:tUtllorities
of theil' day greeted the unorthodox theories of Pasteur anrl Sem-
melweis. It '\vas not too 10ng ago that patients \' 8re blecl for con-
ditions which toc1a ' are trcated witll blood transfusions. If the

suggestion had been made , in the not too distant past , that 
cardiac patient shonJd tnk(: up bicycle riding, the 111edical ex-
perts would have reg-arded it as hOJnieidal. (fr if it had been
suggesterl that a paUent should get out of bed the snme day he
has unclel'gom-; major surgery. Ho\v can we know which medical
ideas and suggestions" that arc llnil'el'sall\' accepted toony will

not he discarded tm110lTo\\- . It is arrogance to pJ'CSUJ11e that in
any field of knowledge , I\-hethel' (le ding with health 01' otherwisc
all the answers ::1.1'2 now in. HolY can \'Ve be Sllre that the "nut"
of today will not be hailed as a gcniu.s tomorrow? And vice versa?

If I1Yl advertisement does not misr8pn::sent 'IvJwt ,J book is lbout
this Cornmission should not challenge it on the ground th.at it re
peat.s ideas ann suggestions contained in the book y\'hich are

faJse" and "misleading, " Yet that is exactly what the Conlmi
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sian did when it issued the complaint in this case on April 3
1961.

The complaint followed
charging paragraph l'eac1s

the precise model of Witk01ver The
as follows:

PARAGRAPH SEVEN: In truth and in fact:
1. The ideas and suggestions contained in '; 1'he Health Finder " wil not

assure reaclf:l's:
(a) An increased life span,
(b) More energy.

(c) Savings on medical aJlcl dental expenditures.
(d) That they will feel better than evl'1' before.
(e) That they wil gain and maintain health.

2. "The Health Finder " does not contain the answer to all health problems
and will not enable the reader to:

(a) Free himself of common colds.
(b) Prevent or cure all types of constip;'tion.
(c) Prevent ulcers.
(d) Prevent fatigue.
(e) Prevent goiter.
(f) Prevent high blood pressure.

3. The ideas and suggestions contained in " The Health Finder " are not
effective in the preventi(J1 , relief or treatment of cancer, tuberculosis , in-

fantile paralysis, heart disease, arthritis , or mental ilness. Moreover , reliance
on the arlveltising statements and representations resulting in purchase of
the aforesaid hook and the attend&nt delay in receiving adequate treatment

promptly, relay l'es-:.lt in relcndcss lJl' ogression of these serious diseases
irreparable injury to health , crippling, and loss of life

Therefore, the siatemenis and repnosen'tations as set forth and referred
to in Paragraphs Five and Six 'were and are false , misleading and deceptive.

It will be noted that , as in Witkowe)' the complaint is directed
only at the "statements and representations " in the advertising,

not those in the book. But they are alleged to be " false , mislead-
ing and decepti\'e ' because " in truth and in fact" the " ideas and
suggestions" contained in respondents ' book The H eulth Pinder
are IInot effective, " As in W-itkolCer the theory of the complaint
was that "the freedom of expression protected by the (First)
Amendment" does not extend t.o "false promises of therapeutic
benefits in the advertising for n book when such advertising state-
ments derive from or l'ef!ect like views or information eontainerl
in the publication itself." (57 F. C. at 218.

Following the Witkmce;' model , the hearing of this case 'VES an
open and unabashed inquest jnto the validity or "effcacy" of the
irleas and suggestions" contained in respondents ' book. A parade

of respected 111edical witnesses was presented on both sides. The
book was examined , page by page and sentence by sentence. The
question to which the witnesses addressed themselves was wheth-
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er readers of the book would , by following the ideas and sug-
gestions contained in it, receive the promised therapeutic benefits.
The examiner , relying on Witlcower (J.D. 1219), held that no
censorship of the book was involved because the " false and mis-
leading" ideas and suggestions in the book were repeated in
respondents' advertisements. In short, the hearing examiner
sought to get around the First Amendment problems by empha-
sizing the substantial identity of the claims in respondents

advertisements and those in the book.
On this appeal to the Commission from the hearing examiner

initial rlecision (which was argued before us on September 28,
1965), respondents contended that the complaint , and the entire
proceeding which folJowed , impaired their constitutional rights
under the First Amendment. They were strongly supported by
the American Civil Liberties l.!l1ion , which jjed a brief and pre-
sented oral argnment as mnieus C1U";ae urging the Commission
to overrule Witkower.

The majority opinion , however , makes no mention of Wilko1Ue,..
Even though the Commission s Findings of Fact (e. , 28 , 36

, 68, 78 , 83 , 90 , 97, 104 , 111 , 116) indicate that the
Commission , like the examiner, relies on the testimony of com-
plaint counsel's medical witnesses to show the " falsity" of the
ideas and suggestions" contained in the book, the majority

opinion does not discuss the WdkmueT question. It ll1erely aS€l'ts
that "An examination of the complaint makes it clear that it is
not challenging the truth 01' falsity of any statements made in
either of the advertised publications. On the contrary, the decep-
tions charged are exclusively based on specific representations
contained in respondents ' advertising." (P. 1236. ) This is , of

course , the pren1ise of the Witko1uer theory.
The failure of the ll1ajol'ity opinion to disCllS , or even to cite

Witkower leads Commissioner MacIntyre to conclude that the
Comnlission has retreated from the position taken in that case. I

do not agree. It may seem strange that all opinion contflining an
elaborate discussion of " .Jurisdiction of the Federal T'rade Com-
mission over Advertising of Books" should omit any rcfercnce
whatsoever to the one Commission case which is an all-fours
precedent. But the explanation i:Ol' the Comn1ission s siJence in

this regard is not hard to find. It derives from the fact , which
Comrnissionel' Iaclntyre also notes , that thc ll1njorit:v opinion has
introduced into the U1se a brand-new theory of violation -which
not only is not charged in the compbint but is precisely the op-
posite of the Witkon' e,. theory.
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Until today, there was no charge in this case that respond-
ents ' advertising misrepresented the content of the book , or mis-
led the public as to what the book was about. The only charge was
as in Witkower that the readers would be misled by the ads as

to the health benefits they would receive by following the "false
and misleading" ideas and suggestions contained in the book.

Now all this is turned upside down. According to the majority
opinion , respondents ' advertisements were deceptive because they
made claims which did not repeat but exceeded those to be found

in the book. This marks a 180-degree reversal of the theory of

the case , as alleged in the complaint , tried before the hearing ex-
aminer, and argued on appeal to the Commission. Up until now
the one thing in this case upon which everyone agreed was that
the Commission s theory of ilegality rested upon the substantial

identity of the " ideas and suggestions " contained in tl,2 book and
those in the ads. Indeed , in upholding the Commission s right to

examine into the truth or falsity of the "jdeas and suggestions
in the book , the hearing examiner and Commission counsel have
argued throughout that these "ideas and suggestions" were re-
peated in the advertisements, and that therefore it was the
advertising not the book which was being "censored. (See
Appendix infra.

What the Commission now does is to lay the advertisements and
the book side by side , and to find that the two do not jibe. The
majority opinion asserts that the advertisements contained " flam-
boyant" and "exaggerated" claims of promised therapeutic bene-
fits which the author did not make in the book itself. The book
on the other hand , is "carefully written " and the autho' state-
ments in it are "candid" and "qualified" (PI'. 1239- 40). Indeed
although the majority opinion does not come right out and say so
the Commission seems to agree with some of the distinguished
medical witnesses called by respondents, like Dr. Louis 'Lasagna
of the Johns Hopkins University School of :vedicine , who testified
that the ideas and suggestions in the book were generally accurate
and would be of substantial value to readers who followed them
(Finding 21).

In thus trying to skirt the First Amendment question' raised
by the complaint drawn on the Witkowe?' theory, the Commission
injects into the case a Fifth Amendment question , no less serious.
In effect, what the Commission has done here-two years after
the oral argument of the appeal from the hearing examiner

initial decision-is simultaneously (a) to amend the complaint to
add a new and different charge which is the opposite of the one in
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the complaint, and (b) to convict respondents both on the new
charge , without notice or hearing, and on the old charge , without
supporting reasons.

ApPENDIX

Excerpts From the Transctipt of Oral Argument
Before the Commission (Tr. 38- , 62-65)

CHAIRMAN DIXON: This complaint did not challenge what
was said in the book , did it?

MR. FERGUSON (Commission CounselJ: It challenged the ad-
vertising statements as being false. They represented certain bene-
fits.

CHAIRMAN DIXOK: Advertising about the book is chal-
lenged.

MR. FERGUSON: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER JONES: But did you go into the question

of whether what they said in their advertising about the book
merely tracked and dcscribed what the book was about and what
it said?

MR. FERGrSON: Ko , we didn
COMYJlSSIOKER JONES: You didn t draw that kind of a

distinction jn trying this case 

MR. FERGrSON: Ko , we didn
Continuing then--

COiVI:rrSSIO:\ER ELMAN: In other words , the advertising was
false because the ideas in the book were worthless?

MR. FERGUSON: The advertising I believe was false, Com-
missioner Elman , because it represented io the purchasers and the
prospective purchasers that they could achieve certain health bene-
fits through purchasing and following the ideas -h, the book which
they could not , being false representations.

COMMISSIONER JONES: . * What are we concerned with
here , what the book has said or what the advertiser said the book
said '?

MR. FERGUSON: Wel1 , I think that the advertising certain-

ly does not parrot word for word what the book has said.
COMMISSIONER JONES: But you don t really draw a dis-

tinction in that in the way you presented the case.
MR. FERGrSON: I presented the case , Commissioner Jones,

on the theory that the advertising was false because the people
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who followed the suggestions and ideas contained therein would
not achieve the therapeutic benefits described. This was the theory
of the Witkower and Farra, Straus (casesJ.

CHAIRMAN DIXON: There is no difference in this complaint
and in the complaint in the Witkower case.

?vR. FERGUSON: No sir. The complaint is on all fours and
the problems of whether the Commission has the authority--

COMMISSIONER EL:VIAN: 2VIr. Ferguson, if I could just
straighten this thing out , both in this case and in the Witkower
case the charge was that the advertising was false and deceptive

because the ideas in the book were also false and deceptive.
Isn t that right?

MR. FERGUSON: If one followed the ideas, he would not
achieve the benefits represented.

COMMISSIONER ELMAN: The Witkower case didn t charge
the advertising was false because it departed from what was in
the book-because it followed what was in the book. That is also
true here , isn t it?

MR. FERGUSON: I believe the two complaints are similar.
But I do wish to emphasize that there is no matter here of first
impression.

CHAIRMAN DIXON: It is your point that the Commission
maybe not this panel of the Commission, but the Commission
as a Commission has ruled on this point before.

:VIR. FERGUSON: Many, many times , Your Honor.

CHAIRMAX DIXON: You would say to us that this Com-
mission has nothing it can do about the writing of a book but

jf the writer chooses to advertise that book or sell it to someone
that does advertise that book , that the Commission then has an
obligation to proceed against the deception that is createa by the

advertising and tested by the book.

MR. FERGUSON: Yes , sir, I do.

COMMISSIONER EL:\1AN: Mr. Ferguson, about 20 or so
years ago I read a book by Oswald Jacoby, "How to Win At
Poker " and I have faithfully followed all the ideas and suggestions
contaiYled in that book and I can testify as a witness that I have

not won at poker. Does that justify our issuing a cease and de-
sist order against the advertising of that book 

MR. FERGUSON: The test I believe would have to be more
than one person ,vinning or losing.
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COMMISSIONER ELMAN: I think I can qua1ify as an expert.
Certainly on losing.

STATEMENT

JUNE 20 , 1967

BY lIACIxTYRE Commissioner:

In the attempt to skirt the First Amendment issue , the Com-
mission has, in effect, retreated from the rule enunciated in

Witk01ver Press , Inc. 57 F. C. 145 , 220 (1960). It does so by em-

phasizing discrepancies between the content of the book and the

challenged advertising. The complaint did not make that distinc-
tion. It simply alleged the advertised claims for the books were
false since the ideas and suggestions contained in these publica-
tions are not effective and wi1 not be of benefit in the prevention
or cure of the ailments with which they purport to deal. Further
the dichotomy between the challenged advertisements and respond-
ents' pub1ications , on which the majority s opinion apparently

turns , did not figure in the trial of this case.
The opinion , therefore , creates the net impression that the cru-

cial factor to finding a violation here was not whether the adver-
tising made false claims for the publications but , rather , whether
in addit.ion inconsistencies could be found between the text of the
publication and the challenged advertising. This conveniently
avoids Rodale s claim that the advertisements are within the privi-
lege of the First Amendment since they merely repeat the sub-
stance of respondents ' publications. I would have met that issue
squarely. By failing to do so , the majority has left its opinion
open to the construction that , in another case , where equally false
claims are made in the advertising, such promotion would be in-
sulated ham Commission action as long as it coipcides neatly with
the advertised book. In effect , therefore , the Commission has re-
treated from the rule of Witkowe" Press which held that:

The argument that the Federal Trade Commission Act confers no valid
power to regulate false representations in advertising .when integral to
thcOl' ie" or views expressed in particular publications being advertised and
sold misconceives the objective and essential nature of the Act. 

* '" *

The Commission does not make it clear why this standard
should not be adhered to in the future or in this case. Clearly, if
Rodak abandons this rule , then effective action against similar
deception is unlikely in the future.

There is, of course, no necessity for avoiding the real issues
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posed by respondents ' appeal from the initial decision. On the
basis of Witkower I would take the position that "notwithstand-
ing that an advertisement merely restates what the book is about

* " * still the FTC has the power to restrict the publication of
the advertisement should it have a tendency to mislead, " 1 W here
deception is clear, this Agency should act. This is the area of
competence of the Fedcral Trade Commission. On the other hand
problems of Constitutional construction are best left to the courts
where these questions properly reside.

Under the circumstances, I have decided to concur in the re'
suIt only.

FINDINGS OF FACT , COKCLUSIONS AKD ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this
matter on April 3, 1964 , charging respondents with violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S. C. , Sec.
45 (a)). In an initial decision filed April 16, 1965 , the examiner
sustained in part and dismissed in part the charges in the com-

plaint and proposed an order to cease and desist. Counsel for both
sidcs appealed. The Commission has considcred the appeals and
the entire record and has determined for the reasons set forth in
the accompanying opinion , that the initial decision should be va-
cated and now makes this its findings as to the facts , conclusions
drawn therefrom and order, the same to be in lieu of those con-
tained in the initial decision.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

The Respondents

1. Respondents Rodale Prcss , Inc. , and Rodale Rooks , Inc. , are
corporations organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with 'fheir offce
and principal place of business located at 33 East :VIinor Street
Emmaus , Pennsylvania. They are engaged in the preparation , ad-
vertising, publishing, and offel'ing for sale of a variety of publica-
tions including The Health Finder (CX 1 , sometimes herein called
book), a pamphlet How To Ent Far A H withy Heart nnd This
Pace Is Not Killing Us (CX 2 , sometimes herein cal1ed pamphlet),
a monthly magazine entitled J'j' cvention and various other books

on the subjects of preventive health , gardening and language. Each
of the individual respondents , Jerome 1. Rodale , and Robert Rodale

1 " False Anvcrtising-RestrictioT. S on "Freedom of Speech and .Freedom of Circulation " VI
Boston College L. Hev. 932.
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is chairman of the board and president , respectively, of both
corporate respondents and is responsible for the acts and practices
of the corporate respondents including those challenged in the

complaint (Stip. of the Parties , Pre-Hearing Order , Aug. 7 , 1964;
Tr. 11).

2. Rodale Press , Inc. , "\vas originally o:i:ganizecl in 1931 
Jerome 1. Rodale as a partnership to publish and sell hardback
books. From 1947 through 1953 , Jerome 1. Rodale operated the
business as a sale proprietorship. In 1953 Rodale Press , Inc. , was
incorporated and in 1954 Rodale Books , Inc. , was established , also
by Jerome 1. Rodale, for the purpose of publishing' and selling
softback books (Stip. of Parties, Pre-Hearing Order, Aug. 7
1964; Tr. 11 , 571). The two corporations confine their publication
efforts to books and magazines authored or edited by the individ-
ual respondents or by the corpOl'ations ' staff (Resps . :VIotion to

Dismiss , Nov. 9 , 1961 , p. 20; ex 4B).
3. The two corporate respondents ' combined gross annual sales

at the time of the hearing were approximately two and one-half
million dollars (Stip. of Parties , Pre-Hearing Order , Aug. 7,
1964). They employ a total staff of 140 people. The record does not
indicate which of these individuals are editorial , clerical , 01'
actually engaged in the publishing of the books (Tr. 571).

TransacUonsin C01JL1nen;e

4, Respondents ' pl'in1al'Y method of advenising and distributing
their books and publications is via rnail to the general public.
Only limited sales arc made through retail stores (T1' 571 , 587,

595-96). Respondents cause and have caused said books and
publications , when sold, to be transported from their place of
business in the St:lte of Pennsylvania to purchasers thereof located
in various othEr States of the United Statcs , and in the District
of Columbia. Hespondents at all times ll1entio11ect herein have
nlaintained a substantial course of trade in said books , pamphlets
and magazines in commerce , as " commerce" is defined in the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act (Stip. of Parties , Pre-Hearing Order
Aug. 7, 1961). In the conduct of their busine" at all times men-
tioned herein , respondents have been in substantial competition
in commerce , w ith other corporations, firms and individuals in the
sale and distribution of books and publications (ibid.

5. In the course and conduct of their business , and for the pur-
pose of inducing the purch lse in commerce 0f said publications
and pamphlets , respondents have made certain stntements and
representatior:s with respect thereto in advei:tisements and 1)1'0-
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motional material , including letters , circulars and brochures sent
through the United States mails into various states of the United
States and into the District of Columbia (ibid.

The Advcrt'ising

6. Respondents ' principal advertising under challenge in this
complaint and considered at the proceeding before the examiner
consisted of advertising brochures used to promote the sale of
The Health Finde?' (CX 8, 9 , 10). These brochures were dissemi-
nated during the seven-year period of 1956 through 1963. Two
different versions were used. The first version \vasdisseminated
from 1956 through 1960 at which time a slight' y modified and
condensed edition was adopted and used through 1963. In 1963,
active promotion of the book was discontinued. Subsequent thereto
respondents continued to offer copies of The Health Finde?' for
sale either directly by mail or through retail outlets and it was
available for sale at the time of the hearing in 1964. (Tr. 82 , 572,
597. ) The book continued to be included in respondents ' list of

books offered for sale and was referred to in current issues of
respondents Prevention magazine. (CX 4, 5 , 27 at p. 58 , Tr. 572,

582 , 590-91.)
7. The first version of the advertising- brochure is reproduced

and attached as Appendix A * to these findings and is made a part
hereof. It consisls of eight pag-es (marked CX 8 A-D and CX 9

D), and is broken into two parts, one part (CX 9) contains
excerpts to testimonials from prior readers , the second part (CX
8) contains descriptive text maierial relating respondent J. I.
Rodale s health experiences , a pariiallisting of subjects discussed

in The Health Fi'lIde?' and a general discussion of hcalth problems
and how information contained in the book will be of value to the
reader. The revised brochure containcd substantiall:L identical
statements in a slightly condensed form (CX 10). Both versions
were introduced into evidence before the hearing exan1iner and

constitute evidel1ce of the chal1engec1 representations. (Tr. 571-
72.

8. The thrust of respondents ' advertising for The Health Finder

is that it ofIers information IIJ1'o11 the preventive point of view
(CX 8 , 9 , 10). The theme of the advertising- is that, contained in
the book is a reg-imen which if followed , would provide the reader
with the means of pFn;enthlfj. and in some instances treaUng 01'

reriC'/)'ing, the enumerated medical problems and ai1ments.

Omitted in printing
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9. The H eeLlth Finder a 944-page hardback book, is a com-
pendium of health information (CX 1). This book \vas first offered
for sale in 1955 and at the time of the hearing over 137 000 copies
had been sold. (Tr. 573. ) The basic theme of the book is that most
of man s health problems are related to diet and in some instances
environment; and by avoiding certain foods and including others
in the diet , man may be able to reduce the incidence of disease and
health problems. The information in the book was purportedly
gathered by respondent Jerome 1. Rodale as a part of his personal
quest for good health. Its source was almost entirely articles and
materials previously published in medical and professional jour-
nals , books and newspapers. ' These materials generally report the
results of a particular study, experiment , or observed phenomenon
related to health. These articles are usually referred to by name
and identified by publication , date and the individuals who were
responsible. S0111etimes , the entire article is reproduced. In others
excerpts are used , and in others only the subject or the alleged

findings alluded to. Intermingled ,vith some of these articles are
the personal health experiences of respondent J crome 1. Itodale.

The book is divided into approximately 260 major subjects and
1700 subtopics. Each of the major subjects is a particular medical
problem , food type or substance. The subtopics are various aspects
of the major subject.

The usual format of the book is to commence with an overall
discussion of the subject. This is follmved by 1' efcl'cnce to llU111er-
ous experiments , studies or other reports which relate to the
subject and generally reflect a connection between the medical
problem and nutrition. For certain of the major subjects the
editor and/or his staff draw conclusions anrt 111ake recommenda-
tions based on the previous discussion. The recommendations
usually include the avoidance of a particular food because of its
harmful effect and the inclusion of other foods because of their
particular beneficial effects.

The style of the book is genel'a1Jy not to reach absolute con-
clusions on either the cause of possib1e preventive , cure or treat-
ment of a medical ailment. To the contrary, the language of the
book is couched in tel'n1S of describing the )JossilJle relationship
between a particular disease and an item in the cliet. (CX 1.

10. Respondents ' advertising used to promote the pamphJet HOI
To EeLt For A Hmlth)) Heart and This Puce Not Killinq Us. was

1 The introduction 10 The !-eulth Finder tl1Rt al: of thc material aj)nea,":YJg in th,.

book wa pn'\- iously jJl:b:ishnj in lT j)(I1d€r: Rolial" J'H'5S , In,' s mar;Rzine j' rrl"' HtioH (CX 1.
P. 6). Most of respondents' health puiJlicatior.s cons: t of l'oIluenoatioJ1s of rq)ort , nrticles or
papers previously published in medical , professional 01" other jourmlls. (CX 1. 2, 8 B-G and 27.
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also chal1enged in the complaint and considered at the proceeding
below. It consisted of various mailing pieces which were usually
sent with the advertising brochure for the Henlth FindeT described
in Findings 6 and 7, SUP,.1 and in conjunction with materials so-
liciting subscriptions to respondents PTevention 11 nonzine since
the pamphlet was frequently offered as a "bonus" with the pur-
chase of the book or magazine subscription. (CX 3A, 6 , 11.) The
pamphlet was actively promoted from 1956-1960. (Tr. 573. ) Sub-
sequent thereto the pamphlet was included in the list of publica-
tions available for sale from respondents. (CX 4.

One piece of advertising is a two page letter from the Manager
of Rodale Books, Inc. (CX II. ) This letter discusses the "heart
disease problem" and "Mr. Rodale " personal experience and

research on the ailment. Typical of the statement are the follow-
ing:

Did you know that in the United States alone 773 980 people died of heart

disease last year? HOW TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART attacks
this terrifying problem from a new angle. THIS PACE IS NOT KILLING
US is also concerned with the heart disease problem. It contains an equally
vital health message for you.

Here s why you should read both of these books at once: American men
are dying from heart disease five times faster than Italian men-ten times
faster than Japanese men! Why is this so? Is there any hope for Americans?

Yes, Mr. Rodale says, there is all the hope in the \vo1'd if the enigrnn of

heart disease is approached as a problem in nut1' ition. Mr. Rodale brings to
light many facts about heart disease-fnds you must consider if you want
to live n long, useful

, '

vital life.
Mr. Rodale has had (L heart condition for 16 yean! * * * Mr. Rodale has

enjoyed buoyant health for 16 years by following the same advice he now

gives you in HOV,r TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART. If you have heart
symptoms, you won t want to miss this amazing book, But please remember
that the emphasis in ::r. Rodale s teachings is always on the prevention of
disease- so even if you have a healthy heart now this book may help you
keep it that way! (CX 11.)

Almost identical statements were Inade in other advertising ma-
terials. (CX 3 , 6 , and 7. ) Further, the extract of testimonials

which accompanied the advertising brochure for The Health
Finder also made reference to the pamphlet thereto as follows:

HOW TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART is valuable , too
:\foney could not buy what I have arned through HEALTH FINDER

and HOW TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART. Certainly every parent
who is interested in the physical and mental welfare of their children should
purchase these books and read them until they understand them thoroughly,

and then follow the advice given therein.
HEALTHY HEART was worth price he paid for HEALTH FI!",TDER
Seldom a day goes by that I fail to read and absorb some good informa-
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tion from my HEALTH DER. I would not sell it for any price if it
could not be replaced. I also feel like the free book I r:oceived with it , HOW
TO EAT FOR A HEALTHY HEART, was well worth the price I paid for
my HEALTH FII\DER." (CX 9C.

11. The pamphlet is actually two separate publications How To

Eat FaT A Healthy He",. and This Pace Is Not Killing Us com-

bined into a single booklet. It is written and organized essentially
in the same format as The Health Finde,.. The text of Hmu To Eat
For A Healthy HeaTt discusses findings of various studies and
experiments on the relationship between foods , vitamins and min-
erals and heart disease. It is divided into various subjects and
consists of excerpts from articles in medicaHournals interspersed
with the author s discussion of these articles and of his own
personal experience or opinions respecting the subject matter

under discussion. This Pace Is Not Killing Us discusses the
importance of a reasonable amount of exercise to the proper
functioning of the body and specifically its relationship to heart
disease. Interspersed with the revelation of the studies and re-

search in this area , is J. 1. Rodale s personal experiences with the
ai1ment. (CX 2.

M;sre)Jresentations in the AdveTtising of the Health Finder of
Geneml Benefits (Comp. Pars. Six (1) and Seven (1))

12. Respondents ' advertising represented, directly or by impli-
cation that readers of The Health Finder who followed the ideas
and suggestions set forth therein would add years to their lives,
gain more energy, eflectuate savings on medical and dental ex-
penditures , feel better than ever and gain and maintain health.
(CX 8, 9 , 10.

We conclude that the finding of the hearing examiner dismissing
this charge in subparagraph Six (1) on the ground that respond-
ents had not made the alleged representations is in error (H. Ex.

F. 15 , ID p. 1197) and we find that the representations alleged in
subparagraph Six (1) were in fact contained in respondents ' ad-
vertising and that these representations were false as alleged jn
subparagraph Seven (1).

13. Respondents ' advertising text is replete with statements
that readers of The H enUh Finder will add years to their lives,
eliminate tiredness, increase their energy and gain good health
thereby implying that recourse to Hledical advice from doctors
wi! be reduced. The text of respondents ' advertising asks the
spedflc questions:

Which of the health ideas in this ama:Ling book wil 

* * '"
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(1) Add years to your life?
(2) Give you more erlergy?

(3) Cut down on your medical and dentist bills?
(4) Make you feel better than you ever felt before?
(5) Help your family achieve health and happiness? (CX 8 R, 

The advertising claims thousands of persons who follow Rodale
teachings contained in his book, display "radiant health and
abundant energy;" readers will learn how to keep themselves and
their families " radiantly healthy and full of energy" (CX 8).

14. "Comments" of prior readers of the book are quoted in the
advertising as follows:

By following your suggestion my health improved.

.. .. '" I am sure , by your writings , that you have prolonged the lives of a
vast number of people.

Our family hasn t had a day s ilness since we started this plan.
My life is now what I' d always hoped it would be but it would never have

happened except for the reading of your special article on bread. (CX BD.

15. Comments made in the testimonial section of the advertising
brochure state:

Is almost 78 , but friends marvel at her activity.
HEALTH FINDER has saved her friends ' doctor bills.
She feels like moving mountains every day,
HEALTH FINDER is a money saver in family of seven.
HEALTH FINDER has paid for itself many times over.
This chapter I have read aloud to my wife twiee because it contains so

much pertinent information. If one of our relatives could have seen this
article ten years ago and followed its recommendations , she probably would
not now be dying of cancer of the bones and nerves.
Before your ideas began to corne my way, I was afraid of germs and

diseases. Now my fears are gone. I just don t worry about them anymore.
I wish I had known about the HEALTH FINDER 10 years ago. I wil

recommend it to everyone who ,vil "\vrite to me.
There isn t one word or one bit of info:rmation in the HEALTH FINDER

that I would want to miss. It is the most enlightening book I've read on this
most important subject. (CX9.

16. We conclude that respondents ' rhetorical questions inter-
laced with these various testimonials respecting the enhanced
energy, long lived ness , money saving, free of disease benefits which
readers claim have resulted from the book in the context of re-
spondents ' entire advertising message clearly convey the impression
that the reader has but to read the book and follow its suggestions

jn order to achieve longer life , gain more energy, improve his
health , and reduce the need to consult doctors and dentists.

17. We conclude that the same representations are contained in
respondents ' 1960 revision of the brochure even though the specific
rhetorical questions were deleted in this edition (CX 10).
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18. We find that these represented benefits are not contained
in respondents ' book. The author of the book recommends the
importance of diet therapy in the enjoyment of good health and
expresses the belief that many of the recommendations contained
in the book will for many persons prolong their life-span and in-
crease their enjoyment of good health. The book nowhere states
that by reading it and following its prescriptions the readers will
thereby reduce medical and dental bills , achieve good health , add
years to their lives , etc. This notion is expressly repudiated in
many sections of the book where the author clearly states that the
cause or means of prevention of the disease under discussion is
not known or that the treatment recommended will not be effective
for all manifestations of the disease (CX 1 , PI'. 140 , 142 , 256 , 392
and 454).

19. Witnesses called by complaint counsel 2 testified that the
regimen contained in The Health Finder could not assure to all
readers of the book the enumerated benefits promised in the ad-
vertising claims alleged in this subparagraph since each person
health problems must be individually considered , diagnosed and
treated; whether a person can be provided the enumerated benefits
will be determined by his own condition and that no single regimen
could provide the enumerated benefits in all circumstances (Wald-
man , Tr. 226-27; Tschudy, Tr. 409; Brown , Tr. 470).

20. Respondents ' counsel conceded during the hearing that medi-
cal knowledgc being what it is , nothing and no one can assure a
person of a longer life, more energy, savings on medical and

dental expenses , feeling better than ever , or of a means of gaining
and maintaining health (Tr. 408 , 475 , 479).

21. Witnesses called by respondents 3 confined their testimony

Medica1 witnesses called by complaint counsel included Dr. Modestino G. Criscitiello , a

fuJI- time staff member of Georgetown University MedicRl Center and a faculty member of the
Georgetown l:niversity School of Medicine (Tr. 132-95); Dr. Thom;s A. \\-'aldman , a Senior
Investigator at the National Cancer Institute, National Institute of Health , Bcthcsdf\. Maryland
(Tr. 201-82); Dr. Frank A. Finnerty, Jr. , a practicing physician , and also Chief of the
Cardiovascular Research Department at Georgetown University Medical Division of the District
of Columbia General Hospital ('11'. 284- 325); Dr. 

\\'

alter C. Hess, a member of the faculty
of the Schools of Medicine and Dentistry at Georgetown University (Tr. 326-- 50): Dr. Donald
P. Tsphudy, a practicing physician specializing in cancer and internal medicine (1'r. 3,';5- 426);
and Dr. Thomas M. Brown , a practicing physician , specializing in internal medicine (Tr.
429-73) .

3 Dr. Emanuel Cheraskin , a professor and chairman of the Department of Oral Medicine at
the University of Alahama (Tr. 496-536); Dr. Louis Lasagna , associate professor of medicine
at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. Dr. L;1SiH na had lwen retained hy the
Federal Trade Commission on several occasions as a witness or on research ('11'. 539- 68).

. Theron G . Randolph is a practicing physician in Chicligo ('11'. 637-66). Dr. David Green
is associate director of the Burge Tuberculosis Clinic. in Philadelphia ('11'. 678- 743): Dr.
Blaine P. McLaughlin is fl psychiatrist and chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at the
University of North Dakota ('11'. 745- 95). Dr. Joseph \Vo1fe is medieal professor of the

VaHey Forge Heart Hospital and is a specialist in cardiovascular diseases (Tr. 795-830).
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to the general statement that the ideas and suggestions in re-

spondent' s book were gencrally accurate and would be of sub-
stantial value to the reader who followed them (e. Cheraskin
Tr. 532; Lasagna, Tr. 541; Randolph, Tr. 644; Green, Tr. 678;
Wolffe , Tr. 801-05). Wc do not read this testimony as supporting
the chal1engecl claims in respondents ' advertising that all readers
of respondents' book will in all cases secure the enumerated
benefits.

22. We conclude that The Ilealth Find,,' will not enable readers
to add years to their Jives , gain more energy, effectuate savings
on medical and dental expenditures , feel better than ever before
and gain and maintain health , and that the representations in this
respect made in respondents ' advertising are false , misleading and
deceptive.

Charge That Respondents Falsely Represented Thrd the Il ealth
Finder Contained the Answer to Any rmd All Health Problems

(Comp. Pars. Six (2) and Seven (2))

23. Respondents ' advertising represented , directly or by impli-
cation that The Health Finder contained answers to any and all
health problems. We conclude that the finding of the hearing ex-
aminer , dismissing this charge in subparagraph Six (2) on the
ground that respondents ' advertising had not made the challenged
representation , is in error (II Ex. F. 19 , ID p. 1199), and we
find that the representation alleged in Six (2) was in fact con-
tained in respondents' advertising and the representation was
false as alleged in subparagraph Seven (2).

24. Respondents' advertising contains the bold-faced heading
to one of its paragraphs "ANSWERS HEALTH PROBLEMS-
TELLS YOU HOW TO STAY HEALTHY. " The dust cover of
respondents ' book , a picture of which is reproduced in respondents
advertising brochure , describes the book as "An cncyCfopedia of
Health Information" and at the bottom of the dust jacket , the
statement is made "ANSWERS HEALTH PROBLE:VIS" (CX 8C).
In addition , respondents' advertising brochure contains a check-
list of some 100 topics which are stated to be covercd in the book.
Over 100 testimonials , classified by disease are also included in
respondents ' advertising brochure (CX 8, 9).

Respondents ' description of the book as an " encyclopedia " their
flat assertion that the book "Answers Health Problems " and their
reproduction in the advertising of the check-list enumerating ail-
ments alphabetically, together with the over 1 00 testimonials
reproduced in the advertising brochure would certainly be in-
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terpreted by the reader as a representation that the book in fact

furnishes answers to any and to all health problems.
25. vVe find that the absence of the word "al1" or "each" from

respondents' advertising lYl€ssage, does not avoid the representa-
tion to the public that all health problems are answered. It would
ignore reality to hold that the omission of these words must of
necessity imply something less than j'all" or "each" to the reader.

26. Substantiaily identical statements were continued in the
revised advertising brochure. Although the check- list is reduced
in the number or items it contains, an abstract from the index
is added which lists approximately 300 subjects (CX-10). We con-
clude that respondents continued to make the representation
that the book contained the answer to "any" and " all" health
problems in the revised advertising brochure.

27. The record demonstrates conclusively that respondents
book does not conh,in the answers to all health problems. The
author of respondents ' book makes no such claims in his dis-
cussion in the book of the various health problems covered there.
The author is careful to state expressly in various sections of the
book that no preventive or cure is known for certain diseases 01'

that the treatment or l'egimen discussed is only for certain Inani-
festations of a particular disease. (See F 18 supra.

28. Complaint counsel's witnesses made it clear that neither
The Health Finder nor any other source could provide such all
inclusive answers to health problems (vValdman , Tr. 2270; 13rO\vn

Tr. 470). Respondents' counsel conceded this fact (Tr. 108 , 475
479) .

29. We conclude that The Health Finder does not contain the

answer to all health problems and that the ,'epresentation in this
respect made in respondents ' advertising, is false , misleading and
deceptive.

The Common Cold Charge (Camp. Pars. Six (2) (a) and Seven

(2) (a))
30. vVe conclune , as found by the hearing examiner, (l-. Ex. F.
, ID p. 1200) that respondents' advertising claims challenged

in subparagTaph Six (2) (a) represent that respondents ' book will
tell the reader how to prevent the common cold and that this
representation is false as alleged in subparagraph Seven (2) (a)
of Paragraph Seven.

31. Respondents ' original advertising brochure lists as topics
covered by The H with Finder:
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Recommendations fo:: a \vinter free from common colds (pages 260-
(CX 8B),

What can \'e do to prevent the r;oml1on cold? (pages 256- 8) (CX 8D).

32. Respondents ' advertising brochure included the
testimonials relating to the common cold:

following

VITAMINS- ll-yeaT old girl hasn t had cold all wintel'
:\1y ll-year old girl genel'ally has bad colds off and on al1 vv"inter , since

J f'' ead the al' ticle on Vitamins I started giving her cod liver oil , Vitamins
A and D and she hasn t had a cold all winter " (CX 9C).

COLDS BECOMING RARE
CoJds are becoming rare in our house , in fact, none of us have had one

this year-my family will be ever grateful to you for showing us way to
health.
HAS NOT HAD A COLD
I have read your al'ticle on how to prevent colds by dieting, and have

followed your rules very carefully so far this winter, I have not had a cold,

compared to previous \vinte2' S when I ha\'e had two or three colds during
the winter season.

XO COLDS IX YEARS
Have not had a cold in years, " (CX 9D.

33. Whcn read within the context of respondents ' entire ad-
vertising message that The Health Pinder will ensure readers

good health and will save them medical expenditures and the in-
(ksion of the series of testimonials not only with respect to colds
hut on a v"riety of diseases , as to the effcacy of The II ealth Finder
in treating, preventing and curing various illnesses , respondents
advertising clearly constitutes a representation to the public that
there is a successful preventive for the common cold and that read-
ers of the book wil find out how to prevent the common cold.
(FF 6-8, 12-

, ,

""pm.
34. Substantially identical statements with regard to the com-

mon cold were contained in the revised advertising brochure , and
we conclude , as did the examiner (H. Ex. F. 23 , ID p. 1201),

that respondents continued to make the representati011- that the
book contained the means to prevent the common cold.

35. Respondents ' book itself is careful to point out that there
is no cure or preventive for the comn10n cold. The H enlth Pinde-i'
states:
No one bW7 )." 1uh t cau.ses it (culdl OJ' how it can be cw'cd 01' Jwevented.
;, In our large file of material on the common coJd many of the articles

impress us with thejr cx reme lack of helpfubcss , for they do not suggest
any possible remedy 01' even faint hope that some day we may conquer the
comnlOn cold. (Emphasis added , ex 1 , p. 256.

Moreover , in its discussion of cold remedies , including the use
of Vitamin A and the effects on colds of hot and cold shower
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therapy, emotions and excessive wheat in diets , the book is careful
to discuss the limitations of these treatments and avoids making
any affrmative representations that colds can be either prevented

or cured by any known remedies (CX 1 , PI'. 260-61).
36. Witnesses ca1led by complaint counsel and by respondents

were in substantial agreement that propel' diet is important as a
means of building resistance in the human body to the viral
infection , but that this would by no means provide the reader with
a 111eans of preventing the ailment , since a cold is caused by a vi1'a1

agent. (Waldman , Tr. 208-09; Tschudy, Tr. 365; Drown , Tr. 438.
Respondents' witnesses testified generally that thc ideas in the
book wouJd not be harmful and might be beneficial in reducing
the chances of contracting a cold, but we hold this testimony is

irrelevant to the a1legations of the complaint that respondents
advertising represented that readers of respondents ' book will
find a means of preventing colds. (Lasag-na, Tr. 554; Green , Tr.
702.

37. We conclude that The Health Finde?' does not contain the

means to prevent the common cold and that the representation in
this respect made in respondents ' advertising is false , misleading
and deceptive.

The Constipation ChaTge (Comp. Pars. Six 2 (b) and Seven 2 (b))
38. \Ve conclude , as found by the hearing examiner (H. Ex. F.
, 1D p. 1201), that respondents ' advertising claims challenged

in subparagraph Six (2) (b) represent that respondents ' book will
tell the reader how to prevent and cure constipation and that this
representation is false as alleged in subparagraph Seven (2) (b).

39. Respondents' advertising brochure includes the question

\Vhat is the most successful preventative and cnre for constipa-

tion?" as one of the health problems discusscd in thc book. (CX
8B. ) Further the advertising includcs a testimcmial which reads
as follows;

CONSTIPATION- Bre\ver s yeast played major role
I thought I was branded \vith this ailment for my ent:re life. I can hardly

believe I am not constipated any more. I caH kiss my chronic headaches
goodbye for life. I believe brewer s yeast played the major I'ole. (CX 9A.

\Vhen viewed against the o\'e1'al1 context of respondents ' adver-
tising message that responoents ' book contains the ans\ver to
health problems and that readers wil be free of all diseases and
enjoy good health , reduce doctor bills, enjoy long life and
increased energy, \ve conclude that respondents' advertising

represents that there is a successful preventive and cure for consti-
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pation which the book wi1 describe and that readers of respond-
ents ' book wi1 find a preventive and cure of all types of
constipation. We find that the absence of the word "all" or "each"
in respondents' claims with respect to constipation is not deter-

minative of whether the advertising claim represents to the public
that a successful preventive and cure exists for all types of

constipation. We believe that respondents ' generalized and un-
limited claims with respect to the prevention of "constipation
wi1 be interpreted by the readers in their broadest and most
generalized sense and will not be assumed to be limited in their
application unless expressly so limited in the advertising. (FF

, J2- supra.
40. Substantially identical statements with regard to constipa-

tion were contained in the revised advertising brochure and we
conclude , as did the examiner (H. Ex. F. 26 ID p. 1202) that
respondents continued to make the representation that the book
contained the means to prevent and cure constipation.

41. The discussion of constipation in The H e(llth Pinde?' is not
expressed in language even suggesting that there is a preventive
or cure for constipation. To the contrary, the thrust of the dis-
cussion in the book is that most people who use purgatives only
imagine that they are constipated when in fact they are normal
and the use of laxatives , or other medications may, in fact, result
in injury or harm. The Health Finde?' concludes that "correct diet
appears to be the most successful preventive and cure for constipa-
tion" (CX 1 , p. 278 , emphasis added). This certainly is not , as the
advertising clearly represents , a cure or preventive for all types of
the ailment.

42. Witnesses called by complaint counsel testified that diet
manipulation was an important part of the usual therapy in cer-
tain types of constipation and that the consumption of the wrong
types of foods could in fact cause the condition in some instances.

(Waldman Tr. 240-41; Tschudy Tr. 373; Brown Tr. 442. ) Each
of the witnesses , however , stated that there are types of constipa-
tion which are the result of disease or organic diffculties and
require drugs and/or surgery. (Waldman Tr. 211; Tschudy Tr.
B73- , 416. ) For these conditions , diet manipulation would not
be effective either as a preventive or cure.

43. Respondents ' witnesses also testified that diet manipulation
is an important factor in constipation and that the recommenda-
tion in the book to avoid laxatives was sound medical advice.
(Lasagna , Tr. 555; Green Tr. 730. ) These witnesses did not testify
that this regimen was the only preventive or cure for constipation
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nor that it would in fact prevent or cure a1l types of constipation

in all cases.

44. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Finder does not

contain the means to prevent or cure all types of constipation and
that the representation in respondents ' advertising in this respect
is false, misleading and deceptive.

The Ulce? ChaTge (Comp. Pars. Six (2) (c) and Seven (2) (c))
45. We conclude , as found by the hearing examiner (H. Ex. F.
, ID p. 1203), that respondents ' advertising claims alleged in

subparagraphs Six (2) (c) represent that respondents ' book wil
tell the reade,' how to p,'event ulcers and Bwt this representation
is false as alleged in subparagraph Seven (2) (c).

46. In respondents ' advertising brochure , the topic "ULCERS"
is featured as a major subject. Below this reference , is the listing
Prevention of Ulcers " as one of the health problems dealt with

in respondents ' book (CX 8B). Coupled with this representation
is a testimonial which reads as follows:

Ul.CERS
Got rid of a peptic ulcer (CH 9B).

\Vhen viewed against the overall context of respondents ' adver-
tising message respecting the thrust and scope of respondents

book , \ve conclude that respondents ' sta.tements in their advertising
respecting ulcers wi1l be construed by the reader as holding out
that by reading the book the reader wil be able to prevent ulcers.
(FF 6- , 12- supm.

We do not agree with the examiner s conclusion (H. Ex. F. 28

ID PI'. 1203- 04) that these alleged claims were not contained in
respondents ' 1960 revision of the advertising brochure (CX lOB).
In their 1960 revision , respondents changed the topic listing re-
specting ulcers from "The Prevention of Ulcers" to simply "Ul-
cers." At the same time , respondents also rcvised the first page of
the new brochure to herald The Health Finde,. prominently as an
Encyclopedia of Health Information from the Yreventive Point

of View" (CX lOA: emphasis added). In our opinion the shifting
of the word "preventive" to describe the overa1l purport of the
book and its deletion as a modifier of the subject "ulcer" does not
change the advertising claim in any signifieant respect considered
in the context of the overall format of the advertising brochure.

Accordingly, we find that respondents ' original advertising bro-
chure in use from 1956 through 1960 and the revised version
represent that The Health Finde,. contains the means of prevent-
ing ulcers. (FF 6-8, i2- supra.
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47. The discussion in the book on ulcers does not make the
absolute claims respecting the prevention of ulcers made in the
advertising. The book consists primarily of an analysis of several
reported studies and experiments on ulccrs. The book notes:

The literature we found did not indicate clearly whether people who are
conscientious , worrisome and high strung get ulcers because this is their
temperament or whether some combination of causes produces both the ulcers
and temperament (CX 1 , p. 853).

A further study is cited which suggests that since the principal
means of preventing reoccurrence of ulcers is diet manipulation
that a maladjustment in the diet may have been the original
cause. (CX 1 , p. 855. ) 1t is suggested that exercising care in the
diet will improvc your "health and outlook on life " thereby re-
ducing the possibility of developing an ulcer personality. This
discussion is a far cry from the advertising claims that reading
the book and observing the regimen will prevent ulcers. At most
the book could be described as a discussion of theories respecting
various causative factors in the occurrence of ulcers and some
suggestions for reducing the possibility of developing ulcer per-
sonality. In no sense does the book purport to be a preventive for
ulcers as the advertising represents.

48. Witnesses called by complaint counsel testified that the ac-
tual cause of ulcers is stil largely unknown , the diet manipula-
tion recommended by the book would not provide a means of
preventing the ailment in all cases and while diet adjustment was
almost always recommended in the treatment of ulcers , it does

not necessarily folJow that improper diet was the cause of the
ulcer , or that diet manipulation in the first instance would have
prevented the condition from occurring (Waldman Tr. 212-14;
Tschudy, Tr. 377-80). Respondents ' witnesses testifled that diet
therapy is important in the treatment of ulcers but did .Dot con-
tend that diet manipulation could prevent ulcers (Randolph , Tr.
661; Green , Tr. 721).

49. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Pinder does not

contain the means to prevent ulcers and that the representation in
this respect made in respondents ' advertising is false , misleading
and deceptive.

The Fatigue Charge (Camp. Pars. Six (2) (d) and Seven (2) (d))
50. We conclude that the hearing examiner erred in his in-

terprctation of respondents' advertising (H. Ex. F. 29, ID p.

1204) challenged in subparagraph Six (2) (d) and find that re-
spondents' advertising challenged in this subparagraph repre-
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sented not simply that use of desiccated liver wil prevent fatigue
but that the book wil telJ the reader generally bow to prevent
fatigue. We also conclude as did the examiner that this representa-

tion was false as charged in subparagraph Seven (2) (d).
51. One of the topics which the advertising lists as being cov-

ered in the book reads:

Exciting discovery concerning the use of desiccated liver as a means of
preventing fatigue (pages 450 2) (CX 8B).

Hespondents ' overall advertising message highlights The Health
Finder as containing new ideas which will give its readers "more
energy, " enable them to have " abundant energy" and "zest" and to
eliminate tiredness and the need for sleeping and resting, to enjoy
general good health which is represented as the "magic" to over-
come feelings of boredom , discontent and Hmake you feel better
than you ever fclt before" (CX 8A , C).

52. Viewed in the context of respondents ' overall advertising
message , we conclude that the advertising represents that The
H e(llth F,:ndeT will enable readers to prevent fatigue. In our
opinion , respondents ' claim is an absolute all encompassing one
and is not restricted to a representation that " desiccated liver
will prevent fatigue. \Ve hold that respondents ' advertising makes
an unqualified representation that all types of fatigue will be pre-
vented by reading The Health Findel. (FF 6-8, 12-16, 28-
supm.

53. Substantially identical statements 'with regard to fatigue
\vere contained in the revised advertising brochure and we con-
clude , as did the examiner (H. Ex. F. 30 ID p. 1204) that respond-
ents continued to make the representation that thc book contained

the means to prevent fatigue.
54. There is nothing jn The Health Finde, itself which supports

the claim in respondents ' advertising that reaelers wil be enabled
to prevent fatigue. Fatigue is the subject of several seetions of the
book in addition to the discussion of the use of desiccated liver
cited in the advertising. Yet nowhere in the text of The Health
F'inder is there any representation that all types of fatigue can

be prevented. Indeed the author-editor states in his discussion of

diet and its effect on fatigue that:

Though fatigue and nervousness can , of course , be effects of other ailments
too, if you arc prone to gag-Red out jittery feelings , watch your diet (CX 1
p. 343).

::V101'eove1' , the specific representation that llse of desiccated liver
wil prevent fatigue is a highly misleading description of the
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contents of the book. The Health Findel' simply describes certain
experiments with animals which indicated that those that had
received desiccated liver resisted fatigue substantialJy longer than
others. Although recommending the taking of desiccated liver
the author-editor does not state that it will prevent fatigue. 

states: " The taking of liver rnay be a factor in contributing to
the prevention of fatigue * :, * J say ' may ' because not enough
work has been done on each of these subjects to clinch it scien-
tifically" (CX 1 , p. 464; See also 1"1" 18 , 27 sV,)J?').

55. Witnesses called by complaint counsel testified that diet
deficiency discussed in the book is only one ancl a relatively un-
important cause of fatigue. In these instances diet manipulation
would be of some value but ,,"QuId not necessarily flssure the reader
of a preventive. For fatigue caused by other factors such as or-
ganic diseases , diet would have no preventive value (Waldman
Tr. 214-16; Tschudy Tr. 380-81; Brown , Tr. 416).

56. Respondents ' witnesses testified that nutrition and good
hea1th are important in o\7e1'a11 good health and would necessarily
be of value in preventing fatigue due to malnutrition (Cheraskin
Tr. 529; Randolph , Tr. 655). Hespondents ' witnesses did not sup-
port the claims in respondents ' advertising that the book contained
a preventive for alI types of fatigue.

57. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Findel' does not
contain the means to prevent fatigue and that the representation
in this respect made in respondents ' advertising is false , mislead-
ing and deceptive.

The Goiter Chorge (Comp. Pars. Six (2) (e) and Seven (2) (e))
58. We conclude , as found by the hearing examiner (H. Ex.

1"F'. 31-32 ID , p. 1201-05) that respondents ' advertising claims
chal1enged in subparagraph Six (2) (e) reprcsent that respond-
ents ' book wil tell the reader how to prevent goiter and that this
representation is false , as alleged in subparagraph Seven (2) (e).

59. Respondents ' advertising makes reference to goiter as one
of the various topics treated in the book as fol1ows:

Goiter-what it is, wherc it occurs

, "

what should be donc to prevcnt it
(pages 392- 8) (CX 8E).

When viewed against the overol1 context of respondents ' total
advertising message respecting the thrust and scope of respond-

ents ' book , \ve conclude that respondents ' advertising claims rep-
resent to readers, both those sufTel'ing from goiter and those
fearful of developing goiter , that by reading the book they will
learn how to prevent goiter. (See 1"1" 6- , 12- 16, supm.
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60. Substantially identical statements with regard to goiter were
contained in the revised advertising brochure and we conclude , as
did the examiner (H. Ex. F. 32 ID p. 1205) that respondents
continued to make the representation that the book contained the
means to prevent goiter.

61. Respondents ' book does not contain the representation at-
tributed to it by the advertising. Xowhere does The Health Finder
make any specific claim that goiters can be prevented. The book
contains a section entitled "Goiter" in which the causes of goiters
are described , one a deficiency of iodine in the diet, second a
disorder of the body, and third the drinking of polluted water

(CX 1 , p. 292). The book makes it clear that the cause of certain
types of goiter is unknown. The discussion relates primarily to
goiters caused by an iodine deficiency in the diet which can 
some instances be prevented by insuring an adequate supply of
iodine and to the possible causal relationship between goiter and
polluted water. The author expresses the opinion based on the
material excerpted and discussed in the section that " the two best
gauarantees against goiter" are an adequate diet with all necessary
elcments and avoidance of unpure drinking water (CX 1 , p. 394).
This discussion does not purport to suggest that this would prevent
all types of goiter.

62. One of the witnesses called by complaint counsel testified
that supplementation of the diet with iodine is the recommended
therapy for certain types of goiter caused by iodine deficiency,
that many types of goiter are not caused by this deficiency, that in
other types of goiter, surgery and/or drugs are necessary for
treatment and that the use of iodine supplement in those instances
would not in any way have prcvented their occurrence (Tschudy,

Tr. 381-90, 422). Respondents ' own witness on this issue agreed
that all types of goiter are not amenable to treRtment by adding
iodine rich foods to the diet (Green , Tr. 722).

63. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Finde'! does not
contain the means to prevent goiter and that the representation in
this respect made in respondents ' advertising is false , misleading
and deceptive.

The High Blood Pressure ChaTge (Camp. Pars. Six (2) (f) and
Seven (2) (f) )

64. We conclude that the respondents ' advertising claims chal-
lenged in subparagraph Six (2) (f) represent that respondents

book will tell the reader how to prevent high blood prcssure and
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that this representation is false , as alleged in subparagraph Seven
(2) (f).

65. Respondents ' advertising brochure contains the folJowing in
its " check list" of subjects discussed in The Health F,:ndeT.

Use of garlic in treatment of hypertension (high blood pressure) (page

388) .
Reasons for a salt-free diet if you suffer from high blood pressure (page

424-5) (CX 8B).

The brochure also includes two testimonials on high blood pres-
sure:

I was glad to discover the garlic treatment for high blood pressure. I am

feeling much better and my blood pressure is down to normal thanks to
THE HEALTH FINDER" (CX 9A).

GARLIC- helpful in relieving flatulence and hypertension
We found garlic most helpful in relieving flatulence and hypertension.

(CX 9B.

We believe this listing of hypertension and high blood pressure
as topics covered by the book , coupled with the testimonials to the
effect that use of garlic as recommended by The Health Finder

resulted in the elimination of the testifiers ' high blood pressure
condition, when viewed in the overall context of respondents
advertising message as to the thrust and scope of respondents

book constitutes a representation to the reader that The H faith
Finder contains a means of preventing high blood pressure. (FF
12- , supm.

66. Substantially identical statements with regard to high blood
pressure were contained in the revised brochure (H. Ex. F. 35,

ID. PI'. 1206- 07), and we conclude that respondents continued to
make the representation that the book contained the means to
prevent high blood pressure.

67. The Health Finder principally, jn chapters entitled "Heart
Disease

" "

Garlic " and "Salt " discusses various theories about
the relationship between high salt intake and incidence of high
blood pressure , the effects of garlic on high blood pressure , and
the findings of research that by increasing the intake of garlic

. The hearing examiner s finding with respect to the cla;rns alleged in subrwHl.gn\IJh Six

(2) (0 is ambij.ous. He found that respondents had not represented that readers of The

Health Pinder 1 be enabled to " prevent" high blooL! pressure , but conc:uueu:

lTJhat there would be members of the public who would interpret the statements in rE-
pondent . advertising regarding high blood pressure as meaning that the use of garlic and

the elimination of sr,!t from the diet wi!l aid in the reUef 01' treatment of high blood J)ressure

(Finding 33 , !D. JJ. 120,

:;).

However, the complaint did not charge U:a respondents r presented that readers of The

Health Finder would be ah!e to relieve or cure high blood pressure , only that they would be

enabled to prevent it.
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patients ' blood pressure was reduced and the symptoms of high
blood pressure eliminated (CX 1 , pp. 389- , 424- , 658). The
entire discussion jn the book is limited to an analysis of these

theories and of the source material relied on. The conclusions
offered with respect to the effcct of diet on high blood pressure
are limited to these theories and findings. The author nowhere
makes any dramatic claims about the prevention of high blood
pressure and does not make any representation that all kinds of
blood pressure wil be prevented by the regimens discussed in the
book. He concludes in part:

, .

(IJf you are suffering from hea:r trouble or high blood pressure , you can
be certain that your diet will improve the condition. If you re healthy, you can
be reasonably certain your heart and blood vessels wi1 continue to function
without any signs of disorder for years to come (CX 1 , p. 421 , emphasis
added) .

This is in sharp contrast to respondents ' advertising Ivhich is
clearly designed to make just such dramatic e:aims ,yhieh the
book refuses to make.

68. Complaint counsel's witnesses testified in general agree-
ment that the cause of many types of high bJood pressure is not
known. Ccrtain types are, however , known to be the result of
disease or congenital defects , which can be treated only by sur-
gery, and could not be prevented by any means, much less diet.
Further , there appears to be an inherited susceptibility to high
blood pressure (Criscitiello , 'II'. 166- 67; Finnerty, Tr. 305). The

regimen of diet manipulation would not be of value to the reader
in preventing a11 instances of hig'h blood pressure (Criscitiello
'II'. 145 , 152 , 153; Waldman , 'II' 209 , 216; Finnerty, Tr. 004-13;
Brown Tr. 452). These witnesses alsu testified on cross-examina-
tion that The H ea7th Finder tj regin1en of low-salt intake is a part
of the therapy recommended in practical1y every case of high blood
pressure and in others , is the sale therapy (Ci1scitiello , Tr. 155;

Finnerty, Tr. 314). However , the fact that diet manipulation is a
part of the therapy does not support respondents' advertising

claim that the book provides a means of preventing high blood

pressure.
69. Respondents cited certain publications by the American

Heart Association and the Department of Health , Education and
Welfare that stressed diet, particularly low-salt , as a means of
lowering the incidence of the ailment (Tr. 175, 176 , 181). We
believe thai this evidence respecting the effcacy of the regimens
discussed in the book is irrelevant to the issue of the truthfulness
of respondents ' advertising claims. It is clear that readers of The
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H eaith Pinder would not find therein the means of preventing all
types of high blood pressure.

70. Accordingly, we conclude that The 11 eulth Pinder does not

contain the means to prevent high blood pressure and that the
representation in this respect made in respondents ' advertising is
false , 111is1eading and deceptive.

The CuncPI Clwr.Qe (Comp. Pars. Six (3) and Seven (3))

71. We conclude , as found by the hearing examiner (H. Ex. F.
, ID , PI'. 1207- 08) that respondents ' advertising claims chal-

lenged in subparagraph Six (3) represent that respondents ' book
will tell the reader how to prevent cancer and that this representa-
tion is false , as alleged in subparagraph Seven (3). We further
find that respondents have not advertised as charged in the com-

plaint that respondents book will tell the reader how to treat and
elieve cancer,

72. Respondents ' advertising brochure list the follmving' state- .

l1wnts on cancer:

Cancer and l1c.trition (pages 165- 7).
Laboratory experiments indicating that brewers ' yeast and dried liver

preVeYll cancer (page 141).
Experiments sh(J\vinR the effectiveness of the E comnlex of vitamins in

prcventing the gTO"wth of cancer (pages 1'/6-7).
Experiments which j"nclicate that liver in thc diet helps prevent cancer

(page 152) (CX 8E & C).

73. The testimonial sed.ion of the advertising brochure contains
several different statements relating- to the validity of the regimen
contained in the book as a means of preventing cancer. These
testimonials are the following:

CA:\CEH-

- .

dread of this disease is relieved"
The dread of this disease is relieved by your articles.

CANCER- ieve3 it is a disease of civilization
J certainly shall try to live up to the recommendations in this article as

I believe cancer is a disease of civilization and everyone should become a'\vare
of what they are heading for these days.
CA:!T CER-- read this chaptel a!oud to his wife twice

This chapter I have read aloud to my wife twice because it contains so

much lwrtinent information. If 011C of our rclatives could have seen this
article ten years ago and followed its recommendations , she probably would
not now be rlying of cancel' of the bones and nerves.

CEn- hopes she can prevent it reappearing in her family
Before my Mothel' diecl of Cancer, I kJ1 w absolutely nothing' at all of

this disease. We always thought of it as some vague , terrifying disease that

Ii The examiner malk no finding wi h regard to the challelged repl'Esentr, rion thl't the ad-
vertising represented that the bOOK provided a mloans of treatir.g and relieving cance
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you heard of others dying from , but we never realized it could strike in our
family also. But since my Mother s death I read every article I can obtain on

the subject and hope I can prevent it from ever reappearing in our family

again. " (CX 9 A

74. The statements in respondents ' advertising that experiments
have indicated that certain foods and vitamins will prevent or are
effective in preventing the growth of cancer , when read in COD-

junction with the testimonials of readers , clearly constitute a
representation to the public that there is a successful preventive

for cancer , which will be found in the book. (FF 12- , 23-
SUPTa. 

75. Substantially identical statements 'vith regard to cancer
were contained in the revised advertising brochure and we con-
clude , as did the examiner (H. Ex. F. 39, ID p. 1209) that re-

spondents continued to make the representation that the book

contained the means to prevent cancer.
76. We find nothing in the advertising with regard to cancer

which would suggest to the reader that it contains a means of
treating or relieving cancer as charged in the complaint. Accord-

ingly, we conclude that the charge in the complaint that respond-
enis have advertised that the book contains a means of relieving
or treating cancer has not been established.

77. The book does not contain a means of preventing cancer.
Various experiments and theories are discussed indicating a possi-
ble relationship betwecn diet and cancer. However, unlike re-
spondents ' advertising, the book itself makes clear the limitations
of these theories, ideas and experiments. Suggestions that a par-
ticular factor may seem to affect or have a relationship to cancer
are offered in light of the results of a particular experiment and
not as a panacea for the ailment. The book simply contains a dis-
cussion of various theories , experiments and studies reflecting
factors believed to influence the development" of cancer in indi-
viduals and contains recommendations within the framework of
these theories as a way to prevent the disease. (CX 1 , p. 130 , 138-

148- 158 159 165- 179 182 425 550- 171 , 178 , 667.
The book explicitly rejects any suggestion that there is a known
preventive for cancer. The book states as follows:

. IAJ great deal more experimentation must be done before we know all
the answers concerning cancer and nUtrition. (CX 1 , pp. 177-78.

78. Medical testimony established that the exact cause of cancer
is not fully known and the only recognized treatment at this timc
is surgery or radiology (Waldman , '11'. 217; Tschudy, Tr. 391-92;
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Brown, Tr. 456). Medical witnesses called by counsel for the re-

spondents did not seriously dispute the testimony presented by

complaint counsel's \vitnesses , and did not support the advertising
representations that the book contained the means of preventing
cancer. (Randolph , Tr. 650; Green , 729-30.

79. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Finder does not

contain the means to prevent cancer and that the representation
in this respect made in respondents ' advertising is false , mislead-
ing and deceptive.

The Tuberculosis Charge (Camp. Pars. Six (3) and Seven (3))

80. We conclude that respondents ' advertising claims challenged
in subparagraph Six (3) represent that respondents ' book wjJ tell
the reader how to prevent , relieve and treat tuberculosis , and that
this representation is false , as alleged in subparagraph Seven (3).
We further find that the examiner was in error where he found
that the challenged representation had not been made in respond-
ents ' advertising. (H. Ex. F. 40 , ID. PI'. 1209- 10.

81. Respondents' advertising brochure , in the 'I checklist" of
subjects discussed includes the statement "the garlic treatment

of tuberculosis. " (CX 8B. ) When viewed in the overall context of
respondents ' advertising that the book is an "Encyclopedia oJ
Health Information from The Preventative Point of View " the

inclusion of reference to tuberculosis in the advertising would be
interpreted by readers as offerinR a 111cans of preventing the
disease. (See FF 6- 8, supra. Further , in view of the specific
language of the advertising describing a " treatment" for the ail-
ment instead of only a preventive , we conclude that respondents
have also represented , that readers who already are suffering from
the disease would find a means of treating and relieving the ail-
ment.

82. The Health Finde?' does not contain a means of pre:;enting,
treating or relieving tuberculosis. It discusses the findings of an

English physician at the turn of the century with regard to how
tuberculosis patients in the most hopeless situations were sub-
stantially helped by taking garlic. A further study concerning
similar success in a Kew York hospital , was reported in The l'loTth
Arnerican Journal of Homeopathy of May, 1914. The exact reason
for this alleged beneficial effect of garlic is not clear but appears
to be by kiling harmful bacteria. The Health Finde?' recommenas
that the reader add ga!' lic to his diet , but does not suggest it will
prevent, treat or relieve tuberculosis. (CX 1 , PI'. 386-87; 391.)

---

e Respondents' revised advertising brochure omitt d reference to tuberculosis.
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Other sections of The Henlth Finder although not cited in the
advertising also refer to tuberculosis and treatment. A new drug
aJlegedly used in !\ew York hospitals for the treatment of tubercu-
losis which is noted to be a niacin derivative is discussed. Accord-

ing to the author-editor , this indicates the validity of the nutri-
Uonal approach to the cure of tuberculosis. Since niacin is one of
the vitamin B complex , the author-editor suggests the taking of
liver and brewers ' yeast \vhich are both rich in sources of niacin.
In making this recomn1endation , it is noted:

\Ve cannot at this point tell you that taking liver will CUl'C tuberculosis;
but on the basis of this recent medical discovery, it looks as if ljver would

be a good food to take to insure aU around health. (CX 1 , p. 453.

In certain cases , it is noted that sunlight has beneficial effects
on tuberculosis patients. (CX 1 , p. 810. ) These discussions do not
purport to ofTer what respondents ' advertising promises , a means
of preventing, treating or relieving tuberculosis.

8,1. :YIedical witnesses established that tuberculosis is an infec-
tious disease and the only way to be assured of prevention is total
isolation from exposure to the virus. (\Valdman , Tr. 219; Brown
Tr. 457. ) Accordingly, nothing in The Heclth Finder would assure
tbe reader of preventing contraction of the disease.

These witnesses agreed that improper diet could increase the
body s susceptability to the disease and to the extent the book'

regimen of diet control would aid eliminating diet deficiencies , it
would be of value. Dr. Brown also indicated that diet control is a
part of the treatment of tuberculosis. This testimony does not es-

tablish that good diet alone can prevent, treat and relieve the
disease or that The IIenlth Finder contains the advertised benefits.
(Tr. 220-21.) Respondents ' medical witnesses agreed that tubercu-
losis is spread by a virus (tubercle bacillus). (Cheraskin Tr. 534;
Green 729-80. ) :\either of respondents' witnesses c0111mentecl on
the garlic treatment for tuberculosis.

84. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Findel does not

contain the means to prevent , relieve or treat tuberculosis and thnt
the representations in this respect made in respondents ' advertis-
ing are false , misleading and deceptive.

The Infantile Pnmlysis Chrllye (Comp. Pars. Six (3) and Seven

(3) )
85. We conclude , as found by the hearing examine)' , (H. Ex. F.
, ID, p. 1210) that respondents ' advertising: claims challeng'

in subparagraph Six (,JJ represent that respondenls ' book will tell
the reader how to prevent infantile paralysi and that this 1'cpre-
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sentation is false , as alleged in subparagraph Seven (3). We fur-
ther find that respondents have not advertised as charged in the
complaint , that respondents ' book will tell the reader how to treat
and relieve infantile paralysis.

86. Respondents ' advertising brochure made the following ref-
erences to infantile paralysis:

Diet for children during polio season (pages 623- 5).
Polio and the diet Dr. Sandler recommended during a North Carolina

epidemic. A most interesting article fOl' anyone with children (pages 574-
80) .

Food and polio (pages 596- 9),
Infantile paralysis and vitamin B deficiency (pages G25- 9),
Polio , its cause and prevention by Dr, Virgil A. David , Xew York City

(pages 599-603 (CX 8E-C)).

The fol1O\ving testimonials wcre included on infantile paralysis:

POLIO- every mother should knmv these astonishing facts
The fads about pol1o and diet are astounding aml every mother should

know these facts and then judge for herself."
POLIO- mothers should follow sensible advice

Every mother should buy the HEALTH FIXDER and follow the ex-
cellent sensible advice on polio. This article alone is worth the price of the
book. "
POLIO- hel' fca1'S are gone , doesn t "\vorry any more

Before your ideas began to come my way, I was afrai(l of germs and
diseases, ow my lears al'e gone. I just don t worry about them anymore.

(CX 9.

87. The numerous l'efcl'ences to infantile paral:ysis among the
subjects discussed in the book coupled with the testimonials from
prior readers , when considered in the overall thrust of the ad-
vertising message of offering n means of "prevention " clearly

l'1C:present thnt readers of the book will find a means of preventing
this disease. (FF 6- , 12- 16 SUjJra, Further , the advertising goes
on to state that one doctor has found a means of p1'evention
\vhere it states, " Po1io , its cause and prevention by Dr. Virgil A,
David. " (CX 8- ) Although we find a representation in respond-
ents ' advertising that the book offers a means of prevention , absent
specific stHtemellts offcring " treatment. or relief' " we conclude that
readers wouJd not expect to find in the book other than how to
prevent the disease.

88. Substantial1y identical statements with regard to infantile
pal'aJysis were conblinecl in the revised :tdvertising brochure and

we conclucle , as did the examiner (R. Ex. F. 43 ID p. 1211), that
respondents continued to make the l'eprescntation that the book
containcd the means 1.0 prevent infantile paraJysis,
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89. The author of the book refused to reach the conclusion of

the advertising, that there is a means of preventing poliomyelitis.
Extensive discussion is included of various experments , studies
and investigations as to possible causes of the disease. (E.

g. 

CX 1
Pl'. 91- , 127 , 305 , 314 , 343 , 555 , 574-651.) In discussing these
materials, the book notes the possible relationship between diet
and the body s ability to resist the disease. The author further
discusses other factors e. activity, fatigue and avoidance of cer-
tain foods grown with chemical fertilizers. (CX 1 , pp. 94- , 121
574-84. ) The author makes it clear that very little is known about
the disease and extensive research is presently in progress. (CX 1
p. 646. ) Certain " suggestions" are "offered by the author in the
hope of protecting children from poliomyelitis." (CX 1 , p. 629.

These include avoidance of certain foods and activity and the in-
clusion of specified vitamins in the diet. These I' suggestions " which
are j' offel'ed" in the "hope" of helping are a far cry from the
advertising representation that the disease can be prevented and
the book contains the means of reaching this result.

90. Medical tcstimony made it clear that the only known and
recognized preventive for poliomyelitis is the Salk vaccine which
was developed subsequent to the publication of The Health Finder.

Prior to that tin1€, there was no lneans of preventing the disease.
(Waldman, Tr. 221-23; Tschudy, Tr. 399-400. ) Respondents
medical witnesses did not disagree that the Salk vaccine ,vas the

only recognized means of preventing the disease. (Cheraskin , Tr.
533-34; Green Tr. 724-25.

91. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Finder cloes not
contain the means to prevent infantile paralysis and that the
representation in this respect mar1e in respondents ' advertising is
false, misleading and deceptive.

The Heart Discase Chal' ge (Comp. Pars. Six and Seven (3))
92. We conclude as found by the hearing examiner (II. Ex. F.
, J.D. , pp. 1211-12) that respondents ' advertising claims chal-

lenged in subparagraph Six (3) represent that respondents ' book
will tell the reader how to prevent , treat or relieve all types of
heart disease ancl that this representation is false as alleged in

subparagraph Seven (3).
93. Respondents' advertising brochure contains the iollowing

statements with regard to heart disease:
Heart disease and the use of vitamin E. (pages 415- 9).
Heart disease and low salt diet (page 41G) (CX 8B).

The advertising brochure also c.ontains the follmving testi-
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monials relating to the prevention , treatment and relief of heart
disease:

HEART DISEASE- has struck three of his friends
I am sure heart disease ,vill never strike me suddenly, as it has three of

my friends in the past few weeks , after having read your article on Heart
Disease. " (CX 9A.
HEART DISEASE- article appeals to coronary sufferer

As one who has suffered from coronary trouble, this article very defI-

nitely appeals to me , and much more so when I can do things which the
doctor said would be disastrous to undertake in my state of health. " (CX 9B.
VITAMIN E- advice pl'oved to be correct"

Your advice on Vitamin E for treatment of heart disease and of meno-
pause were eye-openers and proved to be correct after I advised some people
to take it."
VITAMIN E- information worth many times cost"

My husband has heart trouble and I believe that vitamin E and brewer
yeast has helped him more than anything he has ever used. His heart used
to pound so hard while sleeping, but it doesn t any more and he doesn t tire

so easily. That alone is' worth many, many times the price of the book."
(CX 9C.

94. The advertising does more than offer only a means of pre-
vention. In testimonials , although reference is made to the pre-
ventive benefits, further statements are included \vhich represent
that the book will treat or relieve the condition. One testimonial
reads

, "

as one who has suffered from coronary trouble , this articlc
very definitely appeals to me." (Emphasis added. ) Another reads
iny husband has heaTt trouble and I believe that Vitamin E and

brevver s yeast has hellJed hilT/- more than anything he has ever

used. His heart used to pound so hard while sleeping but it doesn
any more and he doesn t tire so easily" (CX 9 , emphasis added).
These statements clearly constitute a representation that the in-
formation contained in the book would not only provide a means
of prevention , but also provide a means of treating- and relieving
the disease to those who are already suffering from it.-( FF 6-
12- , sU)Jm.

95. Substantially identical statements with regard to heart dis-
ease werc contained in the revised advcrtising brochure and we
conclude , as did the examiner (H. Ex. F. 46 ID p. 1213), that
respondents continued to make the representation that the book
contained the means to prevent , relieve and treat all kinds of heart
disease.

96. The Health Finder does not offer a means of preventing,

treating or relieving heart disease. Instead , it discusses various

factors such as diet , obesity, exposure to cert lin substances in the
atmosphere , lack of exercise , cholesterol , and vitamin deficiencies
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which experiments and study have indicated have a relaiionship to
heart disease (CX J , pp. 25, 194 3,W 410- , 551 , 896, 900).

Based on these various studies and experiments the nuthol' con-
cludes and recommends that great C8.18 should be exercised in the
diet, certain types of activity shoulcl be curtailed. and certain
exposures avoided. For example, the autJH.J Liiscllsses experiments
with vitamin E. He concludes that these experiments " lnay" be
the key to the controJ of hardening of the arteries. (CX 1 , p. 418.
In conclusion , the author recommends certain foods 01' diet sllpple-
111e11t8 \vhieh he suggests \vil1 '/ impl'ove your condition " or if YOll
are now healthy, you can be "reasonably certain your heart and
blood vessels will continue to function ' without any signs of dis-
order for years to come. " (CX 1 , p. ,121. ) This does not purport

to provide what the advertising clearly rer)resents , a n1eans of
preventing, treating or relieving the disease.

97. Complaint counsel' s witness testified that the regi1l1en of
good diet recommended by The Health Pinder is essentially part
of that which is prescribed as part of the treatment of most heart
ailments, Hmvever , there are certain heart diffculties which are
not amenable to diet therapy, those caused by congenital heart
defee:s and certain diseases, In those instances , the onl l effective
relief 01' treat111ent is slH'gery and/or drugs. (Criscitiel1o Tr. 1:'52;

Waldman Tr. 216-17; Finnerty; Tr. 300.
Diet manipulation is prcscribed as a part of the therapy for

most heart patients , but is accompanied by other Inedication , pri-
marily drugs, The discrepancy between '\vhat is represented in the
advertising mod what The Health Finder provicJes is that the ther-

apy in the book is inco111plete , does not apply to all types of ail-
ments and only prescribes part of the necessary treatment.
(Criscitiello Tr. 16G; 17G; Finnerty Tr. 294.

Resp011clents' witnessdicl not disagree with the evidence pre-
sented by complaint counsel , merely reiterating that the ideas

suggested by the book woulcJ he of value to the I'ender. (Wolfe Tl'
06- ) We do not (;onsider this testimony as establishing that the

book wou1c1 provide the ll1eans of prev ntjng, treating or relieving

a11 types of heart diseases as represented by the ad\"ertising,
98. Accordingly, we conclude that The Hr:olth I'il/dci' cloesllot

contain the n1e8.n3 to jJl'e\'ent , treat 01' l'e1ieyc all t:ypes of heart
disease R.ncl that the representation in this rcspect made in re-
spondents ' advertising is false , misleading and deceptive.

Tlte A rUm'! is Ch(/.)ge (Camp. Pars. Six (3) and Seven (3))

99. 'Ve conclude that respondents ' advertising c1aims challengec1
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in subparagraph Six (3) represent that respondents ' book wil tell
the reader how to prevent , treat and relieve arthritis and that this
representation is false as alleged in subparagraph Seven (3). Fur-
ther , we find that the examiner was in error where he found that
respondents advertising contained 110 assurance of a preventive or
cure of the ailment. (H. Ex. F. 48 , JD PI'. 1213- 14.

100. Respondents utilized the following specific statements re-
lating to arthritis:

How one Massachusetts doctor treats arthritis successfully (pages 58-
(CX SR).

What part does emotional stress play in arthritis? (page 58) (CX 8D).

Further, the advertising brochure set forth the following telti-
monial:

ARTI-RITIS- article worth many times what book costs
This article is worth many times the price paid for the book. I always

thought food caused it all , but now I realize what the real cause was.
(CX 9A.

101. Hespondents ' advertising when viewed in the context of
the overall advertising message is susceptible to the interpretation
that it represents that The HerLZth Tindel states the reaJ cause of

arthritis and that at least one doctor has treated arthritis suc-

cessfully. We believe that a represcntation respecting the real
cause of 1 disease is tantamount in the reader s n1ind to a repre-

sentation that the disease can be prevented. Moreover , reference to
successful tl'eatment clearly implies that by reading the book the
reader will leam of a successful relief and treatment of arthritis.
Thus , we conclude that respondents ' advertising docs rellr€Sent as
the complaint alleges that readers of The IJ erLlth Findel wjl bc

enabled to prevent , treat and relieve arthritis. (See FF 6- , 12-16,

sUP?'G.

102. Substantially identica1 statements with regard to-.frthritis
were contained in the revised advertising- brochure and \ve con-
clude , as did the examiner (II. Ex. n. 21 ID p. 1214) that respond-
ents continued to make the representation that the book contained
the means to prevent , treat and re1ieve arthritis.

10:3. \Ve also conclude that this representation is false and mis-
leading since an examination of the contents of The Health Finder

makes it quite clear that arthritis is not susceptible to any singJe
cure or treatment. The H ('(lUll Finder section entitled "Arthritis
consists of an exccrpt from a reported study of Dr. Loring S\vain
of Boston , in 1945. in which he noted the relationship between
arthritis sufferers and inadequate diet and emotional disturbances.
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His treatment of arthritis was by rest , diet supplement to provide
for vitamin deficiences in iron , and efforts to improve the ment.al
attitude of the patient through pleasant surroundings , activity and
appetizing meals. Dr. Swain stresses the emotional element as one

of the most important to the treatment and/or prevention of ar-
thritis and recommends that patients avoid conflicts and stress in
their daily life (CX 1 , PI'. 58- 61). In other sections of The Health
Finder there are discussions of the benefits to arthritis of corti-
sone treatment (CX 1 , p. 286), t.he benefits of folic acid , a Vitamin
B complex (CX I , pp. 366-7) and the benefits of eat.ing sunflower
seeds as a source of needed vitamins. The Health Finder also cites
a study indicating that the consumption o'/cherries eliminates the

uric acid in the bloodstream which is thought to cause gout and
which is stated by the book to be related to arthritis. This report
was based on a study of twelvc pat.ients and the doctor conducting
the tests "apologized for the unsatisfactory clinical data and
laboratory data and controL" (CX 1 , p. 61.)

A reading of The Health Finder on the subject of arthritis does

not support thc truth of respondents ' advert.isting claims that the
book deals with any overall preventive or single cure or treat-
ment for arthritis. The book in no way constitutes a representation
that all types of arthritis can be successfully prevented , relieved
or treated or that the real cause of arthritis is clearly or completely
understood by t.he medical profession. On the contrary, the book
contains no such sweeping representation but confines its discus-
sion on arthrit.is to differEnt treatments which have been used and
studies by various persons. The very diversity of the book' s dis-
cussion makes clear that there is no blanket representation that
followers of the book' s suggestions will in fact prevent , fmd relief
for or learn about effective treatment for aTt.hritis.

104. Complaint counsel's witnesses all testified that there is no
known preventive or permanent treatment for- arthritis and 

their opinion , there is no known significant connection between
mental hygiene and arthritis although the overall mental condition
of a patient is always a factor in every disease or ailment as is
good nutrition. (Waldman Tr. 223; Tschudy, Tr. 401; Brown Tr.
462.

Respondents ' own witness while agreeing that. the mental status
of the patient is important in every instance , did not agree with
the author as to even the evidence of any relationship between
emotional factors and arthritis. (Randolph Tr. 648.

105. Accordingly, we conclude t.hat The II ealth Finder does not
contain the means to prevent , treat or relieve arthritis and that
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the representation in this respect made in
ing is false , misleading and deceptive.

The Ment"l Ilness ChfLrge (Camp. Pars. Six (3) and Seven (3))

106. We conclude that rcspondents' advertising claims chal-

lenged in subparagraph Six (3) represent that respondents ' book
will tell the reader how to prevent mental illness and that this
representation is false as alleged in subparagraph Seven (3). We
find that the examiner was in error where he found that respond-
ents ' advertising contained no assurance of a preventive for mental
illness. (H. Ex. F. 50 , ID , PI'. 1214- 15. ) We further find that re-
spondents have not advertised as charged in the complaint that
respondents ' book will tell the reader how to treat and relieve
mental illness.

107. Respondents ' advertising brochure contains the statement
under the check list of subjects discussed "Nutrition and Mental
Health" (CX 8B). The following testimonials were also set forth:

respondents ' advertis-

MENTAL HEALTH- this articJe is a must for everyone
This article is a must for everyone. I believe that this article would act

as a preventative for many so-called neuroses.
MENTAL HEALTH- teacher says her pupils would benefit"

Being a teacher I know some of my pupils would benefit greatly with the
addition of Vitamin B Complex to their dieL" (CX 9.

Generalized statements were also made in the text of the ad-

vertising brochurc which relate to mental health. These state-
ments al e as follows:

Ml' Hodale bp.lieves that by observing certain health rules we can develop
bodies minds, neTves muscles and tissues that are more resistent to disease
than they otherwise would be. (Italic supplied , CX 8 E-

And the HEALTH FINDER can be valuable to you in another way. It
can give you perLCe of 1nind- rare feeling these days, when headlines tell
us every day of the heavy toll being taken in all walks of life by all kinds
of dreadful diseases.

The HEALTH FINDER gives you peace of mind by showing you how
perfectly natural it is for you to enjoy that most precious of all possessions-
GOOD HEALTH! (CX 8C.

J08. Thc reference to "Nutrition and Mental Health " as one of

the subjects discussed , is coupled with the testimonial asserting
that the article referred to "would act as a preventive for many so
called neuroses " and when read in the overall context of respond-
ents ' advertising, that the book offers information from the " pre-
ventive point of view " would clearly imply to the reader that he

would find in the book a means of preventing mental illness. (See
FF 6- , 12- sup1'a. We do not interpret respondents ' adver-
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tising as offering, as alleger1 in the complaint , a means of treating
or relieving mental ilness.

109. Substantially identical statements with rcgard to mcntal
Hlness Vi'ere contained in the revised advertising brochure , and we
conclude that respondents continued to make the representation
that the book contained the means to prevent mental illness. (CX
10.

110. The discussion on mental illness in The II ealth Finder 

very limited. In general , it recommends a basic healthful diet to
insure necessary vitamins and 111ine1'a18 from natural sources , and
shunning foods which are poisonous. The book discusses the effect
of a vitamin B deficiency on the body, and experiments are reportect
\vhere monkeys suffered brain deterioration fl'0111 a diet with
vitamin B deficiency. The Health Finder also asserts that one of

the most significant problems in the field of mental illness today
is that of devitalized diets (CX 1 , p. 473). The book makes no
suggestion that diet deficiency is the only cause, but concludes

that we are "eating ourselves into incompetency. (Ibid. Rased
on these experiments and studies , a diet rich in vitamin B is recom-
mended. (CX 1 , p. 475.

Unlike the advertising the discussion on mcntal illness in the
book does not suggest that professional care is unnecessary. To
the contrary, it cites psychiatric theories that n1ental il1ness is a

problem at all levels of society, in all stagcs of our life and more
important at all ag'es and should be considered a problem in child-
hood as well as thereafter. (CX 1 , pp. 471-75. ) We do not find in
the book's discussion of mental illness a lneans of prevention as
represented in the advertising.

111. Medical evidence presented by complaint counsel estab-
lished that The Health FindPl' overemphasized the importance of

nutrition in mental health and that following a good diet would
not assure the reader of preventing mental illneS' (Brown , '11'

465-66). Although diet deficiency is sometimes a factor in mental
i11ness and Vitamin B deficiency in particular is a factor in certain
types , this does not mean mental illness can be prevented by in-
cluding such vitamins in the eliet. (Brown , '11'. 466.

112. Accordingly, we conclude that The Health Finder does not
contain the means to prevent mental illness and that the represen-
tation in respondents ' advertising in this respect is false , 111is1ead-
ing and deceptive.

Pa.rnphlet Adrertisill.! Charr;c (Camp. Pars. Eight , Ninc and Ten)
113. We conclude , as found by the hearing examiner (H. Ex. FF.
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51- , ID, PI'. 1215-16) that respondents' advertising claims

challenged in Paragraphs Eight and Nine represent that respond-
ents ' pamphlet How To Eo! Fa?' A Healthy He"rt (md This Puce
Is Not KillinU Us will tell the reader how to prevent, treat and
relieve al1 types of heart disease and that this representation is
false as alleged in Paragraph Ten.

114. Respondents' advertising for the pamphlet, set forth in
detail in Finding 10, suprrl advises the reader that "JVr. Rodale
has had a heart condition for 16 years * * ,, Che) has enjoyed
buoyant health ,

, , : ,

: by fol1owing the same advice he now gives
you in" the pamphlet. (CX 11.

) "

If you have heart symptoms , you
won t Ivant to miss this amazing book. But please remember that
the emphasis in Vlr. Rodale s teachings is always on the prevention
of disease-so even if you have a hea1thy heart now, this book
may help you keep it that way. (Ib'id.

When viewed in the overall context of the advertising materials
in which respondents ' pamphlet was promoted (See FF. 6- , 10

"(1)10), the clear import of the advertising relating to the pam-
phlet, is that information contained therein would provide the
reader with a means of preventing, treating and relieving al1 types
of heart disease. The failure of respondents to specifically use the
word "al1" in its advertising does not preclude our finding that
such representation "vas in fact madc. Absent a disclosure or dis-
c1ain1er in the advertising that certain types of heart ailments are

not amenabJe to prevention 01' to treatment or relief by the in-
formation contained in the pan1phlet, the reader would expect

that respondents ' publication was all inclusive. (See F. 25 supra.
115. The pamphlet discussion oJ heart disease is substantially

a reiteration of the section of The II rulth Finder on this disease

(Tr. 153). The section of the pamphlet entitled Ho?!; To Eat For A
H calthy 11 eU1't discusses -various studies which indicate there is a

relationship between heart disease ano what you eat. (CX 2.
A1ihoug' h stressing the apparent importance of various foods and
vitamins , the discussion is in the format of setting forth findings
and not drawing absolute conclusions indicating that consumption
of the enumerated substances ,yil prevent, treat or cure heart
disease. The discussion makes affrmative recommendations wHh
regard to diet but in the vein the suggested regimen ?/WJj be of
value, not in the absolute langt!age of the advertising,

The second section of the pamphlet This Pace Is No! Killing Us

discusses the relationship to physical exertion 8.nd the incidence

of heart disease observing that Uw sedimentary life can be as
dangerous as one of stress and pressure, In conclusion , the publica-
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tion stresses the benefit that innures from an active body coupled
with adequate diet. Again the discussion is not phrased as sug-
gesting that therapy will prevent , treat or cure all types of heart
disease. The publication does precisely the opposite. In discussing
the activities and regimen he folJowed after a heart attack, he
observes:

:!r ot every heart case will be permitted to do what I have done. The phy-
sician must be the ,iudg'c. Mine may he the ideal fonl1 of heai.'t disease for
this method of treatment. But therc are more serious cases , and I would urge
extreme caution. There are Jeaking hearts and oversized hearts. There arc
hearts damaged in various ways, and some that have had thl"Ombosis 01'
blood clots. These people must depend on their physicians ' guidance. (CX 2
p. 90.

It is clear that respondents ' pamphlet does not purport to pro-
vide an all inclusive means of preventing, treating or curing all
types of heart disease.

116. IVledical witnesses oiscussing the prevention , relief and
treatment of heart disease (Discussed in detail at F 97 supm) 

although agreeing that ctiet and exercise are of value in pre-
veniion and to some degree in treatment , were of the opinion that
there are certain types of heart disease ''''here the cause was con-
genital or organic. For thc3e types , diet alone was insuffcient and
exercise would not offel' any significant prEventive value. (Fin-
nerty, Tr. 294-95; Waldman , Tr. 300-315. ) Respondents ' evidence
did not contradict this and consisted primarily of showing that
diet is a very important part of the therapy of all heart disease
cases , and thft t numerous governmental agencies , private founda-
tions and similar organizations in materials they disseminate urge
diet manipulation as a means reducing the incidence of the dis-
ease. (WoJffe Tr. 806-08. ) This does not establish that the pam-
phlet has been advertised truthfully. To the contrary, this evidence

does no more than establish that many ideas in .the pamphlet are
of value in certain instances and in a feV'l types of heart ailments.

117. AccOl'dingJy, we eonclude that the pamphlet How To Eat
For A Healthy Heart and This Pace Is Not Killing Us does not

contain the means to prevent , treat or re1ieve all types of heart
disease and that the representations in this respect made in re-
spondents ' advertising are false , misleading and deceptive.

Inju?' y to Competition Char
J 18. The use by respondents of the foregoing false , misleading

and deceptive statements and representations has han , and now
has , the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive members
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of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that such statements were and are true, and to enter into con-

tracts for respondents ' products because of such erroneous and
mistaken belief. As a result thereof , substantial trade in commerce
has heen , and is now being, unfairly diverted to respondents from
their competitors and substantial injury has been , ancl is being,

done to competition in commerce among and between the various
States of the "Cnited States and in the District of Columbia. (See
F. 4 supm.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.

2. The proceeding is in the public interest.
3. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein

found , were and are all to the prejudice of and injurious to the
public and respondents ' competitors and constituted. and now con-
stitute , unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods
of competition in commerce , \vithin the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered That Rodale Press , Inc. , and its offcers , and Ro-
dale Books , Inc. , and its offcers , and Jerome 1. Rodale ancl Robert
Rodale, individually and as offcers of said corporations , and re-
spondents ' representatives, agents and employees, directly 01'

through any corporate or other clevice in connection with the of-
fering for sale , sale or distribution of books or other publications,
in commerce. as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

(1) Representing- in advertising, directly or by implication
that:

A. Readers of the book The Health Finder' and any
subsequent editions thereof whether sold under that name
or any other name wil:

(a) Acid years to their lives;
(b) Gain more energy;

(c) Effectuate savings on medical and dental ex-

penditures;
(d) Feel better than ever before;

(e) Prevent the common cold;
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(g) Prevent or cure all types of constipation;
(h) Prevent ulcers;

(i) Prevent fatigue;

(j) Prevent goiter;

(k) Prevent high blood pressure;

(I) Prevent cancer;

(m) Prevent , treat or relieve tuberculosis;
(n) Prevent infantile paralysis;
(0) Prevent, relieve or treat all types of heart

disease;
(I') Prevent , relieve or treat arthritis;

(q) 

Prevent mental illness;
B. The Health Finder and any subsequent editions

thereof whether sold under that. nan1€ or any other 11an18

contains the answer to all health problems;
C. The publication How To Eat Fa)' A II ealthy H eurt

and This Pace Is Not Killing Us and any subsequent edi-
tions whether offered for sale lmder this name or any
other name , ,viII be of benefit in the prevention , trcat-
ment or cure of heart disease , unless the specific benefit
contained in the book is disclosed in the advertising to-
gether with any qualifications and reservations stated in
the publication;

D. The Health Finder , How To Eat 1001' A Hp(llthy
Heart , This Pace Is Not Killin.! Ih or any subsequent

editions thcreof , whether sold under said names or any
other name or names , wi11 enable the render io prevcnt
treat or relieve any stated disease 01' health problem
without clearly and conspicuously disclosing in the ad-

vertising any limitations and/or qua1ifications of the
regimen which is contained in the boo

It is further onle?' ed, That respondents shall file within 60 days
after service upon it of this order , with the Commission , a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the Jnanner and form in which
they have complied with the ordcr to cease and desist set forth
herein.

Con1missionel' Elman dissented and has filcd a disscnting opin-
ion. Commissioner JIacIntyl'€ concurrcd in the result only and has
filed a separate statement.
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Complaint

11\ THE MATTER OF

STA="DARD TOYKRAFT , IKC. , DOCKET NO. C-1217*

CO!'SEKT ORDERS , ETC. , 1:\ REGA!W TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA TIO:- OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE CO:VIMISSION ACT

Cmnplnlnts, June 196i.' Decisions, June , 1967

Consent orders requiring ten different toy manufacturers to cease using de-

ceptive over-sized containers to package specific toy products.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the
Fedcral Trade Comn1ission , having reason to believe that each of
the respondents named in the caption hereof , and hereinafter more
particularly designated and described , has violated the provisions
of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby
issues its compJaint stating its charg'es in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Standard Toykraft , Inc. , Docket No.
1217 is a corporation organized , existing and doing business

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Kew York , with
its principal offce and place of business located at 95 Lorimer
Street , Brooklyn , New Yark.

Respondent Pressman Toy Corporation , Docket ="0. C-1218 , is

a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York , with its principal
offce and place of business located at 1107 Broadway, New York

Respondent Remco Industries , Inc. , Docket No. C-1219 , is a

corporation organized , existing mc1 doing business under and by

virtue of the laws of the State of Kew Jersey, with its principal
offce and place of business located at Cape l\Tay Street , Harrison
K e\v .T ersey.

Respondent Avalon lYanufacturing Corporation, Docket No.

1220, is a corporation organized , existing and doing business

':' A!ld the following CfLses PressmRn Toy Co:" ponltion. J.1oc:et No. C- :218: Renwo Industries
Jnc" Docket 1\' 0. C-12Ul: Avalon )IanufaetU1"ing- Cn:' l1oratio , Docket No, (;-:220: H. Davis
Toy Corp. , Docket Xo. 1221; Lis neth \Vhitin.. Cu" Inc" Docket No. C. 122', H"hs nfeld
Bro , Inc., Docket ),0. C. 122:-\: E. S, Lowe Comprcn . Im " Docket No

. (;-

1224: Idea! Toy
Corporation , Docket ).o, C- 1223: Kohl1e ' Bros" Inc" Docket 1'' 0. ("-1226.

Similar complaints and orders were consoiidated l;y the compile
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under and by virt\Je of the laws of the State of New York , with
its principal offce and place of business located at 128 Middleton
Street , Brooklyn , New York.

Respondent H. Davis Toy Corp. , Docket Ko. C-1221 , is a cor-

poration organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Kew York, with its principal

offce and place of business located at 461 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark , New .Jersey.

Respondent Lisbeth Whiting Co. , Inc. , Docket No. C-1222 , is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal

offce and place of business located at 17'9'-30 93rd A venue , .J a-

maica , New York.
Respondent Hassenfeld Bros. , Inc., Docket No. C-1223 , is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the Jaws of the State of Rhode Island , with its prin-
cipal offce and place of business located at 1027 Xewport Avenue
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

Respondent E . S. Lowe Company, Inc. , Docket No. C-1224 , is

a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York , with its principal
offce and place of business located at 27 West 20th Street , New
York , New York.

Respondent Ideal Toy Corporation , Docket No. C-1225 , is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal

offce and place of business located at 181-10 .Jamaica Avenue
Hollis , New York.

Respondent Kohner Bros. , Inc. , Docket No. C-1226, is a cor-
poration organized , existing and doing business 1jnder and by
virtue of the laws of the State of ;ew York , wIth its principal

offce and place of business located at 1 Paul Kohner Place, P. O.

Box 294 , East Paterson , New .Jersey.
PAR. 2. Each of the respondents is now, and for some time

last past has been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale
sale and distribution of toy products to jobbers and retailers
for resale to the public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , each of the
respondents now cause, and for some time last past has c?"used

its said products , when sold , to be shipped from the cOl'porate
place of business to purchasers thereof located in various other

States of the 1.nited States , and maintains , and at a1l times men-
tioned herein has maintained , a substantial course of trade in said
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products in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. Among the products which are offered for sale and
sold by respondent , Standard Toykraft , Inc. , Docket No. C-1217
is one which is identified by the name "Petal Craft." Two photo-
graphs illustrating the manner in which this product is packaged
and labeled are annexed hereto , marked "Fig. I" and "Fig. 2
and are incorporated herein by reference. '"

Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by
respondent, Pressman Toy Corporation , Docket No. C-1218, is

one which is identified by the name "Loomatic." Three photo-
graphs illustrating the manner in which this product is packaged
and labeled are annexed hereto , marked "Fig. I

" "

Fig. 2" and
Fig. 3 " and are incorporated herein by reference. *
Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by

the respondent, Remco Industries , Inc. , Docket o. C-1219 , is

one which is identified by the name "Chemistry Science Kit." A
photograph ilustrating the manner in which this product is pack-
aged and labeled is annexed hereto , marked " Fig. 1 " and is in-
corporated herein by reference. 

Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by
respondent, Avalon Manufacturing Corporation , Docket 

1220 , is one which is identified by the name "Paint on Color
Velvet." Two photographs ilustrating the manner in which this
product is packaged and labeled are annexed hereto , marked "Fig.
I" and " Fig. 2 " and are incorporated herein by reference.

Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by
respondent , H. Davis Toy Corp. , Docket No. C-1221 , is one which
is identified by the name "Barrettes." Three photographs ilus-
trating the manner in which this product is packaged and labeled

are annexed hereto , marked "Fig. 1

, "

Fig. 2" and "Fig. 3 " and
are incorporated herein by reference. *

Among the products which are offered for sale and ' sold by
the respondent, Lisbeth Whiting Co. , Inc. , Docket No. 1222
is one which is identified by the name "Bingle Bangle Hat." Two
photographs illustrating the manner in which this product is
packaged and labeled are annexed hereto , marked "Fig. I" and
Fig. 2 " and are incorporated herein by reference. *
Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by

respondent, Hassenfeld Bros. , Inc., Docket o. C-1223, is one
which is identified by the name "Mary Poppins." Three photo-

Pictorial illustrations wefe omitted in printing.
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graphs illustrating the manner in which this product is packaged
and labeled are annexed hereto , marked " Fig. 1

" "

Fig. 2" and

Fig. 3 " and are incorporated herein by reference. ;
Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by

respondent , E. S. Lowe Company, Inc. , Docket No. 1224, is

one which is identified by the nan18 "Hoodwink." T'\vo photo
graphs illustrating the 111ann81' in Ivhich this product is packaged
and labeled are annexed hereto , marked " Fig. 1" and Fig. 

and are incorporated herein by reference.

:::

Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by
respondent, Ideal To)' Corporation, Docket )\0. C-1225 , is one
which is identified by the name " Snoop, " Three photographs illus-
trating the ll1anner in "which this product is packaged and labeled

are annexed hereto , marked " Fig. 1

" "

Fig. 2" and "Fig. 3" and
are incorporated herein by reference. *

Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by
respondent , Kohner Bros. , Inc. , Docket j\ o. C-1226 , is one which
is identified by the name "Doll Craft. " Two photographs illus-
trating the manner in which this product is packaged and labeled
are annexed hereto , marked "Fig. 1" and !' Fig. 2 " and are in-
corporated herein by reference. 

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the aforedescribed method
of packaging, each of the respondents represents, and places in

the hands of others the means and instrumentalities by and
through which they may l' epl'eSent , directly or by imp1ication
that the volume of the net contents is commensurate with the
capacity of the external container.

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, the volume of the net contents

is not commensurate \vith the capacity of the external containers,
On the contrary, the capacity of the external containers is sub-
stantially in excess of the actual volume of tHe net contents
thereby creating the ll1istaken impression that the purchasers of
said products are in fact receiving more than is actually the
case.

Therefore , the met 1od of packaging referred io in Paragraphs
Four and Five hereof was and is false , n1isleading and deceptive.

PAR. 7. In the conduct of its business , at all times mentioned
herein , each of the respondents has been in substantial competi-
tion, in commerce, with corporations , firms and individuals in
the sale of toy products of the same general ldnd and nature.

PAR. 8. The use by each of the respondents of the aforesaid

Picto:' ial Llustrations w omitt d in pr:n:ing,
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false, misleading and deceptive method of packaging has had
and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of
the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
the quantum or amount of the products being sold ,vas and is
greater than the true such quantunl or amount, and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of respondents' products by
reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of each of the respond-

ents, as herein alleged , were and arc all to the prejudice and
inj ury of the public and of respondents' competitors and con-
stituted , and now constitute, unfair methods of competition and
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , hl violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-
tion of certain acts D.nd practices of each of the respondents
named in the caption hereof , and each of the respondents having
been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint

which the Bureau of Deceptive Practices proposed to present to
the Commission for its consideration and \vhich , if issued by the
Commission, would charge each of the respondents \vith viola-
tion of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

Each of the respondents and counsel for the Commission having
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts
set forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that
the signing of said agreement is for settement purposes only

and does not. constitute an admission by the respondents that
the 1m\' has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers
and provisions as required by the Commission s rules; -and

The Commission , having reason to believe that each of the
respondents has violated the Federal Trade Commission Act , and
having determined that complaint should issue stating its charges
in that respect , hereby issues its complaints , accepts said agree-
ments , makes the folJowing jurisdictional findings , and enters the
following orders:

1. Respondent Standard Toykraft, Inc. , Docket No. C-1217 , is

a corporation organized , existing and doing busjness under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its offce

and principal place of business located at 95 Lorimer Street
Brooklyn , New York.

Respondent Pressman Toy Corporation , Docket .00. C-1218 , is
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a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Kew York , with its offce and

principal place of business located at 1107 Broadway, New York
New York.

Respondent Remeo Industries , Inc., Docket No. 1219 , is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the Jaws of the State of New Jersey, with its OffCE
and principal place of business located at Cape May Street, Har-
rison, N €\v Jersey.

Respondent Avalon .Manufacturing Corporation , Docket No.
1220 is a corporation organized, existing and doing business

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Kew York , with
its offce and principal place of business located at 128 :Yliddleton
Street, Brooklyn , New York.

Respondent I-I. Davis Toy Corp. , Docket No. C-1221 , is a cor-

poration organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Kew York, with its offce and

principal place of business located at 461 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark , New Jersey.
Hespondent Lisbeth Whiting Co. , Inc. , Docket Ko. C-1222 , is

a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its offce

and principal place of business located at 179-30 93rd A venue
J amaiea , 1\ ew Yark.

Respondent Hassenfeld Bros. , Inc. , Docket No. C-1223 , is a

corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Rhodc Island, with its offce

and principal place of business located at 1027 Kewport Avenue
Pawtucket , Rhode Island.

Respondent E. S. Lowe Company, Inc. , Docket No. C-1224 , is

a corporation organized , existing and doing b6siness under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its offce

and principal place of business located at 27 West 20th Street
Kew York , New York.

Respondent Ideal Toy Corporation , Docket Ko. C-1225 , is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of K ew York, with its offce and

principal place of business located at 184-10 Jamaica Avenue,
Hollis , N e\V York.

Respondent Kohner Bros. , Inc. , Docket No. 1226 , is a cor-

poration organized , existing and doing business under and by
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virtue of the laws of the State of Kew York, with its offce and

principal place of business located at 1 Paul Kohner Place, P.

Box 294, East Paterson , ;\ ew Jersey.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub-

ject matter of these proceedings and of the respondents , and the
proceedings are in the public interest

ORDER

It .;S M"dered That each of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and its offcers, agents , representatives, and employees
directly or through any corporate or other' device , in connection

with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of the toy prod-
uct identified by name in Appendix A, in commerce, as " com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Packaging said product in a retail container of a size
or capacity in excess of that required solely by the physical

dimensions of the merchandise itself: PT01Jided, howe1Jer
That it shall be a defense in any enforcement proceeding
instituted hereunder for the respondent to establish either:

(a) That retail purchasers, at the time of sale, are
as fully aware of the disparity which exists between the
size or capacity of the container and the physical di-
mensions of the merchandise as they would be if the
container and the merchandise were displayed side-by-
side; or

(b) That the container being employed is not larger
in size or capacity than is necessary for the effcient
packaging of the merchandise contained therein, and
respondent has made all reasonable efforts to prevent
any misJeading appearance or impression from being

created by such container.
2. Providing wholesalers , retailers or other distributors of

said product with the means and instrumentalities by and
through which they may mislead the purchasing public in
the manner described in Paragraph (1) above.

It .;S further ordered That each of the respondents herein
shall , within sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order
file with the Commission a report in \vriting setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.
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ApPENDIX A

(C-1217)
(C-1218)
(C-1219)
(C-1220)
(C-1221)
(C-1222)
(C-1223)
(C-1224)
(C-1225)
(C-1226)

Standard Toykraft, Inc.

, "

Petal Craft.
Pressman Toy Corp.

, "

Loomatlc.
RC111CO Industries , Inc.

, "

Chemistry Science Kit.
Avalon 1anufactlll'ing Corp" " Paint on Color -Velvet.
H. Davis Toy Corp.

, "

Barrettes.
Lisbeth Whiting Co. Inc.

, "

Bingle Bangle HaL"
Hassenfeld Bros. , Inc.

, "

lVIary Poppins.
E. S. Lowe Co. Inc.

, "

Hoodwink."
Ideal Toy Corp.

, "

Snoop,
Kohner Bros. , Inc. , HDoll Craft,

IN THE MATTER OF

KING DISTRIBUTIKG COMPA ET AL.

CONSENT OIWER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C'-1227. CO'inplaint , June 2C , 19G7-Decision, June 2i; , 1967

Consent order requiring a Minneapolis , Minn. , distributor of vending" ma-
chines to ('eaSf, misrepresenting that prospective purchasers will be
specially sclected, that their earnings ,vi11 be any certain amount , that
they will be given sales assistance , that the seller is a charitable institu-
tion, that purchasers will have exclusive territories and making- other
deceptive claims in selling its machines amI sUPIJlies.

CO:\PLAI:-T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that King
Distributing Company, a corporation, and Richard J. Kennedy,
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , hereinafter re-
felTed to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it 

respect thereof ,vould be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent King Distributing- Company is a cor-
poration organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of YIinnesota , with its principal

offce and place of business located at 2500 39th A venue, KE.
Minneapolis , YIinncsota.


